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SESSION 15: “Fisheries and aquaculture in the face of climate 
change: Current actions, identified solutions and opportunities in 
support of sustainable livelihoods and food security.” 

• Showcase current solutions and opportunities (good practices, tools 
and approaches) for how to respond to climate change  
 

(i) Holistic and integrated approaches  
(ii) Human rights based approach to development  
(iii) Policies, strategies and initiatives for adaptation, mitigation and 
resilience-building  



Introduction 

• Small-scale fishing is a large rural sector, especially Asia and Africa  

• Provide jobs, livelihoods, food security, and cultural identity 

• Some 90% of 38 million fishers are classified as small-scale (FAO 2015)  

• Employ more than 90 percent of the world’s capture fishers and fish workers, 
about half of whom are women 

• Contribute about half of global fish catches  

• Two-thirds in the case of catches destined for direct human consumption 



FAO 2016 



Introduction 

• Dispossessed of their livelihoods, food security, property rights and cultural 
identity through the impacts of various driving forces: 
 

• Climate change is a major one but 
• Expansion of large-scale industrial fisheries 
• Growth of unabated aquaculture  
• Creation of protected areas 
• Unsupportive policy frameworks  
• Re-allocation of coastal resources to other uses 

 
• Despite importance, many SSF communities continue to be vulnerable and 

marginalized 
 



Introduction 
• What strategies and approaches can be used to build on the existing strengths to 

reduce vulnerabilities and enhance viability of fisheries and aquaculture systems 
in the face of persistent global change, including climate change? 

 

• SSF vulnerability is a multidimensional, complex, highly dynamic, and relative  

 



Vulnerability 
can be seen as 
the absence of 

wellbeing 

• “A state of being with others, where 
human needs are met, where one can act 
meaningfully to pursue one’s goals and 
where one enjoys a satisfactory quality of 
life” (McGregor 2008: 1) 
 

• Material  
• Relational 
• Subjective 



Vulnerability 
can be seen as 
lack of access 

to capital 
assets 

• Enable individuals to navigate their 
position when vulnerable 
 

• Human 
• Physical 
• Natural  
• Social 
• Financial  



Vulnerability comes from a 
loss of resilience 

• Capacity to absorb disturbance and 
reorganize, while undergoing change 
so as to still retain essentially the same 
function, structure, identity, and 
feedbacks (Walker et al. 2004)  
 

• Resilience is about maintaining or 
building options and flexibility 
 

• It is about adaptive capacity  
 
 

Engle 2011 



New approaches  

• Coping responses  

• Adapting responses  

• Transforming responses  



Bay of Bengal, Indian Ocean, India: 150 villages, over 400,000 fishers  



Climate and ecological Uncertainty, 
unpredictability and variability  



Social subsystem vulnerabilities 



First instance of visible migration from fishing villages 
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Occupational displacement 
through migration 

Loss of institutional capacity  
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Sheet1

		Q1: NAME OF THE VILLAGE		Q1: NAME OF THE PANCHAYAT		Q1: POSTAL ADDRESS OF THE VILLAGE		Q1: DETAILS OF THE  CONTACT PERSONS		Demographic details				Q2: Total migration		Q2: Total daily wage				Q3: Plans for migration				Q4: Start date of Dadan																																								Q5: Consultation on new sea mouth				Q6: Adverse impact of new sea mouth				Q6: Reasons for 'yes'		Q7: Adverse impact of shrimp culture				Q7: Reason for 'yes'		Q8: Adverse changes in ecological condition				Q8: Reason for 'yes'		Q9: Weak connection with Chilika				Q9: Reason for 'yes'		Q10: Nature of rights		Q11:Status of PFCS								Q12: Decrease in actual lease area				Q12: Fishing area encroached				Q12: Fishing area on sub-lease				Remarks

										Households		Voters (Adults)				Men		Women		Yes		No		Prior to 1980		1981		1985		1988		1991		1993		1994		1995		1996		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005		2006		2007		2008		Yes		No		Yes		No				Yes		No				Yes		No				Yes		No						Functional		Dormant		Dysfunctional		Does not exist		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No

		Khatisahi		Chilika Nuapada		PO: Chilika Nuapada      Thana: Krushnaprasada Via: Brahmagiri                   Puri 752033				60		240		25		15		25		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Increase in salinity         Decline in phytoplankton   Loss of fish habitat                   Fish life cycle disturbed      Increased force of water flow     Many fish species extinct        Decline in fish production		1		0		Life cycle of fish impacted                         Fishers' lives and livelihood affected		1		0		Change in "Natisitoshna" climate Increase in temperature in last 10 years		1		0		Loss of fish production leading to breakdown of economic backbone of fishers                                          Chilika has become unpredictable and undependable                       Prolonged absence through migration		Sole (Ekaka) fishing rights as customary fishers                        Payment of revenue to government by fisher only           Fishing without obstructions		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Khirisahi (Kanaka Durga PFCS)		Berhampur		PO: Badajhadi          Thana: Krushnaprasad   Via: Brahmagiri                   C7Puri		Ganesha Behera (9938139352)                       Mayadhara Behera (9937857274)                      Kalu Charana Behera (9778266148)		200		519		110		30		60		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Decline in fish stock		1		0		Decrease in actual fishing area                                       Increase in instances of conflict with other fishing villages		1		0		Chilika has shrunk                  Decline in fish breeding area                                      Siltation (dhipa)                  Loss of phytoplankton due to force of water            Loss of fish habitat		1		0		Loss of income from Chilika                                Forced migration		Sole (Ekaka) fishing rights as customary fishers                      Restriction on fishing by non-fishers                                           Protection of fishers' rights from forced fishing by non-fishers       Full control over traditional fish		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Chilika Nuapada (Patana Sahi) Harachandi PFCS		Chilika Nuapada		PO: Chilika Nuapada      Thana: Krushnaprasada Via: Brahmagiri                Puri 752033		Sanjaya Kumar Behera D11(9861541464)                    Susanta Behera (9938498677)		50		210		10		35		15		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock                    Fishers in desperate situation   Zero net fishing near sea mouth blocks movement of fish into the lagoon		1		0		Encroachment of traditional fishing areas                          Lack of area for use of traditional fishing techniques (Bahani)		1		0		Siltation (poti) in the last 10-20 years                       Large number of shrimp farms and its ill effects		1		0		Unrestricted involvement of non-fishers                      Forced occupation of traditional fishing areas by non-fishers                  Not being able to go for regular fishing		Protect our customary interests in Chilika                                   Full fishing rights through payment of lease revenue		1		0		0		0		1		0		0		1		0		1

		Sipakuda and Banamalipur		Phirigipur		PO: Nua Gaon Badabhuin Brahmagiri                     Puri		Hiranya Jena (9938139362)		120		630		2		2		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		Loss of livelihood for the community as a whole		1		0		Pollution due to chemical inputs                                    Spread of inter-village conflict                              Shrinkage of Chilika		1		0		Decline in fish production  Increase in salinity             Loss of phytoplankton      Erratic tidal movements Shrimp culture realted impacts including shrinkage of Chilika		1		0		Decline in fish production                      Lax in rule of law in Chilika                              Control of mafia on Chilika		Maintain our lives through fishing                                          Proper demarcation of Chilika (both traditional fishing areas and other areas)                      Right to management Chilika ?????		0		1		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		From 1574 acres originally, no lease since 1993. Consequently , there is no encroachment or sub-lease

		Mirzapur		Manika		PO: Bhagabanpur               Thana: Brahmagiri		Kashinatha (9777058639) Bipin (9777058633)		80		525		30		5		10		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Sand infestation                       Loss of phytoplankton and 'patu'                                           Lagoon floor is infested by barnicles                                    Fishing is not possible anymore		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika              Actual fishers are deprived of regular fishing		1		0		Infestation by sea animals like barnicles            Loss of vegetation on the sand barrier between Chilika and the sea                Loss of phytoplankton and 'patu' - loss of home and food of fish and shrimp		1		0		Loss of productiviey and income                                Large-scale migration		Sole rights to fishing by customary fisher (by caste) only  No interference in our customary occupation of fishing by other caste people                  Our rights are protected when ecology of Chilika is preserved		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Check again (red zeros mainly)                     After the opening of a new tourist center in the village some fishers are able to make some earning by working on the tourist boats

		Jagannathapur (Uttara Chilika PFCS)				PO: Kusubenti                       Thana: Brahmagiri                 C16Puri		Santha Behera (9938468804)		40		190		60		15		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		0				1		0		Shrimp farms on the edge of lagoon deprive fishers from taking shelter during rain and cyclones                  Obstruction in fish and shrimp movement		1		0		No positive changes        Shrinkage of Chilika due to shrimp farms                  Siltation ('poti heyuchi')    'Nala' grass infestation on large-scale		1		0		Loss of income from Chilika                               Gradual weakening of will power ("Manabala durbala hoyijauchi")		Sole rights to fishing by customary fisher (by caste) only  Chilika should only belong to the customary fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		No lease area now

		Mota		Rebana Nuagaon		PO: Chapamanika        Via: Brahmagiri                Puri		Bata Behera (9238818993) Narendra Behera (923897099)		150		700		100		150		50		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		About 80 percent decline in fish production		1		0		Short supply of juveniles to the lagoon: Fish juveniles are caught along with shrimp juveniles		1		0		Infested by sea animals including barnicles            Dominance of water hyacinth                               Siltation leading to 'kuda'		1		0		Loss of income from Chilika                                 Loss of will power		Freedom to conduct traditional fishing methods (Bahani)                Protection from non-fishers            Support to maintain boats and nets		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly)                           Migration started in around 1999 after the super cyclone

		Sanabandhakera		Brahmagiri		PO: Brahmagiri                Puri		Bhim Behera (9937791686) (9937252792)		5		30		10		5		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Tradtional fishing areas encroached for shrimp farming		1		0		Dominance of fresh water		1		0		Loss of fish production		Protection of traditional fishing areas                                                Removal of shrimp farms from Chilika                                           Fishing related entry of non-fishers in Chilika prohibited		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly)

		Bhaghalanji		Badabenakudi		PO: Bhubanapur             Thana: Brahmagiri             Puri		Madana Behera (9937422298)                        Akhila Behera (9861314034)		74		320		30		80		30		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Shrimp farms on the edge of lagoon deprive fishers from taking shelter during rain and cyclones                  Obstructions in fishing		1		0		Increase in water hyacinth has led to siltation (poti)		1		0		Loss of fishing-based income		Freedom to fish                               Removal of non-fishers from any fishing related engagement in Chilika		1		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Paniduara Badasahi		Jaripada		PO: Kalupada Ghata            Thana: Tangi                Khurda		Purussottama Behera (9861139019)               Mohana Behera (9938606427)                 Pravakara Behera                 (06756-212334)		300		1000		500		50		50		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Harassment by shrimp farm owners while fishing                   Obstruction in navigation         Obstructions in fishing		1		0		Chilika has dried up and shrunk also                          Due to 'nala' grass infestation boat journey has become time consuming		1		0		Loss of fishing due to shrimp farms and 'nala' grass		Sole fishing rights to customary fishers                                                Restrict entry of non-fishers for fishing		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0						250 men and 250 women have migrated (CHECK??????)                                             No lease taken since FISHFED

		Balinashi		Kalekaleswara		PO: Kalupada Ghata           Thana: Tangi                Khurda		Bauribandhu Jali (9861782958)                  Dinabandhu Jena (9437101942)		100		463		26		15		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		All sorts of problem due to shrimp farms inside the Chilika                                      Shrimp farms on the edge of lagoon deprive fishers from taking shelter during rain, cyclones and other emergencies                         large-scale encroac		1		0		Chilika has become excessively shallow               "Nala' Grass infestation     Loss of fish diversity		1		0		Change in ecological condition of Chilika         Productivity and income are not sufficient to support a family                   Large-scale migration		A bundle of rights in Chilika that would facilitate livelihood of fishers' families		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly)                 BE15Q8: Earlier, one bag of rice was required to go to Satapada but we need just six kilograms of rice for the same (Indicates the earleir depth of water and absence of motor engines)

		Panchupatia		Kalekaleswara		PO: Kalupada              Thana: Tangi                Khurda  752022		Pathani Ghadei and Bipin (06756-224026, 224283		40		200		7		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                   Obstruction in flow of water to all areas                        Fish movement restricted     Problem in boat navigation   Fishing area encroachment		1		0		Chilika has shrunk            Siltation from rivers and streams                             Chilika has become shallow                                   Fish and bird species hading towards extinction  Due to shallow water shrimp culture is easily done		1		0		Ecological condition of Chilika  (less area due to shrinkage)                   Shallowness                        Non-availability of many fish species                      Shrimp farming                       infestation by grass and water hyacinth		Maintain livelihoods by fishing Chilika belonged to our foresfathers and it belongs to us too                                                   Chilika is our 'bhatahandi'		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly)               Q8: Instead of lake Chiliak should be called as a 'Pata' or 'puskarani' (pond).

		Digirisahi		Jaripada		PO: Jaripada               Via: Kalupada Ghata      Thana: Tangi                    Khurda  752022		Bidya (9938212764)     Sarata Behera (9777625774)                Bharata Behera (9237018085)		85		601		250		40		60		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Free flow of water to all areas is restricted                    Siltation makes thelagoon shallower day by day               Movement of fish and its juveniles is obstructed and they cannot reach all areas of the lagoon                       Fisher are n		1		0		Reduced depth of water thereby most of the lagoon area is shallower than before                      Excess infestation of 'nala' grass from Sorana to the mouth of river Daya    number of migratory bird is on the decline                  Some varieties of		1		0		Loss of income from Chilika		Removal of non-fishers                Stop shrimp farming and remove existing ponds                               Ban plastic nets (trammel nets)  Issue of identity cards to customary fishers		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika Bahani - no lease

		Jagannathapur Patana		Jaripada		PO: Jaripada                        Via: Kalupada Ghata      Thana: Tangi                    Khurda  752022		Sukanta Behera (9938234682)                Raghu Behera (9937925402)		105		616		265		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		1		0		0		1				1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                Threat to both shrimp and fish juvenile                           No place in Chilika to take shelter in case of need		1		0		Several varieties of fish are not seen any more          Flow of water to all parts of the lagoon restricted     Dominance of fresh water leding to many problems             Fresh water supports infestation of 'nala' grass		1		0		Due to permant trammel nets in the lagoon the fish stock is precarious       Shrimp farming and its pollutions		Establish and protect customary rights to fish in Chilika                                       Right to pay lease revenue          Elimination of shrimp farms		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Q6: It was good when they were dredging. Things changed once they stopped dredging.

		Balipatapur (Kaibartya Sahi) Baseli Samabaya Samity		Balipatapur		PO: Bhusandhapur      Thana: Tangi                 Khurda		Braja Behera (9938576857) Arakhita Behera (06753-214927)                          Ulasa Behera (9937197511)		200		700		200		30		50		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		1		0		Destruction of fishing areas due to sand infestation and creation of artificial mounds in Chilika		1		0		Loss of traditional fishing areas to shrimp farms         Lack of sufficient area for traditional fishing (Bahani)		1		0		Predominance of plastic nets and shrimp culture barricades affect lagoon ecology                                 Polluted water in the lagoon                                   Spread of water hyacinth    and grass ('nala' etc.) has made Chilika shallow		1		0		Loss of income from Chilika                          Extensive shrimp farming                           Tammel nets creating permanent barriers at Magarmukha (a passage) and other areas                                   Ecological degradation of Chilika		Chilik has been the only source of livelihood for fishers and they should have full rights on it		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		0		Q8: Good description on ecological changes                                                    Q10: Statement on rights

		Jagannathapur Patana		Bhusandhapur		PO: Bhusandhapur       Thana: Tangi             Khurda		Debaraja Behera (9937323287)           Biranchi Behera (9937263028)             Kesaba Behera (9938341503)		70		400		60		40		60		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of juvenile fish and shrimp		1		0		Change in water quality (fluctuations in salinity level and fresh water)		1		0		Loss of productiviey in Chilika		Recognition of customary fishing rights                                    Complete rights to fishers		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika Bahani - no lease

		Bhusandhapur (Bharukhuni Sahi)		Bhsandhapur		PO: Bhusandhapur       Via: Singhipur                  Khurda		Madana Mallik                    Rabi Mallik ( 9937459247) Pravakara Mallik (9778193443)		40		180		35		15		20		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		1				1		0		Shortage of fishing area because of encroachment for shrimp farming		1		0		Decrease in salinity as compared to last >10 years                                       Better fish stock and production earlier                     Fresh water dominance leading to decrease in fish and shrimp		1		0		Loss of income from Chilika		Secure livelihoods dependence on Chilika		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly)

		Balipatapur (Bahania Sahi)		Balipatapur		PO: Bhusandhapur          Thana: Tangi                          Khurda		Merudhara Behera (9937331871)                   Gopinatha Behera (9938284468)		200		945		200		100		100		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		Increase in the intensity of fishing with trammel nets near sea mouth area in general and "magaramukha in particular has completely blocked the movement of fish to this area		1		0		Juvenile fish and shrimp destroyed		1		0		Water hyacinth infestation (Nala, Siphala and Rajadala)		1		0		Loss of income from fishing                             Use of unfriendly fishing techniques (plastic nets) in Chilika		Based on our customary rights fishers should have sole rights on Chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Stopped taking lease since 1992

		Gobardhanapur Colony    (J. B. G Coloney/Nagar)        Refugee settlement		Kantalabai		PO: Bhusandhapur          Khurda		Prosanta Purna Mondal (9937652532)		250		550		50		90		80		1		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		1				1		0		Rule of Mafia (Mafia raj)          Impact on fishers' livelihoods                                                              Water pollution and its impact on fish stock		0		1				1		0		No income from Chilika		Recognition of our livelihoods dependence on Chilika		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Q8 & 9: Can related to Chilika in economic terms but cannot connect in ecology terms    Refugee village, so no lease area

		Balipatapur (Dhanadhara Sahi) Basudev PFCS		Balipatapur		PO: Bhusandhapur          Thana: Tangi                          Khurda		Sudarshan Behera, Ex-Sarapanch (9937265744)     Daughter of Jayakrushna Behera (9938484946)		200		600		400		50		20		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		1		0		Encroachment of sea mouth by illegal fishing activities                                          Increase in the intensity of fishing with trammel nets near sea mouth area in general and "magaramukha in particular has completely blocked the movement of fi		1		0		Encroachment of prime forage areas of fish and shrimp for shrimp farming     Loss / decrease in total fishing area		1		0		Locally extinct fish species (we do not see a few fish species anymore)   Shrinkage of Chilika and siltation mostly through shrimp culture		1		0		Loss of fish and shrimp in Chilika                         Migration		Recognize our customary rights     Unhindred access to traditional fishing areas                                         Reallocation of fishing areas that were taken away for migratory bird consevation                  Protection of rights again conserva		0		1		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		Out of 400 migrants, 300 men and 100 women                                                               Bahara Chilika Bahani and no lease for the last 5 - 7 years

		Bhusandhapur (Kaibarta Sahi)		Bhusandhapur		PO: Bhusandhapur         Thana: Tangi                Khurda		Bijaya Behera (9937448624)  Babuli Behera (9937619874)???		150		900		200		50		50		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Ecological degradation of Chilika leading to loss of income by fishers                                 Fishers forced to migrate		1		0		Shrimp farming since 1993 ahs contributed to degradation		1		0		Shrimp farming                    Plastic nets (Trammel nets)                                      Alim nets at sea mouth          Blocking of channel by intesive trammel net fishing		Customary right to livelihoods dependence on Chilika be recognized                                         Recognize that fishers do not have any alternative source of income than Chiliak - it is our future		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Q10: Good statement

		Jhati Nuagaon (Maa Majhiani PFCS)		Kantalabai		PO: Bhusandhapur          Thana: Tangi                          Khurda		Surendra Kumar Sahu (9338922807)		100		400		80		35		15		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Bank areas of lagoon are important areas upon which  we used to depend which were encroached		1		0		Nala grass infestation has led to filling of the lagoon (poti heuchi)                        Motor boat related  pollution		1		0		Loss of income from Chilika                             threat of mafia in Chilika		Right to fishing and selling fish		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly)

		Saraswati Nagar		Balipatapur		PO: Adala                       Via: Nirakarapur        Thana: Tangi                 Khurda		Anadi Behera (9937466112)???            Pravat Kumar Behera (9938484976)                  Jambeswara Behera (9937392504)		51		275		20		40		30		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Fishers cannot take shelter on the shore areas during cyclone                                              Mafia raj -                                                 Shrinkage of Chilka due to increase in shrimp farms		1		0		Some saline water fish species are extinct                  Decrease in number of migratory bird leading to ecological crisis                                                         Decrease in salinity level		1		0		Loss of income from Chilika leading to migration		Right to lvelihoods		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		Q10: Good statement                                                             New village, no society and no lease

		Jankia				PO: Gadasahi                   Via: Kanasa                          Puri		Gangadhara Behera (9937856851)		34		134		15		20		10		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Involvement of non-fishers		1		0				1		0		Shrimp farming		Customary right to fishingh in Chilika		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Nadi bahani so PFCS functional

		Janghar (Kaibartya)		Bijupur		PO: Tipuri                      Via: Kanasa                      Puri		Sarbeswara Behera                Sudhakara Behera		15		150		30		45		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0				1		0		Banks of the lagoon are encroached which are important areas                         Fishing nets like 'Phasi jala' cannot be used any more as these nets are primarily used in shallow areas that are now under shrimp farms		1		0		Siltation (dhipa) of Chilika Migratory bird decrease           Less fishing area due to excessive water hyacinth  less space for migratory birds due water hyacinth		1		0		Degradation of Chiliak ecology: No area to put nets due to excessive water hyacinth		Sole right to fishing by customary fishers                           Wherever there is water and fish we should have right to fish in all those areas		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Some more are expected to go on dadan    Q10: Good statement

		Naikulapatana (2)		Dhanakera		PO: Nali Basanta         Via: Beraboi                        Thana: Sakhigopala       Puri		Prabhakara Behera (9861947009 - Daughter Tikina)		8		40		7		8		8		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		1		1		0		Dredging of channels from magaramukha to nadi muhana has made the water deep because of which its not easy to fish there (Luna river)		1		0		Decrease in fishing area    Conflicts with other villges    Non-fishers who are shrimp farmers does not allow us to fish close to their area		1		0		With dredging of nadi muhana Chilika condition has actually improved. But we are not able to fish because of the threat from non-fishers (Gambhari)		1		0		Shrimp farming and related conflicts                   Lack of money to go deep water fishing		Ban on involvement of non-fishers                                                    Sole fishing rights to customary fishers		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Nadi bahani and deep chilika so no lease area

		Naranapur		Dhanakera		PO: Nali Basanta         Via: Beraboi                        Thana: Sakhigopala       Puri		Dukhishyam Behera (9937523358)               Purnachhandra Behera (9938615130)		12		45		15		20		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				0		0		Because we are not going to Chilika how do we know		1		0				1		0		Ecollogical degradation of Chilika                                  Destruction of fishing equipments and  oppresion by powerful people while fishing		Loan for fishing equipments from government		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Deep Chilika fishing                                         Statement on the back of last page

		Nua Dokanda		Dokanda		PO: Kanasa                            Puri		Basanta Behera (9238636703)                Manoj Kumar Behera) 9777185878)                Ratnakara Behera (9938079626)		120		600		40		250		70		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Decrease in fishing area     no place totake shelter during clamities                      Forced to fish in deep waters		1		0		Siltation and shallowing of Cilika                                Fish stock gone down		1		0		Shrimp farming              Loss of production		Total ban on shrimp farming Protection from non-fisher villages (Gambhari and the three villages)		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Nadi bahani

		Daya Vihar		Gadasahi		PO: Gadasahi                   Thana: Kanasa                          Puri		Sadananda Behera (9937378001)              Bhikari Bhera (9937557938) Budhibabana Behera (9937378481)		30		150		50		30		30		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		till one year after the mouth there was good results but now it has become what it was		1		0		Loss of fishing area               Forced to fish in deep waters                                     No place to take shelter during clamities - threat to life		1		0		Siltation and shallowig of Chilika		1		0		Loss of income from Chiliak		Free Chilika from shrimp culture  Desiltation and other improvements so that we can continue to fish		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Nadi bahani

		Kaudikhani		Kadua		PO: Bhatapada           Thana: Brahmagiri        Via: Nirakarapur           Kanasa   Puri		Harmohan Behera (9937495636)               Binod Behera (9238322724)		400		1300		135		152		30		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Force of water due to new mouth                                          Loss of phytoplankton                      Reduction of salinity		1		0		Loss of shrimp juveniles      Fish habitas lost                         No place to take shelter during clamities		1		0		Loss of salinity                       Loss of fish stock and production                          Pollution due to motorized boats                        Decrease in migratory birds		1		0		Loss of production leading to loss of faith on customary dependence on Chilika   Fear factor due to Mafia raj, gunda raj and theft and robbery		Caste-based and customary rights recognized                                                     Sole fishing rights to customary fishers only		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		No lease since 2001-2002

		Gada Balabhadrapur		Gada Balabhadrapur		PO: Gada Balabhadrapur  Thana: Kanasa              Puri		Hrusikesh Behera (9237931485)                      Chinta Behera (9938282698)		13		90		40		5		25		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Increase in theft and conflict		1		0				1		0		Loss of income		Exclude non-fishers from Chilika       Ban shrimp culture                               Stop mafia raj		1		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		River fishing

		Gangadharapur		Badal		PO: Adala                        Thana: Brahmagiri             Puri		Aswani Behera (9861535746)                     Rabinarayana Jena (9937785961)		70		180		3		60		30		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Problem in boat navigation         Deep water fishing leads to loss of fishing equipments during calamities                 Loss of shelter places on the shore		1		0				1		0		Loss of income from Chilika                               Decrease in fish production                             Shrimp farming		Chilika is ours (fishers)		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly)

		Gadakokala		Raibidhara		PO: Gadakokala           Thana: Brahmagiri            Puri		Abhimanyu behera (9933578401)?????		90		350		100		130		110		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock and production		1		0		Loss of fish stock and production                                                       Loss of shelter place on Shore		1		0		Shrimp farming          Loss of fish species		1		0		Loss of production           Loss of income                                      Forced migration		Protection of customary fishing rights                                              Abolish shrimp farms and ban shrimp farming		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika bahani

		Karamala		Aalibada		PO: Shantidhama         Via: Kanasa                Thana: Brahmagiri                Puri		Kamalakanta Behera (Tuku) (9937247441)                 Niranjana Behera (9937199857)		70		250		60		40		30		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika             Obstruction in fish movement between Chilika and the sea		1		0		Filling of Chilika due to excessive chari and also shrimp fariming		1		0		Loss of income from Chilika ecological degradation of Chilika		Sole and full rights of customary fishers		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika bahani

		Hariharapatana		Jamala Goda		PO: Gadhisagada        Via: Kanasa                  Thana: Brahmagiri                   Puri		Brajabandhu Behera (9938673514)                      Jata Behera (9938871718)  Saraju Behera (06752-642073)                          Bibhuti Behera (9238520536)		50		200		10		50		40		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Fishers not allowed to go close to the shrimp farms     Theft and robbery of fishin equipments                                  Loss of shelter places		1		0		Filing of Chilika due to shrimp farming                            Decrease in fish stock		1		0		Loss of production                Loss of income		Customary rights to fishing protected		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika bahani

		Naikulapatana (1)		Jamala Goda		PO: Gadhisagada        Via: Kanasa                       Thana: Brahmagiri                     Puri		Bikrama Behera (9937459113)                    Manmohan Behera (9777058684)                  Kaibalya Behera (9938675196		155		500		100		60		100		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Important fish habitats lost to shrimp farms                        Fish juveniles area forced to stay in deep waters as shallower palces are under shrimp farming and in the process they fall prey to other carnivorous                     Loss of fish fora		1		0		Decrease in migratory birds                                                              Water hyacinth infestation                               Decrease in salinity		1		0		Loss of productivity         Reduction in fishing areas                                    Shrimp farming		Free Chilika from shrimp culture  Sole rights to customary fishers		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly

		Swainkera and Kerandipur		?????		PO: Kerandipur             Via: Basudevpur                 Thana: Chandanapur       Puri		Harihara Behera (9338303807)		34		170		20		50		40		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of shelter places during clamities		1		0				1		0		Shrimp farming                        Theft and robbery		Protection of customary rights		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika bahani                                       Have not paid lease fee for the last four years

		Kamalanayanapur		Rahadamal		PO: Rahadamal            Thana: Puri                          Puri		Udhav Behera (9938296630) Chaitanya Behera (9938365847)		45		220		10		100		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Shore areas remained under shrimp farms                        Loss of fishing areas                    Threat from non-fishers if fishing near the farms		1		0		Reduction in fish stock      Fillin of Chilika                      Reduction in water level		1		0		Theft and robbery of fishing equipments         Shrimp farming                          Loss of fish production                Loss of income from Chilika                               All savings spent on buy new equipments after theft		Return our Chilika to us                  Abolish shrimp farms		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika bahani

		Bidheyibast		Kapileswarapur		PO: Kapilashorepur       Thana: Puri                      Puri		Naba Behera (9938871280)		10		60		3		20		20		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Migration by fishers		1		0		Ecological degradation      Loss of fish stock                    Decrease in migratory birds                                Siltation                                                           Filling of Chilika due to chari dala		1		0		Loss of income		Sole fishing rights to customary fishers                                                Abolish plastic nets and shrimp farms from Chilika		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly)

		Telisahi		???		PO: Manapada                  Brahmagiri                         Puri ???????????		Krushnachandra Behera (06752-654082)                  Laxmidhara Behera (9777389887)		23		82		35		0		45		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		1		0		Good production fo rtwo years after the sea mouth after which it has gone down again		1		0		Shrimp mafia does not allow us to fish in shallow waters                                                     Loss of shelter place		1		0		Loss of fish stock                           Ecological degradation              Decrease in migratoy birds                        Loss of chari		1		0		Shrimp farming		Freedom to fish in Chilika without fear                                Protection from mafia		0		1		0		0		0		1		1		0		0		1

		Paridobandha		Kerandipur		PO: Basudevpur                 Thana: Chandanapur    Puri		Sri Panchanana Behera (9238548554)		25		140		5		75		55		1		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of fishing area to shrimp farms                                         Oppression of mafia on us    Fishers' migration		1		0				1		0		Shrimp farming                   Fear of mafia and others		Freedom to fish independently		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Natia Kona		Hantuka		PO: Hantuka                  Via: Basudeipur          Thana: Chandanapur        Puri		Ghania Behera (9777108877) Gobardhana Behera (9338216376)                    Biranchi Behera (9937069721)		7		50		0		20		10		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Cannot fish in shallow water    Forced to fish in deep water and no shelter during rain and cyclone and we lose our fishing equipments		1		0				1		0		Theft of fishing equipments                         Increased resource conflicts		Protection against non-fishers who are encroaching into our customary fishing rights		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly)

		Patharapada		Kapileswarapur		PO: Kapilashorepur       Via: Basudevpur              Thana: Puri Sadar                      Puri		Yudhisthira Behera (9938505251)		50		250		15		40		20		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Cannot fish in shallow water    Forced to fish in deep water and no shelter during rain and cyclone and we lose our fishing equipments                 Low fish stock and production		1		0		Filling up of Chilika                  Water quality (bitter) polluted                                   Fish habitat poluted - theya re dying		1		0		Fear of non-fishers and other attacking us                 Expenditure more than income due to theft of fishing equipments		Freedom to our fishing area without fear or threat		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Q10: Statement of rights with example

		Khajuria and		Dimirisena		PO: Khajuria                             Thana: Brahmagiri        Puri		Askshaya Kumar Behera (9937159537)                 Hari Brhera (9937444210)		100		400		60		75		75		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		lack of proper place for fishers to station within Chilika while fishing                              Shores of Chilika under the control of non-fishers               Loss of fish stock		1		0		Filling up of Chilika          Impact of motorized boats on water qualtiy and fish          Water hyacinth infestation		1		0		Shrimp farming                      threat from non-fishers involvement in Chilika                Loss of income form Chilika		Recognize that Chilia is our rice bowl                                          Chilika should be under the possession and control of customary fishers		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		1

		Charibatia		Rahadamalla		PO: Ghanapana           Via: Basudevpur           Thana: Puri                             Puri 752013		Kalucharana Behera (9938306254)                      Dinabandhu Behera (9238819129)		40		140		20		20		20		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Prime fishing areas (shores) are under shrimp farming		1		0		Change in water quality - fresh water dominance		1		0		Shrimp fariming                           Loss of stock andproduction                      Proper connection and flow of fish stock from sea to Chilika obstructed                             Impact of motorized boats                              theft of		Protection of our customary rights against non-fishers		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika bahani

		Mangalajodi (Karatia Sahi)		Sundarapur		PO: ????                      Thana: Tangi                                 Khurda		Laxmidhara Behera (9777774840)		350		1250		800		60		60		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika               Filling up of Chilika                       Loss of fishing area due to encroachment as well as actual loss of area through above		1		0		Nala grass infestation has led to filling of the lagoon (poti heuchi)                              Siltation thorugh rivers       Adverse condition for migratory birds                             Decrease in numbers of migratory birds		1		0		shrinkage in Chilika area - earlier it was in proximity to our village now eight kilometers away                                 Difficult to go to main Chilika by boat due to nal grass                       Loss of fish stock and productivity		Recognize our customary rights in Chilika                                       Fishing in Chilika is our sole right                                             Ecological protection to Chilika     Proper managmeent of Chilika    Abolition of shrimp farms		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly)                                         600 men and 200 women on migration                      Q6: statement on muhana                                Q10: Very good statement on rights                 Bahara Chilika bahani

		Sanakusumi (Mahavir PFCS)		Tangi		PO: Chandeswar           Thana: Tangi                    Khurda		Khanu Charana Behera (9861307893)		14		70		3		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                            Loss of fishing area                    Loss shore line as important areas of fish reproduction                            Loss of fish stock and production		1		0		Filling up of Chilika     Siphala grass infestation		1		0		Loss of productivity               Loss of income		Exclusion of non-fishers from fishing in Chilika                          Functional PFCS in all villages		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Chandeswara (Darugaon)		Chandeswara		PO: Chandeswar           Thana: Tangi                    Khurda		Aparti Behera                  Ramesh Behera (9777250940)                      Laxmana Behera (99383573005)		12		70		5		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of fish stock		0		1				1		0		Loss of fish stock and production		Cuystomary rights to fishing be protected		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly)                                            Ask start data of dadan

		Raghunathapur and Laxmipur (Mahavir PFCS)		Chandeswara		PO: Parioradi???          Thana: Tangi                        Khurda		Rabindra Behera (9937675950)                       Chanda Behera (93385		40		200		20		100		0		1		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Prime fishing areas under shrimp farming		1		0		Unwanted mounds wihtin Chilika                                  Nala grass infestation hinders fishing activty             Filling up of Chilika		1		0		Encroachemnt by shrimp farming does not allow us the space to use traditional fishingnets (bhida jala)		Sole rights to fishing by customary fishing		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Q9: Good statement

		Bindhania (Mahavir PFCS)		Tangi		PO: Chandeswar           Thana: Tangi                    Khurda		Sudhakara Behera (9938328644)		4		25		3		5		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of fishing area through encroachement                       Harassment by shrimp farms while fishing		1		0		Loss of fish stock                           Ecological degradation              Decrease in migratoy birds		1		0		Loss of production		Soel fishing rights to customary fishers through payment of lease fee		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly)

		Aarada Narasinghapur (Mahavir PFCS)		Chandeswara		PO: Chandeswar           Thana: Tangi                    Khurda		Debaraja Behera (9938272438)		20		100		30		20		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Fishing habitats under shrimp farming                           Utthapani areas under shrimp farming		1		0		Nala and siphala grass infestation		1		0		Cannot fish due to nala and siphala grasses		Sole rights to customary fishers		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly)                                                                                                     Q8: Statement

		Biripadara		Gomundia		PO: Badajhada            Puri		Bipin Bihari Das, S/O Amarnath Das (9861489691)		75		300		100		20		5		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		Force of water due to new mouth                                          Quick in flow and out flow of sea water		1		0		Filling up of Chilika		1		0				1		0				Recognition of customary rights to fishing		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Sanapatana		Arakhakuda		PO: Bhagabanpur           Thana: Brahmagiri             Puri		Hari (9937444726)                    Nilamani Chelberi (9937160228)		50		200		30		30		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		Loss of fish stock and production                                      Low water level in Channel		1		0				1		0		Due to impac tof sea mouth Chilika suffered ecological degradation                   Sand infestation		1		0		Loss of income from Chilika		Exclude non-fishers from Chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		Q5: Government informed that the sea mouth will be at Arakhakuda (rennovation of old mouth) but they changed theplace without informing

		Rambha (Pandara Sahi)		Rambha NAC		PO: Rambha                         Ganjam		Tofan Jali (9237925783, 9861873971)		40		100		30		8		5		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Fishing areas under shrimp farming                                 Not easy to fish in deep water		1		0		Filling up of Chilika		1		0		Loss of income		Abolition of shrimp farms and plastic nets		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Check again (red zeros mainly)

		Mathapur		Singheswara		PO: Ghiakhala             Via: Balugaon              Khurda		Yudhistira Behera (9777198955)          Duryodhana Behera (9437304639)		35		150		30		10		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of fishing area                Loss of shelter places during rain and cyclones		1		0		Loss of habitat for migratory birds                          Ecological degradation of Chilika		1		0		Entry of non-fishers / fishers with fishing as occupation                                    Loss of production                        Loss of income		Full rights over Chilika                         ban on entry of non-fishers into Chilika                                                             Sole rights to customary fishers to fish and to manage Mother Chilika		0		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Q10: Good statement

		Bankiapalli (Meghambari PFCS)		Singheswara		PO: Ankulachati              Via: Balugaon                   Khurda 752030		Sukanta Behera (9338069916)               Duryodhana Behera (9777061517)		150		400		350		10		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of fishing area to shrimp farms                          Fear of shrimp mafia		1		0		Fillin up of Chilika		1		0		Loss of income from Chilika		Full rights over Chilika to fish, navigate, ect.		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Q7: Very important statement on Shrimp farming                                                         Both men and women on dadan

		Bhagabatipatana (Mamu Bhanaja PFCS)		Singheswara		PO: Singheswara                 Khurda		Subala Kumar Behera (9937144722)                 Narayana Behera (9937137216)		150		700		100		65		20		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish production		1		0		Traditional fishing mehtods (Bahani) cannot be done     Loss of stock and prodcuction		1		0		Pressure of tourists               Motorized boats and their impact on fish stock           Shrinkage of Chilika		1		0		Mafia raj                                                       Degradation of Chilika ecology                                Loss of fish production		Livelihood dependence                                                Sole rights to fish                                               Abolition of shrimp farms                         Protection from Mafia		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Check again (red zeros mainly)

		Taladiha (Mahabir PFCS)		Ratanpur		PO: Kuhudi                 Thana: Tangi                  Khurda		Kanhu Behera (9937308267) Bhamarabara Behera, President (9937676561)		40		150		50		10		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock and production		1		0		Barrier in fish and shrimp movement		1		0		Filling up of Chilika                Nala and siphala infestation                           Loss of fish stock		1		0		Loss of fish production		Recognize cutomary fishing rights Clean up nala and siphala grass from chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Jayantipur (Jayantipur PFCF)		Hatabaradi		PO: Hatabaradi            Thana: Tangi                     Khurda		Panchanana Behera (9938362366)                Sudhir Kumar Behera (9938129504)		60		460		40		20		20		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Navigation for fishing in Chilika is probematic                  Loss of fish and shrimp production and stock		1		0		Siltation and filling up of Chilika                                    Shrimp farming and plastic nets creating barriers for flow of water and fish                                   Shrinkage of Chilika lagoon due to nala and siphali		1		0		Loss of income in Chilika		Recognize traditional rights		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika bahani

		Kuhudi (Mahavir PFCS)		Kuhudi		PO: Kuhudi                 Thana: Tangi                  Khurda		Prafulla Behera (9337681009)		100		500		250		100		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock and production		1		0		Fishing areas under shrimp farming		1		0		Filling of Chilika due to excessive siphala                        Decrease in numbers of migratory birds                           Shrinkage of Chilika area		1		0		Loss of income		Sole rights of customary fishers through payment of lease fee		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika bahani

		Ratanpur		Ratanpur		PO: Kuhudi                 Thana: Tangi                  Khurda		Kelucharana Behera (9937011462)		40		200		20		40		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Blockage of mouth area has negative impact		1		0		Shriankage of fishing area		1		0		Filling of Chilika                       Nala and siphala grass infestation                                Decrease in fish stock		1		0		Ecological degradation of Chilika                                 Loss of fisha dn shrimp stock and production		Sole rights of customary fishers       Exclude non-fishers and shrimp mafia from Chilika		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Check again (red zeros mainly)

		Ratanpur (Sabari Sahi)??? (Mahavir PFCS)		Ratanpur		PO: Kuhudi                 Thana: Tangi                  Khurda		Merua Behera (9778028276)    Nalu Behera (977769062)   Rabindra Behera (9777428354)		150		525		60		30		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Good results for one year after new mouth after that crisis		1		0		Loss of shelter place in rain and cyclone                           Fishing areas under shrimp farming		1		0		Nala and siphala grass infestation		1		0		Loss of fish production		Proper management of Chilika              Renovation of Ganja mouth		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Check again (red zeros mainly)

		Dhuanli (Machyajibi Sahi) (Mamu Bhanaja PFCS)		Singheswara		PO: Singheswara       Thana: Balugaon                      Khurda		Madan Behera (9237928964)  Kishore Behera (9938806029)                     Murali Behera (???)		50		150		20		20		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		We left going ot Chilika 20 years back		1		0		Fishing areas under shrimp farming                                  Lack of space to undertake traditional fishing methods (Bahani)		1		0		Filling up of Chilika                   Water hyacinth infestation leading to shallowing of Chilika		1		0		Shrimp farming		Soel fishing rights to customary fishers through payment of lease fee                                                     Proper management of Chilika		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika Bahani

		Balia (Maa Mangala Sahi) (Hatabaradi PFCS)		Haripur		PO: Haripur                       Thana: Tangi                     Khurda		Halu Behera, Mukhia (9938801201)		7		30		10		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Good results for one year after new mouth after that crisis		1		0		Fishing areas under shrimp farms                                       Problem in fishing - even no space for parking the boat		1		0		Stagnant water due to poor flow of water                      Water hyacinth infestation		1		0		Loss of fish and shrimp production		protection of our livelihood rights		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika Bahani

		Sorana (Sorana Chilika PFCS) Kaibartya Sahi		Sorana		PO: Sorana                      Via: Kuhudi                  Thana: Tangi                   Khurda  752027		Golakha Jena (0674-212060)???                       Anama Behera (9777682385) Satyabrata Behera, President of PFCS		500		4000		1000		150		100		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                     Water pollution due to shrimp food                                                Navigation by boat is difficult                                       Juvenile fishing (both shrimp and fish)		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika due to water hyacinth infestation                                many fish species are extinct		1		0		Loss of fish production		Sole fishing rights to customary fishers		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		1

		Sorana (Bhagabati PFCS)		Sorana		PO: Sorana                      Via: Kuhudi                        Thana: Tangi                Khurda  752027		Jugala Behera, President  (9777335529)                        Syama Sundar Behera (9938193425)		300		1500		200		100		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of shelter place in rain and cyclone                           Fishing areas under shrimp farming		1		0		Some fish species are extinct                                                   Nala infestation leading to filling up of Chilika		1		0		Loss of fish and shrimp production		Abolition of srimp farms                         exclude non-fishers                         sole rights to customary fishers		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika bahani

		Barunapada (Jagulei PFCS)		Sorana		PO: Kalupada              Via: Kuhudi                     Khurda		Rajakishore Ghadei Duryodhana Ghadei (9961477181)                Abhimanyu Ghadei (9861137818)		200		1300		100		50		30		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Obstruction in the movement of fish and shrimp juvenile movement into the lagoon from the sea     Juvenile fish and shrimp destroyed                                  Loss of shelter place by fishers		1		0		Decrease in migratory birds                                      Decerease in number of Dolphins                                Some speies of fish are extinct		1		0		Nala grass infestation                    Loss of production		Reallocation of our traditional fishing area (2200 acres)		0		1		0		0		0		1		1		0		0		1

		Matiapada		Jaripada		PO: Kalupada Ghata     Thana: Tangi                      Khurda		Ghanasyma Ghadei    Chaitanya Jena, C/O Ghanashyama Jena (9861136715)		6		35		8		7		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		1				1		0		Hindrances in fish movement                                   Fishing areas experience no proper movement of fish		1		0		Chilika has shifted about 12 kilometers form the village                                    Siltation in Chilika		1		0		Loss od income				0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Check again (red zeros mainly)

		Samala (Haimabati PFCS)		Kanaka		PO: Kanaka                   Via: Rambha                        Ganjam  761028		Bipra Charana Jally         Ramesh Tahala (9937435100)                    Prabhakara (9438335072)???           Sudarshana Jally (9938846705)		300		1200		25		200		400		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				0		1		the village has shrimp farms so they have said no to the question		1		0		Decrease in fish and shrimp stock                           Decrease in migratory bird                                        Filling up Chllika		1		0		Loss of fish and shrimp production		Full rights on Chilika as customary fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Men and women on migration

		Jagannatha Patana (Matha Samala)		Kanaka		PO: Sabalia                  Thana: Rambha               Ganjam		Panchanana Behera (9937134824)            Sushanta Kusia (9937434055)              Jhadia Behera (9937312266) Mochiram Behera (9853866664)		55		300		150		40		22		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Encroachment of shallow area on the shore by non-fishers                                           Fishing not possible on the shore                                              Due to encroachemntof shore areas fish move to the deep water where its not p		1		0		Filling up of Chilika		1		0		Shrimp Farming                   Loss of fish and shrimp		Rennovation of Palur mouth                 Abolition of all barriers on the channels between mouth and Chilka                                                     Abolition of all shrimp farms                                       Abolition of non-fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Q9: Statement

		Gopabandhu Coloney (Refugee Fishermen PFCS)		NAC, Balugaon		PO: Balugaon               Khurda		Amala Baidya (9437135108)???       Satrughna Mondal (9337734371)		104		384		20		25		100		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock and production                                       Fishing near the mouth obstructed fish movement into the lagoon		1		0		Fishing areas under shrimp farms		1		0		Filling of Chilika               Water hyacinth infestation		1		0		Loss of fish production		Freedom to fish                             Proper management of Chilika		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Refugee village no lease

		Podampet (Not a Chilika village) ???		Palibandha		PO: Huma                             Via: Rambha                            Ganjam		C. H. Babaji (9937981958)???           C.S. Tiki (9777719206)		360		800		50		0		60		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1		Because no on egoes to Chilika		0		0		not a chilika village		0		0		not a chilika village		0		0		not a chilika village				0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		A nolia vilalge which is not fishing in Chilika for many years. They are involved in sea fishing now. As a result they are not able to reply to many of the questions

		Puruna Bandha (Maa Janhabi PFCS)		Palibandha		PO: Palibandha         Thana: Chhatrapur     Ganjam		Surendra Behera (9861916027)                    V. Budhimanta Rao (9937352256)		280		800		600		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				0		1		No shrimp farm experience so answered 'no'		1		0		Filling of Chilika                        Water level reduced		1		0		Loss of production                    Blockage of Palur channel		Freedom to fish                                 Rennovation of Palur channel		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Palur channel fishing

		Gokharakuda		Palibandha		PO: Huma                      Thana: Chhatrapur         Ganjam		W. Simadri (9938123984)    G. Areya (9938776375)		165		615		90		0		150		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock and production		1		0		Blockage of Palur channel there by obstructing the movement of fishand shrimp		1		0		Palur channel blocked and shallow		1		0		Degradation of palur channel		group fishing (kotha bahani) in the channel instead of sea fishing		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Gajapati Nagar		Palur Ramgarh		PO: Palur Ramgarh ????           Thana: Rambha          Ganjam		Dambarudhara Behera (06811-221396)                Mochiram Behera (06811-221191)		1000		3000		300		200		250		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Due its proximity to the main Chilika fish easily moves back into the sea through the mouth instead of staying inside the lagoon		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika Free flow of water and fish obstructed                                  Loss of fish habitat                       Loss of habitat for migratory birds		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                  Water pollution                        Loss of fish stock due ot habitat loss                               A few species are near extinct		1		0		Loss of production                    Ecological degradation of Chilika		Recognition of customary rights to fishing  by fishers                         no involvement of non-fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Look at the form as it has a lot of narrations and statements

		Patanashi / Ramalenka		Ramalenka		PO: Ramalenka         Thana: Krushnaprasa    Via: Balugaon              Puri		Babula Behera (9937187612, 9777744043)		55		150		12		30		15		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0				1		0		Movement of fish and shrimp from sea to the lagoon                                       Catchment erosion through rivers led to siltation		1		0				1		0		Loss of fish stock and production                            Ecological degradation		Sole rights to fishing by customary fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		R. Bichanapalli		Ramagada		PO: Palur                 Thana: Rambha          Ganjam 761023		Kishore Behera (06811-221259) (9938266279 Mangaraja)		120		309		60		80		100		1		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Fluctuations in water level due to the force of the flow		1		0		Movement of juveniles to shallow waters blocked                                          Shrinkage of Chilika                         Juveniles are forced to stay in deep waters and consequently fall prey to carivorous		1		0		Filling of Chilika                     Decrease in migratory birds                                        Water pollution due to motorizedd boats		1		0		Loss of fish and shrimp productivity		Sole rights to fish by customary fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Q10: Good statement

		Gaurangapatana (Rambha PFCS)		Sana Ramachandrapur		PO: Madhurchuan       Thana: Rambha             Ganjam		Parshuram Behera (06810-278249 PP)		185		700		70		40		120		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Important fish habitats lost to shrimp farms                             Juvenile habitats are lsot to shrimp farms		1		0		Filling up of Chilika                  Decrease in migratory birds		1		0		Loss of fish and shrimp productivity                        Shrimp farms in Saheb canal		Customary rights to fishing in Chilika and earn livelihood		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Madhurchuan		Sana Ramachandrapur		PO: Madhurchuan       Thana: Rambha             Ganjam		Bhagaban Das (9777889594)		20		100		6		3		7		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Fish and shrimp habitats lost to shrimp farms		1		0		Chilika dhipa                            Loss of fish and shrimp stock		1		0		Loss of fish production		Rights on chilika equal to right son land property		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Q10: Statement on rights

		Rambha (Bazar Sahi)		NAC, Ward 4		PO: Rambha                         Ganjam		Senapati Behera (9237009014)                   Dili Dambaru Behera (9861214253)		50		350		12		5		8		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish and shrimp production		1		0				1		0		Filling up of Chilika		1		0		Loss of income from fishing		Recognize customary rights to fish		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		1

		Rambha (Bangala Sahi)		NAC		PO: Rambha                         Ganjam		Somanatha Behera (06810-278703)		40		150		25		15		25		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of productivity		1		0		Dhipa heyuchi		1		0		Decrease in fish stock        degradation of Chilika ecology		1		0		Loss of productivity        Ecological crisis		Chilika should be with fishers alone		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Rambha (Tikara Pada)		NAC		PO: Rambha                         Ganjam		Tankadhara Behera (9238574772)		50		300		9		10		12		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				0		1				1		0				1		0		Loss of production		Recognize customary fishing rights		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Check again (red zeros mainly)

		Sabelia		Sabelia		PO: Sabalia                  Thana: Rambha               Ganjam		Binayak Behera (9238650408)                 Raghunatha Behera (06810-278092)                       Bhobani Behera (06810-2391646)		1200		4000		300		60		60		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Due to shrimp farming on gramatali areas fisher face problem in fishing and forced to engage in deep water fishing                               No shelter place in case of need		1		0		Filling of Chilika                    Decrease in migratory birds		1		0		Loss of productivity		Recognize customary rights to fish                                              Proper management of Chiliak - sea mouth at Palur		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Laxmipur (Kada Kuni Sahi)		NAC 3 ????		PO: Rambha                         Ganjam		Kandhamani Behera (9777065591)		400		1080		70		40		100		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish productivity		1		0		Shrimp farms in place of fishing areas                          Fish and shrimp move to deeper water		1		0		Drop in water level                    Chilika has become dhipa           Water hyacinth infestation		1		0		Loss of fish and shrimp productivity		Right ot livelihood dependence on Chilika		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		1

		Ramalenka (Chamunda PFCS)		Ramalenka		PO: Ramalenka         Thana: Krushnaprasa    Via: Balugaon              Puri		Khanei Behera, President  (9238704945)                Dama (0680-2391331)????  Rama Behera (9937391407)		75		280		60		70		70		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Fishing areas under shrimp farms                                        Shortage of fishing area		0		1				1		0		Loss of productivity		Complete abolition of shrimp farms		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika bahani                                           have not paid lease fee for the last five years

		Pryagi (Nolia Sahi)		Ramagada		PO: Palur                 Thana: Rambha                     Via: Huma              Ganjam		Raja Kishor Behera (9937181260, 06811-221158) Laba Kumar Behera (9938824038)		40		220		40		10		70		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Customary fishers have lost livelihoods                             Migration by fishers		1		0		Natural beauty of Chilika lost                                       Extensive shrimp farming     Decrease in migratory birds		1		0		Mafia raj                                                       Degradation of Chilika ecology                                Loss of fish production		Sole rights to customary fishers   Legal and moral rights to fish       Recognize fishers' livelihood rights in Chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Kalarabadi		Ramagada (Palur)		PO: Palur Gada                         Via: Huma                                Thana: R                    Ganjam		S. Sataya (9938370885)		35		110		20		0		40		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Fishing areas under shrimp farming                                      Conflict with Shrimp farms if we go close for fishing		1		0		Force of flow of water              Excess drainage of water during low tide		1		0		Loss of productivity             Shrimp fariming		Customary rights to fishing in Chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Noliapatana (Kanakadurga PFCS)		Siandi		PO: Siala                 Thana: Krushnaprasada Puri		Niranjana Behera (9437286148, 0674-2901106) Simanchala Behera (9938365520)                 Dola Behera (9937636117)		40		125		16		40		30		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish production		1		0		Shrimp mafia raj                        Fish production has gone down		1		0		Chilika poti		1		0		Loss of incoem from Chilika		Protection from non-fishers threat                                           Our involvement in policy making on Chilika                            Management of chilika by us		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Sri Rampur (Trinathdev PFCS)		Bada aonla		PO: Siala                 Thana: Krushnaprasada    Via: BalugaonPuri		Dambarudhara Tahala (9938506358)              Ranjan Tahala (9937564214) ???		20		60		5		5		8		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Fishers are forced to fishing in deep waters                          all the edge areas are encroached for shrimp farming                                 Prime areas for foraging by fisa nd shrimp under shrimp farming                                 Loss		1		0		Filling up of Chilika                  Decreased fish and shrimp stock		1		0		Shrimp farming                    Theft of fishing equipments		Customary rights to fish in Chiliak to fishers alone		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Balinashi		Budhibara		PO: Siala                      Thana: Krushnaprasad     Puri		Chandan Kumar Behera (9937429084)                  Lokannatha Behera (9937405236)		30		96		0		30		20		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Encroachement of fishing areas by non-fishers                    Obstruction of fish and shrimp movement                                               Fishers are forced to depend on deep Chiliak               Fishers face problem during calamities		1		0		Filling up of Chilika due to righ bundha		1		0		Ruel of non-fishers and mafia                                      Theft and robbery of fishing equipments               Lack of protection of our rights by the government		Sole rights to fishing by customary fishers                                                          Rights should be such that the future generations are secured           Better lease policy with end of 10 percent hike and three year lease		1		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Fatehpur (Previously 'Naba') (Trinathadev PFCS)		Maluda		PO: Maluda                Via: Balugaon                      Thana: Krushnaprasad     Puri		Baikuntha Palei (9938138453 PP)           Nabakishore Das		4		14		2		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Traditional fishing area under shrimp farming		1		0				1		0		Lose of fishing areas to shrimp farms		Recognize customary rights to fishing                                           Protection of our occupation and livelihoods		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Sahabajpur (Trinathdev PFCS)		Budhibara		PO: Maluda                Via: Balugaon                      Thana: Krushnaprasad     Puri		Prafulla Kumar Behera (9938463849) ??????          Prakash Behera (97777015282)		20		86		40		0		20		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Traditional fishing area under shrimp farming		1		0		Shrimp farming                                  Some fish species extinct            Fluctuations in water level		1		0		Loss of income                     Shrimp farming                               Migration by fishers		Sole right to fishing by customary fishers                        Abolition of shrimp farms                              Exclude non-fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Maleswari (Trinathdev PFCS)		Maluda		PO: Maluda                Via: Balugaon                      Thana: Krushnaprasad     Puri		Sanatana Behera (9937501798)                Pradip Behera (9937136243)		70		300		30		40		30		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		1		0		Decrease in water level		1		0		Problem in fishing boat navigation		1		0		Decrease in migratory birds                                        Filling of Chilika                      Some species are extinct   Decrease in water level		1		0		Ecological degradation of Chilika                                   Not possible to maintain livelihood of family		Sole rights in lease area Restriction on fishing by non-fishers in Chilika                              Abolition of all shrimp farms from Chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Rasakudi		Bada aonla		PO: Krushnaprasad       Puri		Laxman Kumar (0674-2901253)                       Mahendra (9938309963)		76		193		50		55		35		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Force of water pushes fishes to sea		1		0		Fish and shrimp habitats lost to shrimp farms                          Fish and shrimp forced to move to deep Chilika             Encroachment of traditional fishing areas by non-fishers		1		0		Shrimp farming is a curse for the beauty of Chilika     Decrease in migratory birds                                      Motorized bots polluting water                                          Water hyacinth infestation		1		0		Shrimp farming has deprived us of our livelihoods                          Income from Chilika has become undependable		Sole right to fishing by customary fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Q10: Good statement

		Panchupatia (Kalupada PFCS) ???? Double survey???Check		Kalekaleswara		PO: Kalupada              Thana: Tangi                Khurda  752022		Hemanta Behera (9338431975)                                        Pathani Ghadei and Bipin (06756-224026, 224283		40		200		40		20		10		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		See survey form		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                   Obstruction in flow of water to all areas                        Fish movement restricted     Problem in boat navigation   Fishing area encroachment              Less area available for fishing            Loss of fis		1		0		Chilika has shrunk            Siltation from rivers and streams                             Chilika has become shallow                                   Fish and bird species hading towards extinction  Due to shallow water shrimp culture is easily done		1		0		Ecological condition of Chilika  (less area due to shrinkage)                   Shallowness                        Non-availability of many fish species                      Shrimp farming                       Infestation by grass and water hyacinth due		Maintain livelihoods by fishing Chilika belonged to our foresfathers and it belongs to us too                                                   Chilika is our 'bhatahandi'		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Nairi (Ghadei Sahi) Laxmi PFCS		Sana Nairi		PO: Nairi                        Thana: Banapur                       Khurda     752029		Lingaraja Ghadei    (9938720740, 9937078419PP)              Ramesh Ghadei              Mochiram Ghadei (9937659655, 9937919356)		120		450		25		50		60		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Juvenile fishing near the sea mouth                                         Loss fish stock		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                     Loss of fish and shrimp stock              Decrease in migratory bird                                    Juvenile fishing		1		0				1		0		Current situation in Chilika     Government inaction                    Loss of income		Sole rights to fishing by customary fishers                        Chilika belongs to us                   Recognize the cirtical livelihood dependence on Chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Refer survey form as it has a lot of writing

		Sana Nairi (Majhi Sahi) Nairi PFCS		Sana Nairi		PO: Nairi                        Thana: Banapur                       Khurda     752029		Narayana Behera (9938235769)                    Dukhishyam Jali  (9937189194)                 Chandramani Behera		700		3500		500		90		70		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Intensive fishing activities near sea mouth and magaramukha including juvenile fishing		1		0		Juvenile fishing		1		0		Loss of fish stock		1		0		Mechanization of fishing  - motorized boats and plastic nets		Restore customary rights            Protection against non-fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		See survey form as it has a lot of writing

		Sorana (Besagalia Sahi - Ghadei Sahi) Mahabir PFCS)		Sorana		PO: Sorana                     Via: Kuhudi                       Thana: Tangi                        Khurda		Dushasana Ghadei (9437144039, 9338560581)		?????				300		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Shrinkage in Chilika area                          Juvenile fishing		1		0		Filling of Chilika                                    Loss of fisha nd shrimp stock       Shrinkage in Chilika area		1		0		Chilika has become undependable for supporting one's family		Customary rights recognized     "Bhata handi"		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check lease and PFCS

		Baulabandha (Mahalaxmi PFCS)		Baulabandha		PO: Baulabandha            Thana: Banapur                Khurda		Banamali Ghadei (9938307960)                        Jugala Ghadei		80		340		60		35		50		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Juvenile fishing                             Navigation by boat is a problem                                      Blockage of channel due to which fish and shrimp cannot move to many parts of Chilika		1		0		Nala and siphala infestation         Filling of Chilika                                  Shrimp farming and its impacts		1		0		Use of plastic nets (Alim Jala)                                           Blockage of channel from mouth to Magaramukha				0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Paniduara (Kalupada PFCS)		Jaripada		PO: Jaripada                  Via: Kalupada             Khurda		Purnachandra Ghadei (9861369681)		70		400		40		100		40		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock		1		0		Fish forage area under shrimp farming                                        Major fish habitats encroached		1		0				1		0		Filling of Chilika                          Loss of fish stock and production		Customary right secured		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Jagulei Padara		Gopinathapur		PO: Kala Padara         Block: Kanasa                 Thana: Brahmagiri           Puri  752017		Anama Behera, Ex-Sarapancha                        (9937346362)		600		2000		200		100		100		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		See survey form		1		0		Loss of Chari                                          Nala infestation                                     Shrinkage of Chilika                        Chilika becoming shallow		1		0		Loss of productivity and income		sole rights to fishing by customary fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Hatabaradi (Uttarani PFCS)		Hatabaradi		PO: Hatabaradi            Thana: Hatabaradi               Khurda		Chaitanya Ghadei		160		700		20		120		150		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock and production		1		0		Forage areas of fish encroached                                Water pollution		1		0		Filling of Chilika due ot nala an dsiphala infestation as well as shrimp farming		1		0		loss of fish stock and production                                   loss of income		Customary rights secured     Rights based on caste		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Alanda Patana		Alanda		PO: Parikuda              Thana: Krushnaprasad         Puri		Hata Kishore       (9861221429)		56		294		20		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Decrease in fish stock                      Loss of fishers livelihoods		1		0		Blockage of channels connecting to the mouth does not allow fish and shrimps to move to all parts of the lagoon     Conflict with non-fishers who are mostly powerful and their numbers are high		1		0		Filling of Chilika                                    Loss of fish and shrimp stock       Shrinkage in Chilika area                               Loss of phytoplakton                               Shortage in flow of water		1		0		Unclear government policy     Focus on tourism                           No proper regulation of mafia raj		Caste-based occupation should be respected and recognized		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Good statements

		Kumandala (Samantarapur) Tradevi PFCS		Kumandala Patana		PO: Nairi                        Thana: Banapur                       Khurda     752029		Subas Ghadei (9937164712)		80		316		20		50		55		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock and productivity		1		0		Fishing area under shrimp farms                                           Difficulty in using traditional methods of fishing due to the presence of shrimp farms on the shore area                                  Use of chemical leads to pollution		1		0				1		0		Loss of fish production leading to wage labour		Customary fishing rights		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Totapada (Jagulei PFCS) Barunapada ????		Jaripada		PO: Kalupada              Thana: Tangi                Khurda  752022		Pathani Ghadei                        Wakila Ghadei                        (9238851602)		50		200		10		45		50		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		1		0				1		0		Filling of Chilika                          Loss of shelter place in times of clamity		1		0		Nala grass infestation                       Filling of Chilika		1		0		Loss of income		Customary rights secured     Rights to livelihood - Bhata handi		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check lease

		Keshpur (Kaluapadara)		Keshpur		PO: Khalikot (RS)             Ganjam  761029		Banshi Dhara Behera (9237011177)		200		750		60		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of fish stock                               Forage areas of fish under shrimp farms                                  Pollution of water		1		0		Many fishes locally extinct              Decrease in migratory birds		1		0		Loss of fish production         Loss of ncome		Customary right secured		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		1		Check survey form - songs and statements

		Gabapadara		Nimikheta		PO: Badakula              Thana: Balugaon                 Khurda		(9861228887)?????		80		300		30		68		70		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Juvenile fishing near the sea mouth                                         Loss fish stock		1		0				0		1				1		0		Encroachement of our Chilika by non-fishers and mafia		Customary rights secured		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Check lease

		Gangadharapur		Firijipur		PO: Nuagaon Badabhuin                Via: Brahmagiri               Puri		Parikhira (Mahajana)		50		225		3		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		1		0		Using traditional methods of fishing (Jano) not possible              Forces of water does not allow fish and shrimp tostay at one place		1		0		Fish habitats unde shrimp farms                                           Loss of livelihoods of fishers		1		0		Natural beauty lost                             Not safe for fisha nd prawn                      Decrease in migratory birds		1		0		Loss of income                          Loss of productivity                            Increase in conflicts                  Ecological degradation of Chilika		Customary rights on orginal lease area		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		See for statements

		Chandraput (Atharabatia)		Nimikheta		PO: Badakula              Thana: Balugaon                 Khurda		9238749329		500		2000		150		0		200		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		Alim nets near sea mouth barriers fish movement                      Shrimp farms on the shore obstructs Bahani		1		0		Problem in Bahani                          Shrinkaga in Chilika                          Harassment by mafia                           Water polution		1		0		Loss of fish stock                      Shrinkage of Chilika                           Water hyacinth infestation		1		0		Loss of fish production             Shrimp farm and mafia raj             Ecological degradation of Chilika - Shrinkage of Chilika		Right to occupation (customary)		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		A paragraph on Nalabana

		Raipur		Manika		PO: Bhagabanpur                 Thana: Brahmagiri               Puri		Nabakishore Sahi   (9238528560 PP)		80		330		12		20		16		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Force of flow of water                     Increase in salinity                             Sea animals attack                          Sand infestation		1		0		Juvenile fishing                            Traditional fishing groudns encroached		1		0		Filling of Chilika                                   Loss of fish stock		1		0		Loss of productivity and income                                            Motorized boats                             High flow of water		Cannot understand what is our rights in Chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Barakudi		Badabena Kudi		PO: Bhubanapur        Thana: Brahmagiri          Puri		Duryodhan Behera (9938281932)		40		160		105		20		23		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of livelihood of fishers and loss of sources of income		1		0		Traditional fishing areas under shrimp farm                                   Fishers forced to fish in deep water                                              Loss of income		1		0		Non-functional sea mouths		1		0		Loss of production		Bhata handi'                                                                             Customary rights be recognized		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Lease page missing

		Gabagunda		Arakhakuda		PO: Bhagabanpur                 Thana: Brahmagiri               Puri		Niranjana Jena		70		340		6		45		55		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Sand infestation in fishing areas                                                   Increase in salinity                                 Loss of productivity                          Drying up of water		1		0		Pollution in Chilika                          Change in water flow direction             Chemical pollution                                     Juvenile fishing - shrimp and fish                                                  Encroachment		1		0		Increase in salinity                               Loss of chari                                        Loss of fish habitat                              Decrease in migratory birds                    Drying up of ponds and wells		1		0		Loss of production                       Loss of customary rights		Right like a farmer has on his land                                             Rights through lease		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Good statements

		Gorapur (Sana Balabhadrapur)		Firijipur		PO: Nuagaon Badabhuin                Via: Brahmagiri               Puri		Binapani Kei W/O Madan (9938673298)		35		140		10		15		50		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Drying up of water		1		0		No passage for fishing boats        Increase in conflict                              Loss of fishing areas                                 Loss of fishers livelihood		1		0		Decrease in migratory birds and dolphins		1		0		Shrimp farming                                         Loss of productivity                         Loss of income                             Use of alim net		Customary rights recognized     "Bhata handi"		0		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Pandapokhari		???		PO: Panasapada           Thana: Brahmagiri            Via: Satapada                 Puri		Niranjana Behera (06752-699132)		40		180		30		20		40		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of Chari                                 Increase in 'sipa'                         Loss of fish and shrimp productivity		1		0		Natural beauty loss                             Shrinkage of Chilika                                    Loss of shrimp and fish stock and productivity		1		0		Loss of natural beauty                           Shrinkage of Chilika area                                               Loss of fish stock		1		0		Loss of productivity and income		To be able to abolish shrimp farms                                          Equal rights to all fishers		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		Check lease

		Keutakudi		Arakhakuda		PO: Bhubanapur        Thana: Brahmagiri          Puri		Sanatana Ghadei      (9938150861 Hari Hari) (9937042322)		40		180		40		16		60		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Fish and shrimp move to the sea                                                Problem in fishing - flow of water		1		0		Cannot fish anymore                             Fishing areas under shrimp farm		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                            Loss of phytoplankton                           Loss of fish habitat		1		0		Loss of income		Right to livelihoods and occupation		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Siara Gola		Panasapada		PO: Panasapada           Thana: Brahmagiri            Via: Satapada                 Puri		Kangali Behera, President (9938773015, 9938284265)		80		240		5		20		100		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Fish and shrimp move to the sea                                                Loss of fish stock - 9 month to 3 month fishing now                   Seasonally fresh water dominance		1		0		Lease to non-fishers and encroachement                               Loss of occupation and livelihood		1		0		Some species locally extinct		1		0		Loss of traditional fishing areas                                           Lack of government support in protecting our fishinga areas		Right to livelihood		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Statements

		Langaleswara (all three sahis)		????		PO: Khalikot (RS)             Ganjam  761029		Minaketana Behera (9937185059)               Kabiraja Bhukta (9938846690) Gantyata Tahala (Resource Person)		250		1500		150		80		100		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock                           Loss of income                                              Migration by fishers		1		0		Fish habitat loss                               Obstruction in water flow		1		0		Water hyacinth infestation                                Siltation and becoming shallow		1		0		Rule of non-fishers                       Government apathy		Fishing as kaulika occupation                                  Sole rights to customary fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Chhedapadara (Maa Domani PFCS)		Nimikheta		PO: Badakula              Thana: Balugaon                 Khurda		Narayana Mukhia (9437217228)               Basanta Kumar Nayak (9937186946)		150		400		15		30		80		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish productivity                 Fishers have lost customary occupation		1		0		Conflicts increasing                             Problem in navigating in Chilika		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                       Loss of salinity                                       Fish soecies are locally extinct                   Decrease in birds                                                                 Pollution due to motoriz		1		0		Loss of fish productivity		Cent percent rights to customary fishers                                     Ownership rights to customary fishers                                Protection from harassment by non-fishers                              Free Chilika from Mafia control and ha		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Good statement

		Balabhadrapur (Satapada)		Satapada		PO: Satapada             Thana: Brahmagiri                   Puri		(9937160820, 9937160821)		290		1215		25		5		6		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of chari                                  Force of water flow - difficult to put nets and stumps in water                                              Force of water takes fish and shrimp to sea                               Loss of shrimp habitat		1		0		Shrimp farm in our lease area by non-fishers                                Chilika environment pollution      Not possible to fish through traditional methods		1		0		Filling of Chilika                                   Tourist infestation		1		0		Loss of fishing area to non-fishers / shrimp farms                   Governemnt inaction in providing protection to us		10 year lease system                   Rights to fish to only customary fishers                       Remove non-fishers from Chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		Some answers changed with inputs from Pratap

		Singheswara		Singheswara		PO: Singheswara ?????      Thana: Balugaon        Khurda		Bauribandhu Behera (9238995382)                   Muralidhara Behera (9937149254)		20		60		15		8		9		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Problem in bahana                      Problem in boat navigation leading to conflict                                   Problem in boat parking		1		0		Filling of Chilika                                   Decrease in migratory birds                 Weak ecological condition		1		0		Loss of fish production		Customary rights recognized       Recognize our rights based on the 150 years of lease fee paid to government		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Lease history related information

		Bhaleri and Enginepur		Nimikheta		PO: Balugaon                   Khurda		Sashikanta Behera         Prasanta Behera                 (9861873947)		7		30		2		0		9		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Alim nets near sea mouth barriers fish movement		1		0		Mafia raj		1		0		Loss of fish stock                                       Shrimp farm intensitfying                                  Decrease in migratory birds                     Nala infestation                                Water pollution		1		0		Loss of fish productivity		Customary rights recognised           Abolition of shrimp farming		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Aalupatana		Satapada		PO: Satapada             Thana: Brahmagiri                   Puri		????		283		1167		60		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Water level down                           Salinity increase                          Force of flow                                  Some fish species extinct		1		0		Growth of fish and shrimp obstructed                                  Shrinkage of Chilika                      Shrimp export price affected due to diseses in farm shrimp		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                            Automatic cleaning of dal is obstructed                                        Loss of chari and plankton		1		0		Weak Chilika policy of government                                      Illegal entry of non-fishers                     Mafia raj                                  Non-cooperation of government / bureaucracy		Customary rights		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Good statement on rights

		Pathara (Narayani PFCS)		Pathara		?????		Ganesh Chandra Das (9861283658)		300		1500		12		35		15		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Fishing near sea mouth onstrcuts juvenile andfish movement into the main Chilika		1		0		Boat navigation obstructed                  Traditional ways of fishing not possible		1		0		Shrinkage and filling of Chilika          Pollution of Chilika		1		0		Increase in the number of fishers                                    Non-fishers' involvement does not give peace of mind                 Loss of productivity and income		Customary right secured		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Pathara (Gaga??devi PFCS)		Pathara		PO: Pathara                     Via / Thana: Khalikote      Ganjam		Balaram Das    (9937337620)		200		600		50		50		100		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of fish stock                                Use of chemical leading to death of fish juvenile                            Obstruction in fish movement           Clearing of silt deposits from river to the sea obstructed                 Fishing area e		1		0		Filling of Chilika                                   Environmental pollution                            Loss of fish stock                           Shrinkage of Chilika		1		0		Shrimp farming                                              Neli nets                               Ecological degradation of Chilika                                           Loss of income		Chilika belongs to customary fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Narrations

		Pathara (Tala Sahi) Pathara PFCS		Pathara		PO: Pathara                     Via / Thana: Khalikote (KIT)    Ganjam        761029		Raghunatha Bala    (9938555037)		700		1300		600		100		150		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Quick draining of water to the sea during low tide due to dircet connection with the sea   Low productivity		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                            Environmental pollution                   Blockage of many channels                 Traditional fishing areas under shrimp farms		1		0				1		0		Filling of Chilika                          Loss of fish stock and production		Protection to fishers occupation and livelihood dependence                        Sole rights to customary fishers                                      Proper allocation of sairats		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		350 men and 250 women on dadan                                                      Q10: Good statement on non-fishers

		Samantarapur		Balugaon NAC		PO: Balugaon                   Khurda		Kailash Chandra Behera  (9853206661)		100		300		10		15		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Environmenal pollution                      Impact on livelihood                                Filling of Chilika                              Mafia raj		1		0		Loss of fish and shrimp productivity                                         Shrinkage of Chilika                                Decrease in migratory birds		1		0		Loss of productivity                       harassment by shrimp mafia                                        Ecological degradation		Customary rights to traditional fishing areas                  Abolition of shrimp farms from our traditional fishing areas		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Keshpur (Keshpur PFCS)		Keshpur		PO: Khalikot (RS)             Ganjam  761029		Banshidhara Behera, Secretary                               Bibhuti Bhusana Baidya     (9937640381)		100		700		30		150		200		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Water fluctuations		1		0		Loss of fish produciton                      Forced fishers to start shrimp farming		1		0		Chilika has become shallow                    Shrinkage and filling of Chilika                      Loss of fish stock		1		0		Loss of fish productivity		Livelihood rights recognized		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Kholamuhan		Badaanala		PO: ????                       Thana: Krushnaprasad        Puri		Pradyumna Jayasingh    (9938146161)		56		196		20		20		20		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Fishers deprived of fishing in traditional fishing grounds                  Blockage of channles in Chilika                                         Fish movement obstructed                   Shrinkage of Chilika                        Decrease of migrator		1		0		Loss of fish stock                                 Disintegration of traditional fishing grounds and shrimp farming has degraded theecology of Chilika                                                     Macha jaga chingudi jaga heyijayichi		1		0						0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Good statement

		Tentulia Pada (Banshiswana PFCS)		Keshpur		PO: Khalikot (RS)             Ganjam  761029		Purnachandra Jally (9937951744)               Binayaka Jally, Secretary PFCS          9777503940           (9938371276 Maheswara)		200		1000		400		25		56		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Intesive fishing near mouth using unfriendly nets		1		0		Problem in fishing by customary fishers		1		0		Shrimp farms and their impact on Chiliak environment		1		0		Difficult to go fishing due to extensive shrimp fariming		Complete abolition of shrimp farms from Chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		330 men and 100 women on dadan

		Kumarapur		Ramalenka		PO: Ramalenka           Thana: Krushnaprasad            Puri		Laxman Behera (9937186043)		270		1000		60		300		200		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of fish stcok and growth		1		0				1		0				Right to livelihood and occupation		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Statement on rights

		Bhimpur		Galua		PO: Bhimpur                Thana: Banapur                    Khurda		Yudhisthir Behera (9238519890)		150		280		50		10		35		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Fluctuations in water flow and level                                              Difficult to fish                                      Loss of income		1		0		Blockage of channels connecting to the mouth does not allow fish and shrimps to move to all parts of the lagoon  Juvenile fishing		1		0				1		0		Loss of fish production                    Encroachement of lease area by non-fishers                     Inaction of government to protect out rights on lease area		Customary rights secured		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Nalabana related village

		Jagannathapur (Banapur)		NAC Banapur		PO: Banapur                   Khurda		Chaitanya Ghadei		15		150		10		20		48		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		1		1		0		Same as above		1		0		Same as above		1		0				1		0		Same as above		Livelihood rights recognized		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Nalabana realated vilalge                  Good statement

		Galua		Galua		PO: Bhimpur                Thana: Banapur                    Khurda		Bhimsen Ghadei		30		100		20		10		17		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Same as above		1		0		Same as above		1		0				1		0		Same as above		Same as above		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Nalabana related village                          10 men and 10 women on dadan     Check sub-lease ??????/

		Bidharapur		Galua		PO: Badahantuada            Khurda				10		30		10		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Same as above		1		0		Same as above		1		0				1		0		Same as above		Same as above		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Nalabana related village                               Ask about consultation on sea mouth

		Jadupur		Arakhakuda		PO: Gopinnathapur           Thana: Brahmagiri             Puri		Rabibabu (9937446373)		70		200		40		18		35		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Excess tidal force and salinity levels		1		0				1		0		Excessive salinity level detrimental to fish stock                                        Loss of chari		1		0		Non-fishers interference               Loss of fish and shrimp stock and productivity		Customary relationship with Chiliak be recognized		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		This village has a lot of shrimp fariming

		Gopinnathapur (Ghadei Sahi)		Arakhakuda		PO: Gopinnathapur    ????       Thana: Brahmagiri             Puri		Rabibabu contact person Village phone (9937247122)		60		200		30		10		60		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		Loss of fish stock                        Filling of Chilika                          Loss of income                                              Migration by fishers		1		0				1		0				1		0		Excessive loss of fish stock and production                        Rule of non-fishers in Chilika                                    Water level decrease / fluctuations                                    Fish habitat loss		Customary right to fish - birth right                                         Livelihoods dependence on Chilika is key to recognizing our rights		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Gopinnathapur (Mallik Sahi) Behera sahi (check malik or behera)		Arakhakuda		PO: Arakhakuda                   Thana: Brahmagiri                 Puri    752011		(06752-241229)		300		700		50		30		70		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of planktons		1		0		Fishing areas under shrimp farm                                              Problem in fishing                              Deep water fishing risky		1		0		Siltation in Chilika                               Nala and siphala infestation		1		0		Theft and robbery of fishing equipments                                    Loss of income and production                                 Juvenile fishing		Full control over leased area		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Check migration numbers - what is 25 percent

		Karimpur		Badabenakudi		PO: Bhubanapur        Thana: Brahmagiri          Puri		Phone (9861066200)		200		329		50		30		10		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Fishing areas under shrimp farm                                              Problem in fishing		1		0		Filling of Chilika                            Water pollution                                     Disease in Fish and shrimps             shrinkage of Chilika                           Decrease in migratory birds                 Shrim farms		1		0		Loss of fish production                            Loss of income                           Dominance of non-fishers             Mafia raj		Protection of our rights		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Arakhakuda		Arakhakuda		PO: Arakhakuda                   Thana: Brahmagiri                 Puri    752011		Narayana Behera (9938802085)		1500		2950		80		100		200		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Mouth is not at the right place     Barnicle infestation                      Complete loss of fish production		1		0		Shrimp farming near the sea mouth and channels                              bahani is not possible anymore		1		0		Salinity increase                             Planktons and patu not present		1		0		Sea mouth impacts                      Shrimp farming                       Loss of productivity and income		Protection of tradtional or customary ways of fishing (methods)                                Abolition of shrimp farms             Freedom to fish independently		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		2400 + acres                                                      This village is where the old sea mouth was

		Mudiratha		Badabenakudi		PO: Bhubanapur        Thana: Brahmagiri          Puri		Ranjan (06752-260014)		40		160		25		21		41		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock and production		1		0		Fishing area under shrimp farms   Actual traditional fishing area decrease		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                             Loss of natural beauty                            Loss of fish and shrimp stock                    Decrease in migratory bird		1		0		Loss of productivity		Moral and occupational rights		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Statement on rights

		TOTAL								19730		74144		12264		5916		6145		131		9		2		1		1		3		4		3		1		3		2		9		7		13		8		7		19		18		14		17		1		2		10		130		71		69				135		3				135		4				139		0						11		122		3		4		81		7		79		7		3		81
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Sheet2

		Q1: NAME OF THE VILLAGE		Q1: NAME OF THE PANCHAYAT		Q1: POSTAL ADDRESS OF THE VILLAGE		Q1: DETAILS OF THE  CONTACT PERSONS		Demographic details				Q2: Total migration		Q2: Total daily wage				Q3: Plans for migration				Q4: Start date of Dadan																																								Q5: Consultation on new sea mouth				Q6: Adverse impact of new sea mouth				Q6: Reasons for 'yes'		Q7: Adverse impact of shrimp culture				Q7: Reason for 'yes'		Q8: Adverse changes in ecological condition				Q8: Reason for 'yes'		Q9: Weak connection with Chilika				Q9: Reason for 'yes'		Q10: Nature of rights		Q11:Status of PFCS								Q12: Decrease in actual lease area				Q12: Fishing area encroached				Q12: Fishing area on sub-lease				Remarks

										Households		Voters (Adults)				Men		Women		Yes		No		Prior to 1980		1981		1985		1988		1991		1993		1994		1995		1996		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005		2006		2007		2008		Yes		No		Yes		No				Yes		No				Yes		No				Yes		No						Functional		Dormant		Dysfunctional		Does not exist		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No

		Panchupatia (Kalupada PFCS) ???? Double survey???Check		Kalekaleswara		PO: Kalupada              Thana: Tangi                Khurda  752022		Hemanta Behera (9338431975)                                        Pathani Ghadei and Bipin (06756-224026, 224283		40		200		40		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		See survey form		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                   Obstruction in flow of water to all areas                        Fish movement restricted     Problem in boat navigation   Fishing area encroachment              Less area available for fishing            Loss of fis		1		0		Chilika has shrunk            Siltation from rivers and streams                             Chilika has become shallow                                   Fish and bird species hading towards extinction  Due to shallow water shrimp culture is easily done		1		0		Ecological condition of Chilika  (less area due to shrinkage)                   Shallowness                        Non-availability of many fish species                      Shrimp farming                       Infestation by grass and water hyacinth due		Maintain livelihoods by fishing Chilika belonged to our foresfathers and it belongs to us too                                                   Chilika is our 'bhatahandi'		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Nairi (Ghadei Sahi) Laxmi PFCS		Sana Nairi		PO: Nairi                        Thana: Banapur                       Khurda     752029		Lingaraja Ghadei    (9938720740, 9937078419PP)              Ramesh Ghadei              Mochiram Ghadei (9937659655, 9937919356)						25		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Juvenile fishing near the sea mouth                                         Loss fish stock		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                     Loss of fish and shrimp stock              Decrease in migratory bird                                    Juvenile fishing		1		0				1		0		Current situation in Chilika     Government inaction                    Loss of income		Sole rights to fishing by customary fishers                        Chilika belongs to us                   Recognize the cirtical livelihood dependence on Chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Refer survey form as it has a lot of writing

		Sana Nairi (Majhi Sahi) Nairi PFCS		Sana Nairi		PO: Nairi                        Thana: Banapur                       Khurda     752029		Narayana Behera (9938235769)                    Dukhishyam Jali  (9937189194)                 Chandramani Behera						500		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Intensive fishing activities near sea mouth and magaramukha including juvenile fishing		1		0		Juvenile fishing		1		0		Loss of fish stock		1		0		Mechanization of fishing  - motorized boats and plastic nets		Restore customary rights            Protection against non-fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		See survey form as it has a lot of writing

		Sorana (Besagalia Sahi - Ghadei Sahi) Mahabir PFCS)		Sorana		PO: Sorana                     Via: Kuhudi                       Thana: Tangi                        Khurda		Dushasana Ghadei (9437144039, 9338560581)						300		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Shrinkage in Chilika area                          Juvenile fishing		1		0		Filling of Chilika                                    Loss of fisha nd shrimp stock       Shrinkage in Chilika area		1		0		Chilika has become undependable for supporting one's family		Customary rights recognized     "Bhata handi"		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check lease and PFCS

		Baulabandha (Mahalaxmi PFCS)		Baulabandha		PO: Baulabandha            Thana: Banapur                Khurda		Banamali Ghadei (9938307960)                        Jugala Ghadei						60		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Juvenile fishing                             Navigation by boat is a problem                                      Blockage of channel due to which fish and shrimp cannot move to many parts of Chilika		1		0		Nala and siphala infestation         Filling of Chilika                                  Shrimp farming and its impacts		1		0		Use of plastic nets (Alim Jala)                                           Blockage of channel from mouth to Magaramukha				0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Paniduara (Kalupada PFCS)		Jaripada		PO: Jaripada                  Via: Kalupada             Khurda		Purnachandra Ghadei (9861369681)		Talk to him				40		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock		1		0		Fish forage area under shrimp farming                                        Major fish habitats encroached		1		0				1		0		Filling of Chilika                          Loss of fish stock and production		Customary right secured		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Jagulei Padara		Gopinathapur		PO: Kala Padara         Block: Kanasa                 Thana: Brahmagiri           Puri  752017		Anama Behera, Ex-Sarapancha                        (9937346362)						200		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		See survey form		1		0		Loss of Chari                                          Nala infestation                                     Shrinkage of Chilika                        Chilika becoming shallow		1		0		Loss of productivity and income		sole rights to fishing by customary fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Hatabaradi (Uttarani PFCS)		Hatabaradi		PO: Hatabaradi            Thana: Hatabaradi               Khurda		Chaitanya Ghadei						20		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock and production		1		0		Forage areas of fish encroached                                Water pollution		1		0		Filling of Chilika due ot nala an dsiphala infestation as well as shrimp farming		1		0		loss of fish stock and production                                   loss of income		Customary rights secured     Rights based on caste		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Alanda Patana		Alanda		PO: Parikuda              Thana: Krushnaprasad         Puri		Hata Kishore       (9861221429)						20		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Decrease in fish stock                      Loss of fishers livelihoods		1		0		Blockage of channels connecting to the mouth does not allow fish and shrimps to move to all parts of the lagoon     Conflict with non-fishers who are mostly powerful and their numbers are high		1		0		Filling of Chilika                                    Loss of fish and shrimp stock       Shrinkage in Chilika area                               Loss of phytoplakton                               Shortage in flow of water		1		0		Unclear government policy     Focus on tourism                           No proper regulation of mafia raj		Caste-based occupation should be respected and recognized		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Good statements

		Kumandala (Samantarapur) Tradevi PFCS		Kumandala Patana		PO: Nairi                        Thana: Banapur                       Khurda     752029		Subas Ghadei (9937164712)						20		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock and productivity		1		0		Fishing area under shrimp farms                                           Difficulty in using traditional methods of fishing due to the presence of shrimp farms on the shore area                                  Use of chemical leads to pollution		1		0				1		0		Loss of fish production leading to wage labour		Customary fishing rights		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Totapada (Jagulei PFCS) Barunapada ????		Jaripada		PO: Kalupada              Thana: Tangi                Khurda  752022		Pathani Ghadei                        Wakila Ghadei                        (9238851602)						10		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		1		0				1		0		Filling of Chilika                          Loss of shelter place in times of clamity		1		0		Nala grass infestation                       Filling of Chilika		1		0		Loss of income		Customary rights secured     Rights to livelihood - Bhata handi		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check lease

		Keshpur (Kaluapadara)		Keshpur		PO: Khalikot (RS)             Ganjam  761029		Banshi Dhara Behera (9237011177)						60		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of fish stock                               Forage areas of fish under shrimp farms                                  Pollution of water		1		0		Many fishes locally extinct              Decrease in migratory birds		1		0		Loss of fish production         Loss of ncome		Customary right secured		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		1		Check survey form - songs and statements

		Gabapadara		Nimikheta		PO: Badakula              Thana: Balugaon                 Khurda		(9861228887)?????						30		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Juvenile fishing near the sea mouth                                         Loss fish stock		1		0				0		1				1		0		Encroachement of our Chilika by non-fishers and mafia		Customary rights secured		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Check lease

		Gangadharapur		Firijipur		PO: Nuagaon Badabhuin                Via: Brahmagiri               Puri		Parikhira (Mahajana)						3		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		1		0		Using traditional methods of fishing (Jano) not possible              Forces of water does not allow fish and shrimp tostay at one place		1		0		Fish habitats unde shrimp farms                                           Loss of livelihoods of fishers		1		0		Natural beauty lost                             Not safe for fisha nd prawn                      Decrease in migratory birds		1		0		Loss of income                          Loss of productivity                            Increase in conflicts                  Ecological degradation of Chilika		Customary rights on orginal lease area		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		See for statements

		Chandraput (Atharabatia)		Nimikheta		PO: Badakula              Thana: Balugaon                 Khurda		9238749329						150		0		200		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		Alim nets near sea mouth barriers fish movement                      Shrimp farms on the shore obstructs Bahani		1		0		Problem in Bahani                          Shrinkaga in Chilika                          Harassment by mafia                           Water polution		1		0		Loss of fish stock                      Shrinkage of Chilika                           Water hyacinth infestation		1		0		Loss of fish production             Shrimp farm and mafia raj             Ecological degradation of Chilika - Shrinkage of Chilika		Right to occupation (customary)		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		A paragraph on Nalabana

		Raipur		Manika		PO: Bhagabanpur                 Thana: Brahmagiri               Puri		Nabakishore Sahi   (9238528560 PP)						12		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Force of flow of water                     Increase in salinity                             Sea animals attack                          Sand infestation		1		0		Juvenile fishing                            Traditional fishing groudns encroached		1		0		Filling of Chilika                                   Loss of fish stock		1		0		Loss of productivity and income                                            Motorized boats                             High flow of water		Cannot understand what is our rights in Chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Barakudi		Badabena Kudi		PO: Bhubanapur        Thana: Brahmagiri          Puri		Duryodhan Behera (9938281932)						105		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of livelihood of fishers and loss of sources of income		1		0		Traditional fishing areas under shrimp farm                                   Fishers forced to fish in deep water                                              Loss of income		1		0		Non-functional sea mouths		1		0		Loss of production		Bhata handi'                                                                             Customary rights be recognized		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Lease page missing

		Gabagunda		Arakhakuda		PO: Bhagabanpur                 Thana: Brahmagiri               Puri		Niranjana Jena						6		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Sand infestation in fishing areas                                                   Increase in salinity                                 Loss of productivity                          Drying up of water		1		0		Pollution in Chilika                          Change in water flow direction             Chemical pollution                                     Juvenile fishing - shrimp and fish                                                  Encroachment		1		0		Increase in salinity                               Loss of chari                                        Loss of fish habitat                              Decrease in migratory birds                    Drying up of ponds and wells		1		0		Loss of production                       Loss of customary rights		Right like a farmer has on his land                                             Rights through lease		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Good statements

		Gorapur (Sana Balabhadrapur)		Firijipur		PO: Nuagaon Badabhuin                Via: Brahmagiri               Puri		Binapani Kei W/O Madan (9938673298)						10		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Drying up of water		1		0		No passage for fishing boats        Increase in conflict                              Loss of fishing areas                                 Loss of fishers livelihood		1		0		Decrease in migratory birds and dolphins		1		0		Shrimp farming                                         Loss of productivity                         Loss of income                             Use of alim net		Customary rights recognized     "Bhata handi"		0		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Pandapokhari		???		PO: Panasapada           Thana: Brahmagiri            Via: Satapada                 Puri		Niranjana Behera (06752-699132)						30		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of Chari                                 Increase in 'sipa'                         Loss of fish and shrimp productivity		1		0		Natural beauty loss                             Shrinkage of Chilika                                    Loss of shrimp and fish stock and productivity		1		0		Loss of natural beauty                           Shrinkage of Chilika area                                               Loss of fish stock		1		0		Loss of productivity and income		To be able to abolish shrimp farms                                          Equal rights to all fishers		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		Check lease

		Keutakudi		Arakhakuda		PO: Bhubanapur        Thana: Brahmagiri          Puri		Sanatana Ghadei      (9938150861 Hari Hari) (9937042322)						40		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Fish and shrimp move to the sea                                                Problem in fishing - flow of water		1		0		Cannot fish anymore                             Fishing areas under shrimp farm		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                            Loss of phytoplankton                           Loss of fish habitat		1		0		Loss of income		Right to livelihoods and occupation		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Siara Gola		Panasapada		PO: Panasapada           Thana: Brahmagiri            Via: Satapada                 Puri		Kangali Behera, President (9938773015, 9938284265)		80				5		20		100		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Fish and shrimp move to the sea                                                Loss of fish stock - 9 month to 3 month fishing now                   Seasonally fresh water dominance		1		0		Lease to non-fishers and encroachement                               Loss of occupation and livelihood		1		0		Some species locally extinct		1		0		Loss of traditional fishing areas                                           Lack of government support in protecting our fishinga areas		Right to livelihood		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Statements

		Langaleswara (all three sahis)		????		PO: Khalikot (RS)             Ganjam  761029		Minaketana Behera (9937185059)               Kabiraja Bhukta (9938846690) Gantyata Tahala (Resource Person)		250		1500		150		80		100		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock                           Loss of income                                              Migration by fishers		1		0		Fish habitat loss                               Obstruction in water flow		1		0		Water hyacinth infestation                                Siltation and becoming shallow		1		0		Rule of non-fishers                       Government apathy		Fishing as kaulika occupation                                  Sole rights to customary fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Chhedapadara (Maa Domani PFCS)		Nimikheta		PO: Badakula              Thana: Balugaon                 Khurda		Narayana Mukhia (9437217228)               Basanta Kumar Nayak (9937186946)		150		400		15		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish productivity                 Fishers have lost customary occupation		1		0		Conflicts increasing                             Problem in navigating in Chilika		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                       Loss of salinity                                       Fish soecies are locally extinct                   Decrease in birds                                                                 Pollution due to motoriz		1		0		Loss of fish productivity		Cent percent rights to customary fishers                                     Ownership rights to customary fishers                                Protection from harassment by non-fishers                              Free Chilika from Mafia control and ha		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Good statement

		Balabhadrapur (Satapada)		Satapada		PO: Satapada             Thana: Brahmagiri                   Puri		(9937160820, 9937160821)		250		1310		25		5		6		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of chari                                  Force of water flow - difficult to put nets and stumps in water                                              Force of water takes fish and shrimp to sea                               Loss of shrimp habitat		1		0		Shrimp farm in our lease area by non-fishers                                Chilika environment pollution      Not possible to fish through traditional methods		1		0		Filling of Chilika                                   Tourist infestation		1		0		Loss of fishing area to non-fishers / shrimp farms                   Governemnt inaction in providing protection to us		10 year lease system                   Rights to fish to only customary fishers                       Remove non-fishers from Chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		Some answers changed with inputs from Pratap

		Singheswara		Singheswara		PO: Singheswara ?????      Thana: Balugaon        Khurda		Bauribandhu Behera (9238995382)                   Muralidhara Behera (9937149254)		20		60		15		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Problem in bahana                      Problem in boat navigation leading to conflict                                   Problem in boat parking		1		0		Filling of Chilika                                   Decrease in migratory birds                 Weak ecological condition		1		0		Loss of fish production		Customary rights recognized       Recognize our rights based on the 150 years of lease fee paid to government		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Lease history related information

		Bhaleri and Enginepur		Nimikheta		PO: Balugaon                   Khurda		Sashikanta Behera         Prasanta Behera                 (9861873947)		8				2		0		9		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Alim nets near sea mouth barriers fish movement		1		0		Mafia raj		1		0		Loss of fish stock                                       Shrimp farm intensitfying                                  Decrease in migratory birds                     Nala infestation                                Water pollution		1		0		Loss of fish productivity		Customary rights recognised           Abolition of shrimp farming		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Aalupatana		Satapada		PO: Satapada             Thana: Brahmagiri                   Puri		????		270		1160		60		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Water level down                           Salinity increase                          Force of flow                                  Some fish species extinct		1		0		Growth of fish and shrimp obstructed                                  Shrinkage of Chilika                      Shrimp export price affected due to diseses in farm shrimp		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                            Automatic cleaning of dal is obstructed                                        Loss of chari and plankton		1		0		Weak Chilika policy of government                                      Illegal entry of non-fishers                     Mafia raj                                  Non-cooperation of government / bureaucracy		Customary rights		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Good statement on rights

		Pathara (Narayani PFCS)		Pathara		?????		Ganesh Chandra Das (9861283658)		300		1500		12		35		15		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Fishing near sea mouth onstrcuts juvenile andfish movement into the main Chilika		1		0		Boat navigation obstructed                  Traditional ways of fishing not possible		1		0		Shrinkage and filling of Chilika          Pollution of Chilika		1		0		Increase in the number of fishers                                    Non-fishers' involvement does not give peace of mind                 Loss of productivity and income		Customary right secured		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Pathara (Gaga??devi PFCS)		Pathara		PO: Pathara                     Via / Thana: Khalikote      Ganjam		Balaram Das    (9937337620)						50		50		100		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of fish stock                                Use of chemical leading to death of fish juvenile                            Obstruction in fish movement           Clearing of silt deposits from river to the sea obstructed                 Fishing area e		1		0		Filling of Chilika                                   Environmental pollution                            Loss of fish stock                           Shrinkage of Chilika		1		0		Shrimp farming                                              Neli nets                               Ecological degradation of Chilika                                           Loss of income		Chilika belongs to customary fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Narrations

		Pathara (Tala Sahi) Pathara PFCS		Pathara		PO: Pathara                     Via / Thana: Khalikote (KIT)    Ganjam        761029		Raghunatha Bala    (9938555037)		700		1300		600		100		150		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Quick draining of water to the sea during low tide due to dircet connection with the sea   Low productivity		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                            Environmental pollution                   Blockage of many channels                 Traditional fishing areas under shrimp farms		1		0				1		0		Filling of Chilika                          Loss of fish stock and production		Protection to fishers occupation and livelihood dependence                        Sole rights to customary fishers                                      Proper allocation of sairats		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		350 men and 250 women on dadan                                                      Q10: Good statement on non-fishers

		Samantarapur		Balugaon NAC		PO: Balugaon                   Khurda		Kailash Chandra Behera  (9853206661)		100		300		10		15		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Environmenal pollution                      Impact on livelihood                                Filling of Chilika                              Mafia raj		1		0		Loss of fish and shrimp productivity                                         Shrinkage of Chilika                                Decrease in migratory birds		1		0		Loss of productivity                       harassment by shrimp mafia                                        Ecological degradation		Customary rights to traditional fishing areas                  Abolition of shrimp farms from our traditional fishing areas		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Keshpur (Keshpur PFCS)		Keshpur		PO: Khalikot (RS)             Ganjam  761029		Banshidhara Behera, Secretary                               Bibhuti Bhusana Baidya     (9937640381)		100		700		30		150		200		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Water fluctuations		1		0		Loss of fish produciton                      Forced fishers to start shrimp farming		1		0		Chilika has become shallow                    Shrinkage and filling of Chilika                      Loss of fish stock		1		0		Loss of fish productivity		Livelihood rights recognized		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Kholamuhan		Badaanala		PO: ????                       Thana: Krushnaprasad        Puri		Pradyumna Jayasingh    (9938146161)		56		196		20		20		20		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Fishers deprived of fishing in traditional fishing grounds                  Blockage of channles in Chilika                                         Fish movement obstructed                   Shrinkage of Chilika                        Decrease of migrator		1		0		Loss of fish stock                                 Disintegration of traditional fishing grounds and shrimp farming has degraded theecology of Chilika                                                     Macha jaga chingudi jaga heyijayichi		1		0						0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Good statement

		Tentulia Pada (Banshiswana PFCS)		Keshpur		PO: Khalikot (RS)             Ganjam  761029		Purnachandra Jally (9937951744)               Binayaka Jally, Secretary PFCS          9777503940           (9938371276 Maheswara)						400		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Intesive fishing near mouth using unfriendly nets		1		0		Problem in fishing by customary fishers		1		0		Shrimp farms and their impact on Chiliak environment		1		0		Difficult to go fishing due to extensive shrimp fariming		Complete abolition of shrimp farms from Chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		330 men and 100 women on dadan

		Kumarapur		Ramalenka		PO: Ramalenka           Thana: Krushnaprasad            Puri		Laxman Behera (9937186043)		270		1000		60		300		200		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of fish stcok and growth		1		0				1		0				Right to livelihood and occupation		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Statement on rights

		Bhimpur		Galua		PO: Bhimpur                Thana: Banapur                    Khurda		Yudhisthir Behera (9238519890)		150		280		50		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Fluctuations in water flow and level                                              Difficult to fish                                      Loss of income		1		0		Blockage of channels connecting to the mouth does not allow fish and shrimps to move to all parts of the lagoon  Juvenile fishing		1		0				1		0		Loss of fish production                    Encroachement of lease area by non-fishers                     Inaction of government to protect out rights on lease area		Customary rights secured		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Nalabana related village

		Jagannathapur (Banapur)		NAC Banapur		PO: Banapur                   Khurda		Chaitanya Ghadei		15		150		10		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		1		1		0		Same as above		1		0		Same as above		1		0				1		0		Same as above		Livelihood rights recognized		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Nalabana realated vilalge                  Good statement

		Galua		Galua		PO: Bhimpur                Thana: Banapur                    Khurda		Bhimsen Ghadei		30		150		20		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Same as above		1		0		Same as above		1		0				1		0		Same as above		Same as above		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Nalabana related village                          10 men and 10 women on dadan     Check sub-lease ??????/

		Bidharapur		Galua		PO: Badahantuada            Khurda				10		30		10		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Same as above		1		0		Same as above		1		0				1		0		Same as above		Same as above		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Nalabana related village                               Ask about consultation on sea mouth

		Jadupur		Arakhakuda		PO: Gopinnathapur           Thana: Brahmagiri             Puri		Rabibabu (9937446373)						40		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Excess tidal force and salinity levels		1		0				1		0		Excessive salinity level detrimental to fish stock                                        Loss of chari		1		0		Non-fishers interference               Loss of fish and shrimp stock and productivity		Customary relationship with Chiliak be recognized		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		This village has a lot of shrimp fariming

		Gopinnathapur (Ghadei Sahi)		Arakhakuda		PO: Gopinnathapur    ????       Thana: Brahmagiri             Puri		Rabibabu contact person Village phone (9937247122)						30		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		Loss of fish stock                        Filling of Chilika                          Loss of income                                              Migration by fishers		1		0				1		0				1		0		Excessive loss of fish stock and production                        Rule of non-fishers in Chilika                                    Water level decrease / fluctuations                                    Fish habitat loss		Customary right to fish - birth right                                         Livelihoods dependence on Chilika is key to recognizing our rights		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Gopinnathapur (Mallik Sahi) Behera sahi (check malik or behera)		Arakhakuda		PO: Arakhakuda                   Thana: Brahmagiri                 Puri    752011		(06752-241229)		300		700		50		30		70		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of planktons		1		0		Fishing areas under shrimp farm                                              Problem in fishing                              Deep water fishing risky		1		0		Siltation in Chilika                               Nala and siphala infestation		1		0		Theft and robbery of fishing equipments                                    Loss of income and production                                 Juvenile fishing		Full control over leased area		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Check migration numbers - what is 25 percent

		Karimpur		Badabenakudi		PO: Bhubanapur        Thana: Brahmagiri          Puri		Phone (9861066200)		200		329		50		30		10		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Fishing areas under shrimp farm                                              Problem in fishing		1		0		Filling of Chilika                            Water pollution                                     Disease in Fish and shrimps             shrinkage of Chilika                           Decrease in migratory birds                 Shrim farms		1		0		Loss of fish production                            Loss of income                           Dominance of non-fishers             Mafia raj		Protection of our rights		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Arakhakuda		Arakhakuda		PO: Arakhakuda                   Thana: Brahmagiri                 Puri    752011		Narayana Behera (9938802085)		1500		2950		80		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Mouth is not at the right place     Barnicle infestation                      Complete loss of fish production		1		0		Shrimp farming near the sea mouth and channels                              bahani is not possible anymore		1		0		Salinity increase                             Planktons and patu not present		1		0		Sea mouth impacts                      Shrimp farming                       Loss of productivity and income		Protection of tradtional or customary ways of fishing (methods)                                Abolition of shrimp farms             Freedom to fish independently		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		2400 + acres                                    This village is where the old sea mouth was there

		Mudiratha		Badabenakudi		PO: Bhubanapur        Thana: Brahmagiri          Puri		Ranjan (06752-260014)						25		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock andproduction		1		0		Fishing are under shrimp farms   Actual traditional fishing area decrease		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                             Loss of natural beauty                            Loss of fish and shrimp stock                    Decrease in migratory bird		1		0		Loss of productivity		Moral and occupational rights		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Statement on rights

		TOTAL												3500		835		1180		45		1		0		0		0		0		4		2		0		0		0		2		0		6		4		2		7		10		4		4		0		1		2		44		36		10				46		0				45		1				46		0						1		42		2		1		38		1		37		2		2		37

														8748		3995		3435		86		8		2		1		1		3		0		1		1		3		2		7		7		7		4		5		12		8		10		13		1		1

														12248		4830		4615		131		9		2		1		1		3		4		3		1		3		2		9		7		13		8		7		19		18		14		17		1		2

		Blue: Over phone		Red: tentative (need change)

		Gaurangapatana and Madhurchuan (Pratap has done separately for both villages. Three forms available)		Sana Ramachandrapur		PO: ….Dhurua              Ganjam  ?????		Chakradhara Behera, Village President                         Shree Behera      (9937434616) ???																		2

		Gaurangapatana and Madhurchuan (Pratap has done separately for both villages		Sana Ramachandrapur		PO: Rambha               Ganjam		(06810-278249)																		1
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		Occupational Displacement

		Total Adult		74144

		Displaced from fishing		24325

		Still in fishing		49819

		Source of new occupation

		Displaced from fishing		24325

		Out migration		12264

		Daily wage earners		12061

		Male		5916

		Female		6145

		Daily wage earners		12061

		Male		5916

		Female		6145

		Migration trend I

		Villages with migration		138

		Villages without migration		2

		Migration trend II

		Villages with plans for further migration		131

		Villages with plans for no further migration		9

		Migration trend III

		Starting year of migration		Number of villages

		Pre-1980		2

		1981		1

		1985		1

		1988		3

		1991		4

		1993		3

		1994		1

		1995		3

		1996		2

		1998		9

		1999		7

		2000		13

		2001		8

		2002		7

		2003		19

		2004		18

		2005		14

		2006		17

		2007		1

		2008		2

		Consultation on new sea mouth

		Villages consulted		10

		villages not consulted		130

		Adverse impact of Sipakuda sea mouth

		Villages feel adversely impacted		71

		Villages do not feel strongly impacted		69

		Adverse impact of shrimp culture

		Villages feel adversely impacted		135

		Villages do not feel impacted		3

		One village not going to chilika i.e. Naranapur

		Adverse changes in ecological condition

		Villages observing changes		135

		Villages not observing changes		4

		one village is not a Chilia village

		Villagers connectedness with Chilika

		Villages feeling disconnected		139

		Villages not feeling disconnected		0

		Status of village cooperatives

		Functional		11

		Dormant		122

		Dysfunctional		3

		Do not exist		4

		Status of village cooperatives

		Functional		11

		Dormant		122

		Dysfunctional		3

		Do not exist		4

		Status of fishing area

				Yes		No

		Decrease in actual lease area		81		7

		Encroachment of fishing area		79		7

		Sub-lease of fishing area		81		3

		CHECK TOTAL VILLAGES??????

		Total is not 140 villages because not all villages have lease and some of them fish in deep Chilika
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Sheet1

		Q1: NAME OF THE VILLAGE		Q1: NAME OF THE PANCHAYAT		Q1: POSTAL ADDRESS OF THE VILLAGE		Q1: DETAILS OF THE  CONTACT PERSONS		Demographic details				Q2: Total migration		Q2: Total daily wage				Q3: Plans for migration				Q4: Start date of Dadan																																								Q5: Consultation on new sea mouth				Q6: Adverse impact of new sea mouth				Q6: Reasons for 'yes'		Q7: Adverse impact of shrimp culture				Q7: Reason for 'yes'		Q8: Adverse changes in ecological condition				Q8: Reason for 'yes'		Q9: Weak connection with Chilika				Q9: Reason for 'yes'		Q10: Nature of rights		Q11:Status of PFCS								Q12: Decrease in actual lease area				Q12: Fishing area encroached				Q12: Fishing area on sub-lease				Remarks

										Households		Voters (Adults)				Men		Women		Yes		No		Prior to 1980		1981		1985		1988		1991		1993		1994		1995		1996		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005		2006		2007		2008		Yes		No		Yes		No				Yes		No				Yes		No				Yes		No						Functional		Dormant		Dysfunctional		Does not exist		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No

		Khatisahi		Chilika Nuapada		PO: Chilika Nuapada      Thana: Krushnaprasada Via: Brahmagiri                   Puri 752033				60		240		25		15		25		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Increase in salinity         Decline in phytoplankton   Loss of fish habitat                   Fish life cycle disturbed      Increased force of water flow     Many fish species extinct        Decline in fish production		1		0		Life cycle of fish impacted                         Fishers' lives and livelihood affected		1		0		Change in "Natisitoshna" climate Increase in temperature in last 10 years		1		0		Loss of fish production leading to breakdown of economic backbone of fishers                                          Chilika has become unpredictable and undependable                       Prolonged absence through migration		Sole (Ekaka) fishing rights as customary fishers                        Payment of revenue to government by fisher only           Fishing without obstructions		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Khirisahi (Kanaka Durga PFCS)		Berhampur		PO: Badajhadi          Thana: Krushnaprasad   Via: Brahmagiri                   C7Puri		Ganesha Behera (9938139352)                       Mayadhara Behera (9937857274)                      Kalu Charana Behera (9778266148)		200		519		110		30		60		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Decline in fish stock		1		0		Decrease in actual fishing area                                       Increase in instances of conflict with other fishing villages		1		0		Chilika has shrunk                  Decline in fish breeding area                                      Siltation (dhipa)                  Loss of phytoplankton due to force of water            Loss of fish habitat		1		0		Loss of income from Chilika                                Forced migration		Sole (Ekaka) fishing rights as customary fishers                      Restriction on fishing by non-fishers                                           Protection of fishers' rights from forced fishing by non-fishers       Full control over traditional fish		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Chilika Nuapada (Patana Sahi) Harachandi PFCS		Chilika Nuapada		PO: Chilika Nuapada      Thana: Krushnaprasada Via: Brahmagiri                Puri 752033		Sanjaya Kumar Behera D11(9861541464)                    Susanta Behera (9938498677)		50		210		10		35		15		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock                    Fishers in desperate situation   Zero net fishing near sea mouth blocks movement of fish into the lagoon		1		0		Encroachment of traditional fishing areas                          Lack of area for use of traditional fishing techniques (Bahani)		1		0		Siltation (poti) in the last 10-20 years                       Large number of shrimp farms and its ill effects		1		0		Unrestricted involvement of non-fishers                      Forced occupation of traditional fishing areas by non-fishers                  Not being able to go for regular fishing		Protect our customary interests in Chilika                                   Full fishing rights through payment of lease revenue		1		0		0		0		1		0		0		1		0		1

		Sipakuda and Banamalipur		Phirigipur		PO: Nua Gaon Badabhuin Brahmagiri                     Puri		Hiranya Jena (9938139362)		120		630		2		2		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		Loss of livelihood for the community as a whole		1		0		Pollution due to chemical inputs                                    Spread of inter-village conflict                              Shrinkage of Chilika		1		0		Decline in fish production  Increase in salinity             Loss of phytoplankton      Erratic tidal movements Shrimp culture realted impacts including shrinkage of Chilika		1		0		Decline in fish production                      Lax in rule of law in Chilika                              Control of mafia on Chilika		Maintain our lives through fishing                                          Proper demarcation of Chilika (both traditional fishing areas and other areas)                      Right to management Chilika ?????		0		1		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		From 1574 acres originally, no lease since 1993. Consequently , there is no encroachment or sub-lease

		Mirzapur		Manika		PO: Bhagabanpur               Thana: Brahmagiri		Kashinatha (9777058639) Bipin (9777058633)		80		525		30		5		10		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Sand infestation                       Loss of phytoplankton and 'patu'                                           Lagoon floor is infested by barnicles                                    Fishing is not possible anymore		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika              Actual fishers are deprived of regular fishing		1		0		Infestation by sea animals like barnicles            Loss of vegetation on the sand barrier between Chilika and the sea                Loss of phytoplankton and 'patu' - loss of home and food of fish and shrimp		1		0		Loss of productiviey and income                                Large-scale migration		Sole rights to fishing by customary fisher (by caste) only  No interference in our customary occupation of fishing by other caste people                  Our rights are protected when ecology of Chilika is preserved		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Check again (red zeros mainly)                     After the opening of a new tourist center in the village some fishers are able to make some earning by working on the tourist boats

		Jagannathapur (Uttara Chilika PFCS)				PO: Kusubenti                       Thana: Brahmagiri                 C16Puri		Santha Behera (9938468804)		40		190		60		15		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		0				1		0		Shrimp farms on the edge of lagoon deprive fishers from taking shelter during rain and cyclones                  Obstruction in fish and shrimp movement		1		0		No positive changes        Shrinkage of Chilika due to shrimp farms                  Siltation ('poti heyuchi')    'Nala' grass infestation on large-scale		1		0		Loss of income from Chilika                               Gradual weakening of will power ("Manabala durbala hoyijauchi")		Sole rights to fishing by customary fisher (by caste) only  Chilika should only belong to the customary fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		No lease area now

		Mota		Rebana Nuagaon		PO: Chapamanika        Via: Brahmagiri                Puri		Bata Behera (9238818993) Narendra Behera (923897099)		150		700		100		150		50		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		About 80 percent decline in fish production		1		0		Short supply of juveniles to the lagoon: Fish juveniles are caught along with shrimp juveniles		1		0		Infested by sea animals including barnicles            Dominance of water hyacinth                               Siltation leading to 'kuda'		1		0		Loss of income from Chilika                                 Loss of will power		Freedom to conduct traditional fishing methods (Bahani)                Protection from non-fishers            Support to maintain boats and nets		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly)                           Migration started in around 1999 after the super cyclone

		Sanabandhakera		Brahmagiri		PO: Brahmagiri                Puri		Bhim Behera (9937791686) (9937252792)		5		30		10		5		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Tradtional fishing areas encroached for shrimp farming		1		0		Dominance of fresh water		1		0		Loss of fish production		Protection of traditional fishing areas                                                Removal of shrimp farms from Chilika                                           Fishing related entry of non-fishers in Chilika prohibited		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly)

		Bhaghalanji		Badabenakudi		PO: Bhubanapur             Thana: Brahmagiri             Puri		Madana Behera (9937422298)                        Akhila Behera (9861314034)		74		320		30		80		30		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Shrimp farms on the edge of lagoon deprive fishers from taking shelter during rain and cyclones                  Obstructions in fishing		1		0		Increase in water hyacinth has led to siltation (poti)		1		0		Loss of fishing-based income		Freedom to fish                               Removal of non-fishers from any fishing related engagement in Chilika		1		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Paniduara Badasahi		Jaripada		PO: Kalupada Ghata            Thana: Tangi                Khurda		Purussottama Behera (9861139019)               Mohana Behera (9938606427)                 Pravakara Behera                 (06756-212334)		300		1000		500		50		50		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Harassment by shrimp farm owners while fishing                   Obstruction in navigation         Obstructions in fishing		1		0		Chilika has dried up and shrunk also                          Due to 'nala' grass infestation boat journey has become time consuming		1		0		Loss of fishing due to shrimp farms and 'nala' grass		Sole fishing rights to customary fishers                                                Restrict entry of non-fishers for fishing		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0						250 men and 250 women have migrated (CHECK??????)                                             No lease taken since FISHFED

		Balinashi		Kalekaleswara		PO: Kalupada Ghata           Thana: Tangi                Khurda		Bauribandhu Jali (9861782958)                  Dinabandhu Jena (9437101942)		100		463		26		15		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		All sorts of problem due to shrimp farms inside the Chilika                                      Shrimp farms on the edge of lagoon deprive fishers from taking shelter during rain, cyclones and other emergencies                         large-scale encroac		1		0		Chilika has become excessively shallow               "Nala' Grass infestation     Loss of fish diversity		1		0		Change in ecological condition of Chilika         Productivity and income are not sufficient to support a family                   Large-scale migration		A bundle of rights in Chilika that would facilitate livelihood of fishers' families		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly)                 BE15Q8: Earlier, one bag of rice was required to go to Satapada but we need just six kilograms of rice for the same (Indicates the earleir depth of water and absence of motor engines)

		Panchupatia		Kalekaleswara		PO: Kalupada              Thana: Tangi                Khurda  752022		Pathani Ghadei and Bipin (06756-224026, 224283		40		200		7		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                   Obstruction in flow of water to all areas                        Fish movement restricted     Problem in boat navigation   Fishing area encroachment		1		0		Chilika has shrunk            Siltation from rivers and streams                             Chilika has become shallow                                   Fish and bird species hading towards extinction  Due to shallow water shrimp culture is easily done		1		0		Ecological condition of Chilika  (less area due to shrinkage)                   Shallowness                        Non-availability of many fish species                      Shrimp farming                       infestation by grass and water hyacinth		Maintain livelihoods by fishing Chilika belonged to our foresfathers and it belongs to us too                                                   Chilika is our 'bhatahandi'		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly)               Q8: Instead of lake Chiliak should be called as a 'Pata' or 'puskarani' (pond).

		Digirisahi		Jaripada		PO: Jaripada               Via: Kalupada Ghata      Thana: Tangi                    Khurda  752022		Bidya (9938212764)     Sarata Behera (9777625774)                Bharata Behera (9237018085)		85		601		250		40		60		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Free flow of water to all areas is restricted                    Siltation makes thelagoon shallower day by day               Movement of fish and its juveniles is obstructed and they cannot reach all areas of the lagoon                       Fisher are n		1		0		Reduced depth of water thereby most of the lagoon area is shallower than before                      Excess infestation of 'nala' grass from Sorana to the mouth of river Daya    number of migratory bird is on the decline                  Some varieties of		1		0		Loss of income from Chilika		Removal of non-fishers                Stop shrimp farming and remove existing ponds                               Ban plastic nets (trammel nets)  Issue of identity cards to customary fishers		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika Bahani - no lease

		Jagannathapur Patana		Jaripada		PO: Jaripada                        Via: Kalupada Ghata      Thana: Tangi                    Khurda  752022		Sukanta Behera (9938234682)                Raghu Behera (9937925402)		105		616		265		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		1		0		0		1				1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                Threat to both shrimp and fish juvenile                           No place in Chilika to take shelter in case of need		1		0		Several varieties of fish are not seen any more          Flow of water to all parts of the lagoon restricted     Dominance of fresh water leding to many problems             Fresh water supports infestation of 'nala' grass		1		0		Due to permant trammel nets in the lagoon the fish stock is precarious       Shrimp farming and its pollutions		Establish and protect customary rights to fish in Chilika                                       Right to pay lease revenue          Elimination of shrimp farms		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Q6: It was good when they were dredging. Things changed once they stopped dredging.

		Balipatapur (Kaibartya Sahi) Baseli Samabaya Samity		Balipatapur		PO: Bhusandhapur      Thana: Tangi                 Khurda		Braja Behera (9938576857) Arakhita Behera (06753-214927)                          Ulasa Behera (9937197511)		200		700		200		30		50		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		1		0		Destruction of fishing areas due to sand infestation and creation of artificial mounds in Chilika		1		0		Loss of traditional fishing areas to shrimp farms         Lack of sufficient area for traditional fishing (Bahani)		1		0		Predominance of plastic nets and shrimp culture barricades affect lagoon ecology                                 Polluted water in the lagoon                                   Spread of water hyacinth    and grass ('nala' etc.) has made Chilika shallow		1		0		Loss of income from Chilika                          Extensive shrimp farming                           Tammel nets creating permanent barriers at Magarmukha (a passage) and other areas                                   Ecological degradation of Chilika		Chilik has been the only source of livelihood for fishers and they should have full rights on it		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		0		Q8: Good description on ecological changes                                                    Q10: Statement on rights

		Jagannathapur Patana		Bhusandhapur		PO: Bhusandhapur       Thana: Tangi             Khurda		Debaraja Behera (9937323287)           Biranchi Behera (9937263028)             Kesaba Behera (9938341503)		70		400		60		40		60		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of juvenile fish and shrimp		1		0		Change in water quality (fluctuations in salinity level and fresh water)		1		0		Loss of productiviey in Chilika		Recognition of customary fishing rights                                    Complete rights to fishers		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika Bahani - no lease

		Bhusandhapur (Bharukhuni Sahi)		Bhsandhapur		PO: Bhusandhapur       Via: Singhipur                  Khurda		Madana Mallik                    Rabi Mallik ( 9937459247) Pravakara Mallik (9778193443)		40		180		35		15		20		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		1				1		0		Shortage of fishing area because of encroachment for shrimp farming		1		0		Decrease in salinity as compared to last >10 years                                       Better fish stock and production earlier                     Fresh water dominance leading to decrease in fish and shrimp		1		0		Loss of income from Chilika		Secure livelihoods dependence on Chilika		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly)

		Balipatapur (Bahania Sahi)		Balipatapur		PO: Bhusandhapur          Thana: Tangi                          Khurda		Merudhara Behera (9937331871)                   Gopinatha Behera (9938284468)		200		945		200		100		100		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		Increase in the intensity of fishing with trammel nets near sea mouth area in general and "magaramukha in particular has completely blocked the movement of fish to this area		1		0		Juvenile fish and shrimp destroyed		1		0		Water hyacinth infestation (Nala, Siphala and Rajadala)		1		0		Loss of income from fishing                             Use of unfriendly fishing techniques (plastic nets) in Chilika		Based on our customary rights fishers should have sole rights on Chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Stopped taking lease since 1992

		Gobardhanapur Colony    (J. B. G Coloney/Nagar)        Refugee settlement		Kantalabai		PO: Bhusandhapur          Khurda		Prosanta Purna Mondal (9937652532)		250		550		50		90		80		1		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		1				1		0		Rule of Mafia (Mafia raj)          Impact on fishers' livelihoods                                                              Water pollution and its impact on fish stock		0		1				1		0		No income from Chilika		Recognition of our livelihoods dependence on Chilika		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Q8 & 9: Can related to Chilika in economic terms but cannot connect in ecology terms    Refugee village, so no lease area

		Balipatapur (Dhanadhara Sahi) Basudev PFCS		Balipatapur		PO: Bhusandhapur          Thana: Tangi                          Khurda		Sudarshan Behera, Ex-Sarapanch (9937265744)     Daughter of Jayakrushna Behera (9938484946)		200		600		400		50		20		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		1		0		Encroachment of sea mouth by illegal fishing activities                                          Increase in the intensity of fishing with trammel nets near sea mouth area in general and "magaramukha in particular has completely blocked the movement of fi		1		0		Encroachment of prime forage areas of fish and shrimp for shrimp farming     Loss / decrease in total fishing area		1		0		Locally extinct fish species (we do not see a few fish species anymore)   Shrinkage of Chilika and siltation mostly through shrimp culture		1		0		Loss of fish and shrimp in Chilika                         Migration		Recognize our customary rights     Unhindred access to traditional fishing areas                                         Reallocation of fishing areas that were taken away for migratory bird consevation                  Protection of rights again conserva		0		1		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		Out of 400 migrants, 300 men and 100 women                                                               Bahara Chilika Bahani and no lease for the last 5 - 7 years

		Bhusandhapur (Kaibarta Sahi)		Bhusandhapur		PO: Bhusandhapur         Thana: Tangi                Khurda		Bijaya Behera (9937448624)  Babuli Behera (9937619874)???		150		900		200		50		50		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Ecological degradation of Chilika leading to loss of income by fishers                                 Fishers forced to migrate		1		0		Shrimp farming since 1993 ahs contributed to degradation		1		0		Shrimp farming                    Plastic nets (Trammel nets)                                      Alim nets at sea mouth          Blocking of channel by intesive trammel net fishing		Customary right to livelihoods dependence on Chilika be recognized                                         Recognize that fishers do not have any alternative source of income than Chiliak - it is our future		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Q10: Good statement

		Jhati Nuagaon (Maa Majhiani PFCS)		Kantalabai		PO: Bhusandhapur          Thana: Tangi                          Khurda		Surendra Kumar Sahu (9338922807)		100		400		80		35		15		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Bank areas of lagoon are important areas upon which  we used to depend which were encroached		1		0		Nala grass infestation has led to filling of the lagoon (poti heuchi)                        Motor boat related  pollution		1		0		Loss of income from Chilika                             threat of mafia in Chilika		Right to fishing and selling fish		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly)

		Saraswati Nagar		Balipatapur		PO: Adala                       Via: Nirakarapur        Thana: Tangi                 Khurda		Anadi Behera (9937466112)???            Pravat Kumar Behera (9938484976)                  Jambeswara Behera (9937392504)		51		275		20		40		30		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Fishers cannot take shelter on the shore areas during cyclone                                              Mafia raj -                                                 Shrinkage of Chilka due to increase in shrimp farms		1		0		Some saline water fish species are extinct                  Decrease in number of migratory bird leading to ecological crisis                                                         Decrease in salinity level		1		0		Loss of income from Chilika leading to migration		Right to lvelihoods		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		Q10: Good statement                                                             New village, no society and no lease

		Jankia				PO: Gadasahi                   Via: Kanasa                          Puri		Gangadhara Behera (9937856851)		34		134		15		20		10		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Involvement of non-fishers		1		0				1		0		Shrimp farming		Customary right to fishingh in Chilika		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Nadi bahani so PFCS functional

		Janghar (Kaibartya)		Bijupur		PO: Tipuri                      Via: Kanasa                      Puri		Sarbeswara Behera                Sudhakara Behera		15		150		30		45		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0				1		0		Banks of the lagoon are encroached which are important areas                         Fishing nets like 'Phasi jala' cannot be used any more as these nets are primarily used in shallow areas that are now under shrimp farms		1		0		Siltation (dhipa) of Chilika Migratory bird decrease           Less fishing area due to excessive water hyacinth  less space for migratory birds due water hyacinth		1		0		Degradation of Chiliak ecology: No area to put nets due to excessive water hyacinth		Sole right to fishing by customary fishers                           Wherever there is water and fish we should have right to fish in all those areas		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Some more are expected to go on dadan    Q10: Good statement

		Naikulapatana (2)		Dhanakera		PO: Nali Basanta         Via: Beraboi                        Thana: Sakhigopala       Puri		Prabhakara Behera (9861947009 - Daughter Tikina)		8		40		7		8		8		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		1		1		0		Dredging of channels from magaramukha to nadi muhana has made the water deep because of which its not easy to fish there (Luna river)		1		0		Decrease in fishing area    Conflicts with other villges    Non-fishers who are shrimp farmers does not allow us to fish close to their area		1		0		With dredging of nadi muhana Chilika condition has actually improved. But we are not able to fish because of the threat from non-fishers (Gambhari)		1		0		Shrimp farming and related conflicts                   Lack of money to go deep water fishing		Ban on involvement of non-fishers                                                    Sole fishing rights to customary fishers		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Nadi bahani and deep chilika so no lease area

		Naranapur		Dhanakera		PO: Nali Basanta         Via: Beraboi                        Thana: Sakhigopala       Puri		Dukhishyam Behera (9937523358)               Purnachhandra Behera (9938615130)		12		45		15		20		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				0		0		Because we are not going to Chilika how do we know		1		0				1		0		Ecollogical degradation of Chilika                                  Destruction of fishing equipments and  oppresion by powerful people while fishing		Loan for fishing equipments from government		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Deep Chilika fishing                                         Statement on the back of last page

		Nua Dokanda		Dokanda		PO: Kanasa                            Puri		Basanta Behera (9238636703)                Manoj Kumar Behera) 9777185878)                Ratnakara Behera (9938079626)		120		600		40		250		70		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Decrease in fishing area     no place totake shelter during clamities                      Forced to fish in deep waters		1		0		Siltation and shallowing of Cilika                                Fish stock gone down		1		0		Shrimp farming              Loss of production		Total ban on shrimp farming Protection from non-fisher villages (Gambhari and the three villages)		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Nadi bahani

		Daya Vihar		Gadasahi		PO: Gadasahi                   Thana: Kanasa                          Puri		Sadananda Behera (9937378001)              Bhikari Bhera (9937557938) Budhibabana Behera (9937378481)		30		150		50		30		30		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		till one year after the mouth there was good results but now it has become what it was		1		0		Loss of fishing area               Forced to fish in deep waters                                     No place to take shelter during clamities - threat to life		1		0		Siltation and shallowig of Chilika		1		0		Loss of income from Chiliak		Free Chilika from shrimp culture  Desiltation and other improvements so that we can continue to fish		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Nadi bahani

		Kaudikhani		Kadua		PO: Bhatapada           Thana: Brahmagiri        Via: Nirakarapur           Kanasa   Puri		Harmohan Behera (9937495636)               Binod Behera (9238322724)		400		1300		135		152		30		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Force of water due to new mouth                                          Loss of phytoplankton                      Reduction of salinity		1		0		Loss of shrimp juveniles      Fish habitas lost                         No place to take shelter during clamities		1		0		Loss of salinity                       Loss of fish stock and production                          Pollution due to motorized boats                        Decrease in migratory birds		1		0		Loss of production leading to loss of faith on customary dependence on Chilika   Fear factor due to Mafia raj, gunda raj and theft and robbery		Caste-based and customary rights recognized                                                     Sole fishing rights to customary fishers only		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		No lease since 2001-2002

		Gada Balabhadrapur		Gada Balabhadrapur		PO: Gada Balabhadrapur  Thana: Kanasa              Puri		Hrusikesh Behera (9237931485)                      Chinta Behera (9938282698)		13		90		40		5		25		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Increase in theft and conflict		1		0				1		0		Loss of income		Exclude non-fishers from Chilika       Ban shrimp culture                               Stop mafia raj		1		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		River fishing

		Gangadharapur		Badal		PO: Adala                        Thana: Brahmagiri             Puri		Aswani Behera (9861535746)                     Rabinarayana Jena (9937785961)		70		180		3		60		30		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Problem in boat navigation         Deep water fishing leads to loss of fishing equipments during calamities                 Loss of shelter places on the shore		1		0				1		0		Loss of income from Chilika                               Decrease in fish production                             Shrimp farming		Chilika is ours (fishers)		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly)

		Gadakokala		Raibidhara		PO: Gadakokala           Thana: Brahmagiri            Puri		Abhimanyu behera (9933578401)?????		90		350		100		130		110		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock and production		1		0		Loss of fish stock and production                                                       Loss of shelter place on Shore		1		0		Shrimp farming          Loss of fish species		1		0		Loss of production           Loss of income                                      Forced migration		Protection of customary fishing rights                                              Abolish shrimp farms and ban shrimp farming		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika bahani

		Karamala		Aalibada		PO: Shantidhama         Via: Kanasa                Thana: Brahmagiri                Puri		Kamalakanta Behera (Tuku) (9937247441)                 Niranjana Behera (9937199857)		70		250		60		40		30		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika             Obstruction in fish movement between Chilika and the sea		1		0		Filling of Chilika due to excessive chari and also shrimp fariming		1		0		Loss of income from Chilika ecological degradation of Chilika		Sole and full rights of customary fishers		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika bahani

		Hariharapatana		Jamala Goda		PO: Gadhisagada        Via: Kanasa                  Thana: Brahmagiri                   Puri		Brajabandhu Behera (9938673514)                      Jata Behera (9938871718)  Saraju Behera (06752-642073)                          Bibhuti Behera (9238520536)		50		200		10		50		40		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Fishers not allowed to go close to the shrimp farms     Theft and robbery of fishin equipments                                  Loss of shelter places		1		0		Filing of Chilika due to shrimp farming                            Decrease in fish stock		1		0		Loss of production                Loss of income		Customary rights to fishing protected		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika bahani

		Naikulapatana (1)		Jamala Goda		PO: Gadhisagada        Via: Kanasa                       Thana: Brahmagiri                     Puri		Bikrama Behera (9937459113)                    Manmohan Behera (9777058684)                  Kaibalya Behera (9938675196		155		500		100		60		100		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Important fish habitats lost to shrimp farms                        Fish juveniles area forced to stay in deep waters as shallower palces are under shrimp farming and in the process they fall prey to other carnivorous                     Loss of fish fora		1		0		Decrease in migratory birds                                                              Water hyacinth infestation                               Decrease in salinity		1		0		Loss of productivity         Reduction in fishing areas                                    Shrimp farming		Free Chilika from shrimp culture  Sole rights to customary fishers		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly

		Swainkera and Kerandipur		?????		PO: Kerandipur             Via: Basudevpur                 Thana: Chandanapur       Puri		Harihara Behera (9338303807)		34		170		20		50		40		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of shelter places during clamities		1		0				1		0		Shrimp farming                        Theft and robbery		Protection of customary rights		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika bahani                                       Have not paid lease fee for the last four years

		Kamalanayanapur		Rahadamal		PO: Rahadamal            Thana: Puri                          Puri		Udhav Behera (9938296630) Chaitanya Behera (9938365847)		45		220		10		100		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Shore areas remained under shrimp farms                        Loss of fishing areas                    Threat from non-fishers if fishing near the farms		1		0		Reduction in fish stock      Fillin of Chilika                      Reduction in water level		1		0		Theft and robbery of fishing equipments         Shrimp farming                          Loss of fish production                Loss of income from Chilika                               All savings spent on buy new equipments after theft		Return our Chilika to us                  Abolish shrimp farms		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika bahani

		Bidheyibast		Kapileswarapur		PO: Kapilashorepur       Thana: Puri                      Puri		Naba Behera (9938871280)		10		60		3		20		20		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Migration by fishers		1		0		Ecological degradation      Loss of fish stock                    Decrease in migratory birds                                Siltation                                                           Filling of Chilika due to chari dala		1		0		Loss of income		Sole fishing rights to customary fishers                                                Abolish plastic nets and shrimp farms from Chilika		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly)

		Telisahi		???		PO: Manapada                  Brahmagiri                         Puri ???????????		Krushnachandra Behera (06752-654082)                  Laxmidhara Behera (9777389887)		23		82		35		0		45		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		1		0		Good production fo rtwo years after the sea mouth after which it has gone down again		1		0		Shrimp mafia does not allow us to fish in shallow waters                                                     Loss of shelter place		1		0		Loss of fish stock                           Ecological degradation              Decrease in migratoy birds                        Loss of chari		1		0		Shrimp farming		Freedom to fish in Chilika without fear                                Protection from mafia		0		1		0		0		0		1		1		0		0		1

		Paridobandha		Kerandipur		PO: Basudevpur                 Thana: Chandanapur    Puri		Sri Panchanana Behera (9238548554)		25		140		5		75		55		1		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of fishing area to shrimp farms                                         Oppression of mafia on us    Fishers' migration		1		0				1		0		Shrimp farming                   Fear of mafia and others		Freedom to fish independently		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Natia Kona		Hantuka		PO: Hantuka                  Via: Basudeipur          Thana: Chandanapur        Puri		Ghania Behera (9777108877) Gobardhana Behera (9338216376)                    Biranchi Behera (9937069721)		7		50		0		20		10		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Cannot fish in shallow water    Forced to fish in deep water and no shelter during rain and cyclone and we lose our fishing equipments		1		0				1		0		Theft of fishing equipments                         Increased resource conflicts		Protection against non-fishers who are encroaching into our customary fishing rights		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly)

		Patharapada		Kapileswarapur		PO: Kapilashorepur       Via: Basudevpur              Thana: Puri Sadar                      Puri		Yudhisthira Behera (9938505251)		50		250		15		40		20		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Cannot fish in shallow water    Forced to fish in deep water and no shelter during rain and cyclone and we lose our fishing equipments                 Low fish stock and production		1		0		Filling up of Chilika                  Water quality (bitter) polluted                                   Fish habitat poluted - theya re dying		1		0		Fear of non-fishers and other attacking us                 Expenditure more than income due to theft of fishing equipments		Freedom to our fishing area without fear or threat		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Q10: Statement of rights with example

		Khajuria and		Dimirisena		PO: Khajuria                             Thana: Brahmagiri        Puri		Askshaya Kumar Behera (9937159537)                 Hari Brhera (9937444210)		100		400		60		75		75		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		lack of proper place for fishers to station within Chilika while fishing                              Shores of Chilika under the control of non-fishers               Loss of fish stock		1		0		Filling up of Chilika          Impact of motorized boats on water qualtiy and fish          Water hyacinth infestation		1		0		Shrimp farming                      threat from non-fishers involvement in Chilika                Loss of income form Chilika		Recognize that Chilia is our rice bowl                                          Chilika should be under the possession and control of customary fishers		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		1

		Charibatia		Rahadamalla		PO: Ghanapana           Via: Basudevpur           Thana: Puri                             Puri 752013		Kalucharana Behera (9938306254)                      Dinabandhu Behera (9238819129)		40		140		20		20		20		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Prime fishing areas (shores) are under shrimp farming		1		0		Change in water quality - fresh water dominance		1		0		Shrimp fariming                           Loss of stock andproduction                      Proper connection and flow of fish stock from sea to Chilika obstructed                             Impact of motorized boats                              theft of		Protection of our customary rights against non-fishers		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika bahani

		Mangalajodi (Karatia Sahi)		Sundarapur		PO: ????                      Thana: Tangi                                 Khurda		Laxmidhara Behera (9777774840)		350		1250		800		60		60		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika               Filling up of Chilika                       Loss of fishing area due to encroachment as well as actual loss of area through above		1		0		Nala grass infestation has led to filling of the lagoon (poti heuchi)                              Siltation thorugh rivers       Adverse condition for migratory birds                             Decrease in numbers of migratory birds		1		0		shrinkage in Chilika area - earlier it was in proximity to our village now eight kilometers away                                 Difficult to go to main Chilika by boat due to nal grass                       Loss of fish stock and productivity		Recognize our customary rights in Chilika                                       Fishing in Chilika is our sole right                                             Ecological protection to Chilika     Proper managmeent of Chilika    Abolition of shrimp farms		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly)                                         600 men and 200 women on migration                      Q6: statement on muhana                                Q10: Very good statement on rights                 Bahara Chilika bahani

		Sanakusumi (Mahavir PFCS)		Tangi		PO: Chandeswar           Thana: Tangi                    Khurda		Khanu Charana Behera (9861307893)		14		70		3		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                            Loss of fishing area                    Loss shore line as important areas of fish reproduction                            Loss of fish stock and production		1		0		Filling up of Chilika     Siphala grass infestation		1		0		Loss of productivity               Loss of income		Exclusion of non-fishers from fishing in Chilika                          Functional PFCS in all villages		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Chandeswara (Darugaon)		Chandeswara		PO: Chandeswar           Thana: Tangi                    Khurda		Aparti Behera                  Ramesh Behera (9777250940)                      Laxmana Behera (99383573005)		12		70		5		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of fish stock		0		1				1		0		Loss of fish stock and production		Cuystomary rights to fishing be protected		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly)                                            Ask start data of dadan

		Raghunathapur and Laxmipur (Mahavir PFCS)		Chandeswara		PO: Parioradi???          Thana: Tangi                        Khurda		Rabindra Behera (9937675950)                       Chanda Behera (93385		40		200		20		100		0		1		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Prime fishing areas under shrimp farming		1		0		Unwanted mounds wihtin Chilika                                  Nala grass infestation hinders fishing activty             Filling up of Chilika		1		0		Encroachemnt by shrimp farming does not allow us the space to use traditional fishingnets (bhida jala)		Sole rights to fishing by customary fishing		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Q9: Good statement

		Bindhania (Mahavir PFCS)		Tangi		PO: Chandeswar           Thana: Tangi                    Khurda		Sudhakara Behera (9938328644)		4		25		3		5		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of fishing area through encroachement                       Harassment by shrimp farms while fishing		1		0		Loss of fish stock                           Ecological degradation              Decrease in migratoy birds		1		0		Loss of production		Soel fishing rights to customary fishers through payment of lease fee		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly)

		Aarada Narasinghapur (Mahavir PFCS)		Chandeswara		PO: Chandeswar           Thana: Tangi                    Khurda		Debaraja Behera (9938272438)		20		100		30		20		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Fishing habitats under shrimp farming                           Utthapani areas under shrimp farming		1		0		Nala and siphala grass infestation		1		0		Cannot fish due to nala and siphala grasses		Sole rights to customary fishers		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check again (red zeros mainly)                                                                                                     Q8: Statement

		Biripadara		Gomundia		PO: Badajhada            Puri		Bipin Bihari Das, S/O Amarnath Das (9861489691)		75		300		100		20		5		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		Force of water due to new mouth                                          Quick in flow and out flow of sea water		1		0		Filling up of Chilika		1		0				1		0				Recognition of customary rights to fishing		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Sanapatana		Arakhakuda		PO: Bhagabanpur           Thana: Brahmagiri             Puri		Hari (9937444726)                    Nilamani Chelberi (9937160228)		50		200		30		30		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		Loss of fish stock and production                                      Low water level in Channel		1		0				1		0		Due to impac tof sea mouth Chilika suffered ecological degradation                   Sand infestation		1		0		Loss of income from Chilika		Exclude non-fishers from Chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		Q5: Government informed that the sea mouth will be at Arakhakuda (rennovation of old mouth) but they changed theplace without informing

		Rambha (Pandara Sahi)		Rambha NAC		PO: Rambha                         Ganjam		Tofan Jali (9237925783, 9861873971)		40		100		30		8		5		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Fishing areas under shrimp farming                                 Not easy to fish in deep water		1		0		Filling up of Chilika		1		0		Loss of income		Abolition of shrimp farms and plastic nets		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Check again (red zeros mainly)

		Mathapur		Singheswara		PO: Ghiakhala             Via: Balugaon              Khurda		Yudhistira Behera (9777198955)          Duryodhana Behera (9437304639)		35		150		30		10		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of fishing area                Loss of shelter places during rain and cyclones		1		0		Loss of habitat for migratory birds                          Ecological degradation of Chilika		1		0		Entry of non-fishers / fishers with fishing as occupation                                    Loss of production                        Loss of income		Full rights over Chilika                         ban on entry of non-fishers into Chilika                                                             Sole rights to customary fishers to fish and to manage Mother Chilika		0		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Q10: Good statement

		Bankiapalli (Meghambari PFCS)		Singheswara		PO: Ankulachati              Via: Balugaon                   Khurda 752030		Sukanta Behera (9338069916)               Duryodhana Behera (9777061517)		150		400		350		10		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of fishing area to shrimp farms                          Fear of shrimp mafia		1		0		Fillin up of Chilika		1		0		Loss of income from Chilika		Full rights over Chilika to fish, navigate, ect.		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Q7: Very important statement on Shrimp farming                                                         Both men and women on dadan

		Bhagabatipatana (Mamu Bhanaja PFCS)		Singheswara		PO: Singheswara                 Khurda		Subala Kumar Behera (9937144722)                 Narayana Behera (9937137216)		150		700		100		65		20		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish production		1		0		Traditional fishing mehtods (Bahani) cannot be done     Loss of stock and prodcuction		1		0		Pressure of tourists               Motorized boats and their impact on fish stock           Shrinkage of Chilika		1		0		Mafia raj                                                       Degradation of Chilika ecology                                Loss of fish production		Livelihood dependence                                                Sole rights to fish                                               Abolition of shrimp farms                         Protection from Mafia		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Check again (red zeros mainly)

		Taladiha (Mahabir PFCS)		Ratanpur		PO: Kuhudi                 Thana: Tangi                  Khurda		Kanhu Behera (9937308267) Bhamarabara Behera, President (9937676561)		40		150		50		10		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock and production		1		0		Barrier in fish and shrimp movement		1		0		Filling up of Chilika                Nala and siphala infestation                           Loss of fish stock		1		0		Loss of fish production		Recognize cutomary fishing rights Clean up nala and siphala grass from chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Jayantipur (Jayantipur PFCF)		Hatabaradi		PO: Hatabaradi            Thana: Tangi                     Khurda		Panchanana Behera (9938362366)                Sudhir Kumar Behera (9938129504)		60		460		40		20		20		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Navigation for fishing in Chilika is probematic                  Loss of fish and shrimp production and stock		1		0		Siltation and filling up of Chilika                                    Shrimp farming and plastic nets creating barriers for flow of water and fish                                   Shrinkage of Chilika lagoon due to nala and siphali		1		0		Loss of income in Chilika		Recognize traditional rights		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika bahani

		Kuhudi (Mahavir PFCS)		Kuhudi		PO: Kuhudi                 Thana: Tangi                  Khurda		Prafulla Behera (9337681009)		100		500		250		100		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock and production		1		0		Fishing areas under shrimp farming		1		0		Filling of Chilika due to excessive siphala                        Decrease in numbers of migratory birds                           Shrinkage of Chilika area		1		0		Loss of income		Sole rights of customary fishers through payment of lease fee		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika bahani

		Ratanpur		Ratanpur		PO: Kuhudi                 Thana: Tangi                  Khurda		Kelucharana Behera (9937011462)		40		200		20		40		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Blockage of mouth area has negative impact		1		0		Shriankage of fishing area		1		0		Filling of Chilika                       Nala and siphala grass infestation                                Decrease in fish stock		1		0		Ecological degradation of Chilika                                 Loss of fisha dn shrimp stock and production		Sole rights of customary fishers       Exclude non-fishers and shrimp mafia from Chilika		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Check again (red zeros mainly)

		Ratanpur (Sabari Sahi)??? (Mahavir PFCS)		Ratanpur		PO: Kuhudi                 Thana: Tangi                  Khurda		Merua Behera (9778028276)    Nalu Behera (977769062)   Rabindra Behera (9777428354)		150		525		60		30		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Good results for one year after new mouth after that crisis		1		0		Loss of shelter place in rain and cyclone                           Fishing areas under shrimp farming		1		0		Nala and siphala grass infestation		1		0		Loss of fish production		Proper management of Chilika              Renovation of Ganja mouth		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Check again (red zeros mainly)

		Dhuanli (Machyajibi Sahi) (Mamu Bhanaja PFCS)		Singheswara		PO: Singheswara       Thana: Balugaon                      Khurda		Madan Behera (9237928964)  Kishore Behera (9938806029)                     Murali Behera (???)		50		150		20		20		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		We left going ot Chilika 20 years back		1		0		Fishing areas under shrimp farming                                  Lack of space to undertake traditional fishing methods (Bahani)		1		0		Filling up of Chilika                   Water hyacinth infestation leading to shallowing of Chilika		1		0		Shrimp farming		Soel fishing rights to customary fishers through payment of lease fee                                                     Proper management of Chilika		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika Bahani

		Balia (Maa Mangala Sahi) (Hatabaradi PFCS)		Haripur		PO: Haripur                       Thana: Tangi                     Khurda		Halu Behera, Mukhia (9938801201)		7		30		10		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Good results for one year after new mouth after that crisis		1		0		Fishing areas under shrimp farms                                       Problem in fishing - even no space for parking the boat		1		0		Stagnant water due to poor flow of water                      Water hyacinth infestation		1		0		Loss of fish and shrimp production		protection of our livelihood rights		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika Bahani

		Sorana (Sorana Chilika PFCS) Kaibartya Sahi		Sorana		PO: Sorana                      Via: Kuhudi                  Thana: Tangi                   Khurda  752027		Golakha Jena (0674-212060)???                       Anama Behera (9777682385) Satyabrata Behera, President of PFCS		500		4000		1000		150		100		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                     Water pollution due to shrimp food                                                Navigation by boat is difficult                                       Juvenile fishing (both shrimp and fish)		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika due to water hyacinth infestation                                many fish species are extinct		1		0		Loss of fish production		Sole fishing rights to customary fishers		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		1

		Sorana (Bhagabati PFCS)		Sorana		PO: Sorana                      Via: Kuhudi                        Thana: Tangi                Khurda  752027		Jugala Behera, President  (9777335529)                        Syama Sundar Behera (9938193425)		300		1500		200		100		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of shelter place in rain and cyclone                           Fishing areas under shrimp farming		1		0		Some fish species are extinct                                                   Nala infestation leading to filling up of Chilika		1		0		Loss of fish and shrimp production		Abolition of srimp farms                         exclude non-fishers                         sole rights to customary fishers		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika bahani

		Barunapada (Jagulei PFCS)		Sorana		PO: Kalupada              Via: Kuhudi                     Khurda		Rajakishore Ghadei Duryodhana Ghadei (9961477181)                Abhimanyu Ghadei (9861137818)		200		1300		100		50		30		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Obstruction in the movement of fish and shrimp juvenile movement into the lagoon from the sea     Juvenile fish and shrimp destroyed                                  Loss of shelter place by fishers		1		0		Decrease in migratory birds                                      Decerease in number of Dolphins                                Some speies of fish are extinct		1		0		Nala grass infestation                    Loss of production		Reallocation of our traditional fishing area (2200 acres)		0		1		0		0		0		1		1		0		0		1

		Matiapada		Jaripada		PO: Kalupada Ghata     Thana: Tangi                      Khurda		Ghanasyma Ghadei    Chaitanya Jena, C/O Ghanashyama Jena (9861136715)		6		35		8		7		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		1				1		0		Hindrances in fish movement                                   Fishing areas experience no proper movement of fish		1		0		Chilika has shifted about 12 kilometers form the village                                    Siltation in Chilika		1		0		Loss od income				0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Check again (red zeros mainly)

		Samala (Haimabati PFCS)		Kanaka		PO: Kanaka                   Via: Rambha                        Ganjam  761028		Bipra Charana Jally         Ramesh Tahala (9937435100)                    Prabhakara (9438335072)???           Sudarshana Jally (9938846705)		300		1200		25		200		400		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				0		1		the village has shrimp farms so they have said no to the question		1		0		Decrease in fish and shrimp stock                           Decrease in migratory bird                                        Filling up Chllika		1		0		Loss of fish and shrimp production		Full rights on Chilika as customary fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Men and women on migration

		Jagannatha Patana (Matha Samala)		Kanaka		PO: Sabalia                  Thana: Rambha               Ganjam		Panchanana Behera (9937134824)            Sushanta Kusia (9937434055)              Jhadia Behera (9937312266) Mochiram Behera (9853866664)		55		300		150		40		22		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Encroachment of shallow area on the shore by non-fishers                                           Fishing not possible on the shore                                              Due to encroachemntof shore areas fish move to the deep water where its not p		1		0		Filling up of Chilika		1		0		Shrimp Farming                   Loss of fish and shrimp		Rennovation of Palur mouth                 Abolition of all barriers on the channels between mouth and Chilka                                                     Abolition of all shrimp farms                                       Abolition of non-fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Q9: Statement

		Gopabandhu Coloney (Refugee Fishermen PFCS)		NAC, Balugaon		PO: Balugaon               Khurda		Amala Baidya (9437135108)???       Satrughna Mondal (9337734371)		104		384		20		25		100		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock and production                                       Fishing near the mouth obstructed fish movement into the lagoon		1		0		Fishing areas under shrimp farms		1		0		Filling of Chilika               Water hyacinth infestation		1		0		Loss of fish production		Freedom to fish                             Proper management of Chilika		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Refugee village no lease

		Podampet (Not a Chilika village) ???		Palibandha		PO: Huma                             Via: Rambha                            Ganjam		C. H. Babaji (9937981958)???           C.S. Tiki (9777719206)		360		800		50		0		60		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1		Because no on egoes to Chilika		0		0		not a chilika village		0		0		not a chilika village		0		0		not a chilika village				0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		A nolia vilalge which is not fishing in Chilika for many years. They are involved in sea fishing now. As a result they are not able to reply to many of the questions

		Puruna Bandha (Maa Janhabi PFCS)		Palibandha		PO: Palibandha         Thana: Chhatrapur     Ganjam		Surendra Behera (9861916027)                    V. Budhimanta Rao (9937352256)		280		800		600		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				0		1		No shrimp farm experience so answered 'no'		1		0		Filling of Chilika                        Water level reduced		1		0		Loss of production                    Blockage of Palur channel		Freedom to fish                                 Rennovation of Palur channel		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Palur channel fishing

		Gokharakuda		Palibandha		PO: Huma                      Thana: Chhatrapur         Ganjam		W. Simadri (9938123984)    G. Areya (9938776375)		165		615		90		0		150		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock and production		1		0		Blockage of Palur channel there by obstructing the movement of fishand shrimp		1		0		Palur channel blocked and shallow		1		0		Degradation of palur channel		group fishing (kotha bahani) in the channel instead of sea fishing		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Gajapati Nagar		Palur Ramgarh		PO: Palur Ramgarh ????           Thana: Rambha          Ganjam		Dambarudhara Behera (06811-221396)                Mochiram Behera (06811-221191)		1000		3000		300		200		250		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Due its proximity to the main Chilika fish easily moves back into the sea through the mouth instead of staying inside the lagoon		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika Free flow of water and fish obstructed                                  Loss of fish habitat                       Loss of habitat for migratory birds		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                  Water pollution                        Loss of fish stock due ot habitat loss                               A few species are near extinct		1		0		Loss of production                    Ecological degradation of Chilika		Recognition of customary rights to fishing  by fishers                         no involvement of non-fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Look at the form as it has a lot of narrations and statements

		Patanashi / Ramalenka		Ramalenka		PO: Ramalenka         Thana: Krushnaprasa    Via: Balugaon              Puri		Babula Behera (9937187612, 9777744043)		55		150		12		30		15		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0				1		0		Movement of fish and shrimp from sea to the lagoon                                       Catchment erosion through rivers led to siltation		1		0				1		0		Loss of fish stock and production                            Ecological degradation		Sole rights to fishing by customary fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		R. Bichanapalli		Ramagada		PO: Palur                 Thana: Rambha          Ganjam 761023		Kishore Behera (06811-221259) (9938266279 Mangaraja)		120		309		60		80		100		1		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Fluctuations in water level due to the force of the flow		1		0		Movement of juveniles to shallow waters blocked                                          Shrinkage of Chilika                         Juveniles are forced to stay in deep waters and consequently fall prey to carivorous		1		0		Filling of Chilika                     Decrease in migratory birds                                        Water pollution due to motorizedd boats		1		0		Loss of fish and shrimp productivity		Sole rights to fish by customary fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Q10: Good statement

		Gaurangapatana (Rambha PFCS)		Sana Ramachandrapur		PO: Madhurchuan       Thana: Rambha             Ganjam		Parshuram Behera (06810-278249 PP)		185		700		70		40		120		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Important fish habitats lost to shrimp farms                             Juvenile habitats are lsot to shrimp farms		1		0		Filling up of Chilika                  Decrease in migratory birds		1		0		Loss of fish and shrimp productivity                        Shrimp farms in Saheb canal		Customary rights to fishing in Chilika and earn livelihood		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Madhurchuan		Sana Ramachandrapur		PO: Madhurchuan       Thana: Rambha             Ganjam		Bhagaban Das (9777889594)		20		100		6		3		7		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Fish and shrimp habitats lost to shrimp farms		1		0		Chilika dhipa                            Loss of fish and shrimp stock		1		0		Loss of fish production		Rights on chilika equal to right son land property		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Q10: Statement on rights

		Rambha (Bazar Sahi)		NAC, Ward 4		PO: Rambha                         Ganjam		Senapati Behera (9237009014)                   Dili Dambaru Behera (9861214253)		50		350		12		5		8		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish and shrimp production		1		0				1		0		Filling up of Chilika		1		0		Loss of income from fishing		Recognize customary rights to fish		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		1

		Rambha (Bangala Sahi)		NAC		PO: Rambha                         Ganjam		Somanatha Behera (06810-278703)		40		150		25		15		25		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of productivity		1		0		Dhipa heyuchi		1		0		Decrease in fish stock        degradation of Chilika ecology		1		0		Loss of productivity        Ecological crisis		Chilika should be with fishers alone		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Rambha (Tikara Pada)		NAC		PO: Rambha                         Ganjam		Tankadhara Behera (9238574772)		50		300		9		10		12		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				0		1				1		0				1		0		Loss of production		Recognize customary fishing rights		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Check again (red zeros mainly)

		Sabelia		Sabelia		PO: Sabalia                  Thana: Rambha               Ganjam		Binayak Behera (9238650408)                 Raghunatha Behera (06810-278092)                       Bhobani Behera (06810-2391646)		1200		4000		300		60		60		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Due to shrimp farming on gramatali areas fisher face problem in fishing and forced to engage in deep water fishing                               No shelter place in case of need		1		0		Filling of Chilika                    Decrease in migratory birds		1		0		Loss of productivity		Recognize customary rights to fish                                              Proper management of Chiliak - sea mouth at Palur		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Laxmipur (Kada Kuni Sahi)		NAC 3 ????		PO: Rambha                         Ganjam		Kandhamani Behera (9777065591)		400		1080		70		40		100		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish productivity		1		0		Shrimp farms in place of fishing areas                          Fish and shrimp move to deeper water		1		0		Drop in water level                    Chilika has become dhipa           Water hyacinth infestation		1		0		Loss of fish and shrimp productivity		Right ot livelihood dependence on Chilika		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		1

		Ramalenka (Chamunda PFCS)		Ramalenka		PO: Ramalenka         Thana: Krushnaprasa    Via: Balugaon              Puri		Khanei Behera, President  (9238704945)                Dama (0680-2391331)????  Rama Behera (9937391407)		75		280		60		70		70		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Fishing areas under shrimp farms                                        Shortage of fishing area		0		1				1		0		Loss of productivity		Complete abolition of shrimp farms		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Bahara Chilika bahani                                           have not paid lease fee for the last five years

		Pryagi (Nolia Sahi)		Ramagada		PO: Palur                 Thana: Rambha                     Via: Huma              Ganjam		Raja Kishor Behera (9937181260, 06811-221158) Laba Kumar Behera (9938824038)		40		220		40		10		70		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Customary fishers have lost livelihoods                             Migration by fishers		1		0		Natural beauty of Chilika lost                                       Extensive shrimp farming     Decrease in migratory birds		1		0		Mafia raj                                                       Degradation of Chilika ecology                                Loss of fish production		Sole rights to customary fishers   Legal and moral rights to fish       Recognize fishers' livelihood rights in Chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Kalarabadi		Ramagada (Palur)		PO: Palur Gada                         Via: Huma                                Thana: R                    Ganjam		S. Sataya (9938370885)		35		110		20		0		40		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Fishing areas under shrimp farming                                      Conflict with Shrimp farms if we go close for fishing		1		0		Force of flow of water              Excess drainage of water during low tide		1		0		Loss of productivity             Shrimp fariming		Customary rights to fishing in Chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Noliapatana (Kanakadurga PFCS)		Siandi		PO: Siala                 Thana: Krushnaprasada Puri		Niranjana Behera (9437286148, 0674-2901106) Simanchala Behera (9938365520)                 Dola Behera (9937636117)		40		125		16		40		30		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish production		1		0		Shrimp mafia raj                        Fish production has gone down		1		0		Chilika poti		1		0		Loss of incoem from Chilika		Protection from non-fishers threat                                           Our involvement in policy making on Chilika                            Management of chilika by us		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Sri Rampur (Trinathdev PFCS)		Bada aonla		PO: Siala                 Thana: Krushnaprasada    Via: BalugaonPuri		Dambarudhara Tahala (9938506358)              Ranjan Tahala (9937564214) ???		20		60		5		5		8		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Fishers are forced to fishing in deep waters                          all the edge areas are encroached for shrimp farming                                 Prime areas for foraging by fisa nd shrimp under shrimp farming                                 Loss		1		0		Filling up of Chilika                  Decreased fish and shrimp stock		1		0		Shrimp farming                    Theft of fishing equipments		Customary rights to fish in Chiliak to fishers alone		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Balinashi		Budhibara		PO: Siala                      Thana: Krushnaprasad     Puri		Chandan Kumar Behera (9937429084)                  Lokannatha Behera (9937405236)		30		96		0		30		20		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Encroachement of fishing areas by non-fishers                    Obstruction of fish and shrimp movement                                               Fishers are forced to depend on deep Chiliak               Fishers face problem during calamities		1		0		Filling up of Chilika due to righ bundha		1		0		Ruel of non-fishers and mafia                                      Theft and robbery of fishing equipments               Lack of protection of our rights by the government		Sole rights to fishing by customary fishers                                                          Rights should be such that the future generations are secured           Better lease policy with end of 10 percent hike and three year lease		1		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Fatehpur (Previously 'Naba') (Trinathadev PFCS)		Maluda		PO: Maluda                Via: Balugaon                      Thana: Krushnaprasad     Puri		Baikuntha Palei (9938138453 PP)           Nabakishore Das		4		14		2		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Traditional fishing area under shrimp farming		1		0				1		0		Lose of fishing areas to shrimp farms		Recognize customary rights to fishing                                           Protection of our occupation and livelihoods		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Sahabajpur (Trinathdev PFCS)		Budhibara		PO: Maluda                Via: Balugaon                      Thana: Krushnaprasad     Puri		Prafulla Kumar Behera (9938463849) ??????          Prakash Behera (97777015282)		20		86		40		0		20		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Traditional fishing area under shrimp farming		1		0		Shrimp farming                                  Some fish species extinct            Fluctuations in water level		1		0		Loss of income                     Shrimp farming                               Migration by fishers		Sole right to fishing by customary fishers                        Abolition of shrimp farms                              Exclude non-fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Maleswari (Trinathdev PFCS)		Maluda		PO: Maluda                Via: Balugaon                      Thana: Krushnaprasad     Puri		Sanatana Behera (9937501798)                Pradip Behera (9937136243)		70		300		30		40		30		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		1		0		Decrease in water level		1		0		Problem in fishing boat navigation		1		0		Decrease in migratory birds                                        Filling of Chilika                      Some species are extinct   Decrease in water level		1		0		Ecological degradation of Chilika                                   Not possible to maintain livelihood of family		Sole rights in lease area Restriction on fishing by non-fishers in Chilika                              Abolition of all shrimp farms from Chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Rasakudi		Bada aonla		PO: Krushnaprasad       Puri		Laxman Kumar (0674-2901253)                       Mahendra (9938309963)		76		193		50		55		35		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Force of water pushes fishes to sea		1		0		Fish and shrimp habitats lost to shrimp farms                          Fish and shrimp forced to move to deep Chilika             Encroachment of traditional fishing areas by non-fishers		1		0		Shrimp farming is a curse for the beauty of Chilika     Decrease in migratory birds                                      Motorized bots polluting water                                          Water hyacinth infestation		1		0		Shrimp farming has deprived us of our livelihoods                          Income from Chilika has become undependable		Sole right to fishing by customary fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Q10: Good statement

		Panchupatia (Kalupada PFCS) ???? Double survey???Check		Kalekaleswara		PO: Kalupada              Thana: Tangi                Khurda  752022		Hemanta Behera (9338431975)                                        Pathani Ghadei and Bipin (06756-224026, 224283		40		200		40		20		10		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		See survey form		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                   Obstruction in flow of water to all areas                        Fish movement restricted     Problem in boat navigation   Fishing area encroachment              Less area available for fishing            Loss of fis		1		0		Chilika has shrunk            Siltation from rivers and streams                             Chilika has become shallow                                   Fish and bird species hading towards extinction  Due to shallow water shrimp culture is easily done		1		0		Ecological condition of Chilika  (less area due to shrinkage)                   Shallowness                        Non-availability of many fish species                      Shrimp farming                       Infestation by grass and water hyacinth due		Maintain livelihoods by fishing Chilika belonged to our foresfathers and it belongs to us too                                                   Chilika is our 'bhatahandi'		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Nairi (Ghadei Sahi) Laxmi PFCS		Sana Nairi		PO: Nairi                        Thana: Banapur                       Khurda     752029		Lingaraja Ghadei    (9938720740, 9937078419PP)              Ramesh Ghadei              Mochiram Ghadei (9937659655, 9937919356)		120		450		25		50		60		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Juvenile fishing near the sea mouth                                         Loss fish stock		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                     Loss of fish and shrimp stock              Decrease in migratory bird                                    Juvenile fishing		1		0				1		0		Current situation in Chilika     Government inaction                    Loss of income		Sole rights to fishing by customary fishers                        Chilika belongs to us                   Recognize the cirtical livelihood dependence on Chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Refer survey form as it has a lot of writing

		Sana Nairi (Majhi Sahi) Nairi PFCS		Sana Nairi		PO: Nairi                        Thana: Banapur                       Khurda     752029		Narayana Behera (9938235769)                    Dukhishyam Jali  (9937189194)                 Chandramani Behera		700		3500		500		90		70		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Intensive fishing activities near sea mouth and magaramukha including juvenile fishing		1		0		Juvenile fishing		1		0		Loss of fish stock		1		0		Mechanization of fishing  - motorized boats and plastic nets		Restore customary rights            Protection against non-fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		See survey form as it has a lot of writing

		Sorana (Besagalia Sahi - Ghadei Sahi) Mahabir PFCS)		Sorana		PO: Sorana                     Via: Kuhudi                       Thana: Tangi                        Khurda		Dushasana Ghadei (9437144039, 9338560581)		?????				300		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Shrinkage in Chilika area                          Juvenile fishing		1		0		Filling of Chilika                                    Loss of fisha nd shrimp stock       Shrinkage in Chilika area		1		0		Chilika has become undependable for supporting one's family		Customary rights recognized     "Bhata handi"		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check lease and PFCS

		Baulabandha (Mahalaxmi PFCS)		Baulabandha		PO: Baulabandha            Thana: Banapur                Khurda		Banamali Ghadei (9938307960)                        Jugala Ghadei		80		340		60		35		50		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Juvenile fishing                             Navigation by boat is a problem                                      Blockage of channel due to which fish and shrimp cannot move to many parts of Chilika		1		0		Nala and siphala infestation         Filling of Chilika                                  Shrimp farming and its impacts		1		0		Use of plastic nets (Alim Jala)                                           Blockage of channel from mouth to Magaramukha				0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Paniduara (Kalupada PFCS)		Jaripada		PO: Jaripada                  Via: Kalupada             Khurda		Purnachandra Ghadei (9861369681)		70		400		40		100		40		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock		1		0		Fish forage area under shrimp farming                                        Major fish habitats encroached		1		0				1		0		Filling of Chilika                          Loss of fish stock and production		Customary right secured		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Jagulei Padara		Gopinathapur		PO: Kala Padara         Block: Kanasa                 Thana: Brahmagiri           Puri  752017		Anama Behera, Ex-Sarapancha                        (9937346362)		600		2000		200		100		100		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		See survey form		1		0		Loss of Chari                                          Nala infestation                                     Shrinkage of Chilika                        Chilika becoming shallow		1		0		Loss of productivity and income		sole rights to fishing by customary fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Hatabaradi (Uttarani PFCS)		Hatabaradi		PO: Hatabaradi            Thana: Hatabaradi               Khurda		Chaitanya Ghadei		160		700		20		120		150		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock and production		1		0		Forage areas of fish encroached                                Water pollution		1		0		Filling of Chilika due ot nala an dsiphala infestation as well as shrimp farming		1		0		loss of fish stock and production                                   loss of income		Customary rights secured     Rights based on caste		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Alanda Patana		Alanda		PO: Parikuda              Thana: Krushnaprasad         Puri		Hata Kishore       (9861221429)		56		294		20		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Decrease in fish stock                      Loss of fishers livelihoods		1		0		Blockage of channels connecting to the mouth does not allow fish and shrimps to move to all parts of the lagoon     Conflict with non-fishers who are mostly powerful and their numbers are high		1		0		Filling of Chilika                                    Loss of fish and shrimp stock       Shrinkage in Chilika area                               Loss of phytoplakton                               Shortage in flow of water		1		0		Unclear government policy     Focus on tourism                           No proper regulation of mafia raj		Caste-based occupation should be respected and recognized		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Good statements

		Kumandala (Samantarapur) Tradevi PFCS		Kumandala Patana		PO: Nairi                        Thana: Banapur                       Khurda     752029		Subas Ghadei (9937164712)		80		316		20		50		55		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock and productivity		1		0		Fishing area under shrimp farms                                           Difficulty in using traditional methods of fishing due to the presence of shrimp farms on the shore area                                  Use of chemical leads to pollution		1		0				1		0		Loss of fish production leading to wage labour		Customary fishing rights		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Totapada (Jagulei PFCS) Barunapada ????		Jaripada		PO: Kalupada              Thana: Tangi                Khurda  752022		Pathani Ghadei                        Wakila Ghadei                        (9238851602)		50		200		10		45		50		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		1		0				1		0		Filling of Chilika                          Loss of shelter place in times of clamity		1		0		Nala grass infestation                       Filling of Chilika		1		0		Loss of income		Customary rights secured     Rights to livelihood - Bhata handi		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check lease

		Keshpur (Kaluapadara)		Keshpur		PO: Khalikot (RS)             Ganjam  761029		Banshi Dhara Behera (9237011177)		200		750		60		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of fish stock                               Forage areas of fish under shrimp farms                                  Pollution of water		1		0		Many fishes locally extinct              Decrease in migratory birds		1		0		Loss of fish production         Loss of ncome		Customary right secured		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		1		Check survey form - songs and statements

		Gabapadara		Nimikheta		PO: Badakula              Thana: Balugaon                 Khurda		(9861228887)?????		80		300		30		68		70		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Juvenile fishing near the sea mouth                                         Loss fish stock		1		0				0		1				1		0		Encroachement of our Chilika by non-fishers and mafia		Customary rights secured		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Check lease

		Gangadharapur		Firijipur		PO: Nuagaon Badabhuin                Via: Brahmagiri               Puri		Parikhira (Mahajana)		50		225		3		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		1		0		Using traditional methods of fishing (Jano) not possible              Forces of water does not allow fish and shrimp tostay at one place		1		0		Fish habitats unde shrimp farms                                           Loss of livelihoods of fishers		1		0		Natural beauty lost                             Not safe for fisha nd prawn                      Decrease in migratory birds		1		0		Loss of income                          Loss of productivity                            Increase in conflicts                  Ecological degradation of Chilika		Customary rights on orginal lease area		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		See for statements

		Chandraput (Atharabatia)		Nimikheta		PO: Badakula              Thana: Balugaon                 Khurda		9238749329		500		2000		150		0		200		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		Alim nets near sea mouth barriers fish movement                      Shrimp farms on the shore obstructs Bahani		1		0		Problem in Bahani                          Shrinkaga in Chilika                          Harassment by mafia                           Water polution		1		0		Loss of fish stock                      Shrinkage of Chilika                           Water hyacinth infestation		1		0		Loss of fish production             Shrimp farm and mafia raj             Ecological degradation of Chilika - Shrinkage of Chilika		Right to occupation (customary)		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		A paragraph on Nalabana

		Raipur		Manika		PO: Bhagabanpur                 Thana: Brahmagiri               Puri		Nabakishore Sahi   (9238528560 PP)		80		330		12		20		16		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Force of flow of water                     Increase in salinity                             Sea animals attack                          Sand infestation		1		0		Juvenile fishing                            Traditional fishing groudns encroached		1		0		Filling of Chilika                                   Loss of fish stock		1		0		Loss of productivity and income                                            Motorized boats                             High flow of water		Cannot understand what is our rights in Chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Barakudi		Badabena Kudi		PO: Bhubanapur        Thana: Brahmagiri          Puri		Duryodhan Behera (9938281932)		40		160		105		20		23		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of livelihood of fishers and loss of sources of income		1		0		Traditional fishing areas under shrimp farm                                   Fishers forced to fish in deep water                                              Loss of income		1		0		Non-functional sea mouths		1		0		Loss of production		Bhata handi'                                                                             Customary rights be recognized		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Lease page missing

		Gabagunda		Arakhakuda		PO: Bhagabanpur                 Thana: Brahmagiri               Puri		Niranjana Jena		70		340		6		45		55		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Sand infestation in fishing areas                                                   Increase in salinity                                 Loss of productivity                          Drying up of water		1		0		Pollution in Chilika                          Change in water flow direction             Chemical pollution                                     Juvenile fishing - shrimp and fish                                                  Encroachment		1		0		Increase in salinity                               Loss of chari                                        Loss of fish habitat                              Decrease in migratory birds                    Drying up of ponds and wells		1		0		Loss of production                       Loss of customary rights		Right like a farmer has on his land                                             Rights through lease		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Good statements

		Gorapur (Sana Balabhadrapur)		Firijipur		PO: Nuagaon Badabhuin                Via: Brahmagiri               Puri		Binapani Kei W/O Madan (9938673298)		35		140		10		15		50		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Drying up of water		1		0		No passage for fishing boats        Increase in conflict                              Loss of fishing areas                                 Loss of fishers livelihood		1		0		Decrease in migratory birds and dolphins		1		0		Shrimp farming                                         Loss of productivity                         Loss of income                             Use of alim net		Customary rights recognized     "Bhata handi"		0		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Pandapokhari		???		PO: Panasapada           Thana: Brahmagiri            Via: Satapada                 Puri		Niranjana Behera (06752-699132)		40		180		30		20		40		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of Chari                                 Increase in 'sipa'                         Loss of fish and shrimp productivity		1		0		Natural beauty loss                             Shrinkage of Chilika                                    Loss of shrimp and fish stock and productivity		1		0		Loss of natural beauty                           Shrinkage of Chilika area                                               Loss of fish stock		1		0		Loss of productivity and income		To be able to abolish shrimp farms                                          Equal rights to all fishers		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		Check lease

		Keutakudi		Arakhakuda		PO: Bhubanapur        Thana: Brahmagiri          Puri		Sanatana Ghadei      (9938150861 Hari Hari) (9937042322)		40		180		40		16		60		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Fish and shrimp move to the sea                                                Problem in fishing - flow of water		1		0		Cannot fish anymore                             Fishing areas under shrimp farm		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                            Loss of phytoplankton                           Loss of fish habitat		1		0		Loss of income		Right to livelihoods and occupation		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Siara Gola		Panasapada		PO: Panasapada           Thana: Brahmagiri            Via: Satapada                 Puri		Kangali Behera, President (9938773015, 9938284265)		80		240		5		20		100		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Fish and shrimp move to the sea                                                Loss of fish stock - 9 month to 3 month fishing now                   Seasonally fresh water dominance		1		0		Lease to non-fishers and encroachement                               Loss of occupation and livelihood		1		0		Some species locally extinct		1		0		Loss of traditional fishing areas                                           Lack of government support in protecting our fishinga areas		Right to livelihood		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Statements

		Langaleswara (all three sahis)		????		PO: Khalikot (RS)             Ganjam  761029		Minaketana Behera (9937185059)               Kabiraja Bhukta (9938846690) Gantyata Tahala (Resource Person)		250		1500		150		80		100		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock                           Loss of income                                              Migration by fishers		1		0		Fish habitat loss                               Obstruction in water flow		1		0		Water hyacinth infestation                                Siltation and becoming shallow		1		0		Rule of non-fishers                       Government apathy		Fishing as kaulika occupation                                  Sole rights to customary fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Chhedapadara (Maa Domani PFCS)		Nimikheta		PO: Badakula              Thana: Balugaon                 Khurda		Narayana Mukhia (9437217228)               Basanta Kumar Nayak (9937186946)		150		400		15		30		80		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish productivity                 Fishers have lost customary occupation		1		0		Conflicts increasing                             Problem in navigating in Chilika		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                       Loss of salinity                                       Fish soecies are locally extinct                   Decrease in birds                                                                 Pollution due to motoriz		1		0		Loss of fish productivity		Cent percent rights to customary fishers                                     Ownership rights to customary fishers                                Protection from harassment by non-fishers                              Free Chilika from Mafia control and ha		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Good statement

		Balabhadrapur (Satapada)		Satapada		PO: Satapada             Thana: Brahmagiri                   Puri		(9937160820, 9937160821)		290		1215		25		5		6		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of chari                                  Force of water flow - difficult to put nets and stumps in water                                              Force of water takes fish and shrimp to sea                               Loss of shrimp habitat		1		0		Shrimp farm in our lease area by non-fishers                                Chilika environment pollution      Not possible to fish through traditional methods		1		0		Filling of Chilika                                   Tourist infestation		1		0		Loss of fishing area to non-fishers / shrimp farms                   Governemnt inaction in providing protection to us		10 year lease system                   Rights to fish to only customary fishers                       Remove non-fishers from Chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		Some answers changed with inputs from Pratap

		Singheswara		Singheswara		PO: Singheswara ?????      Thana: Balugaon        Khurda		Bauribandhu Behera (9238995382)                   Muralidhara Behera (9937149254)		20		60		15		8		9		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Problem in bahana                      Problem in boat navigation leading to conflict                                   Problem in boat parking		1		0		Filling of Chilika                                   Decrease in migratory birds                 Weak ecological condition		1		0		Loss of fish production		Customary rights recognized       Recognize our rights based on the 150 years of lease fee paid to government		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Lease history related information

		Bhaleri and Enginepur		Nimikheta		PO: Balugaon                   Khurda		Sashikanta Behera         Prasanta Behera                 (9861873947)		7		30		2		0		9		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Alim nets near sea mouth barriers fish movement		1		0		Mafia raj		1		0		Loss of fish stock                                       Shrimp farm intensitfying                                  Decrease in migratory birds                     Nala infestation                                Water pollution		1		0		Loss of fish productivity		Customary rights recognised           Abolition of shrimp farming		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Aalupatana		Satapada		PO: Satapada             Thana: Brahmagiri                   Puri		????		283		1167		60		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Water level down                           Salinity increase                          Force of flow                                  Some fish species extinct		1		0		Growth of fish and shrimp obstructed                                  Shrinkage of Chilika                      Shrimp export price affected due to diseses in farm shrimp		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                            Automatic cleaning of dal is obstructed                                        Loss of chari and plankton		1		0		Weak Chilika policy of government                                      Illegal entry of non-fishers                     Mafia raj                                  Non-cooperation of government / bureaucracy		Customary rights		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Good statement on rights

		Pathara (Narayani PFCS)		Pathara		?????		Ganesh Chandra Das (9861283658)		300		1500		12		35		15		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Fishing near sea mouth onstrcuts juvenile andfish movement into the main Chilika		1		0		Boat navigation obstructed                  Traditional ways of fishing not possible		1		0		Shrinkage and filling of Chilika          Pollution of Chilika		1		0		Increase in the number of fishers                                    Non-fishers' involvement does not give peace of mind                 Loss of productivity and income		Customary right secured		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Pathara (Gaga??devi PFCS)		Pathara		PO: Pathara                     Via / Thana: Khalikote      Ganjam		Balaram Das    (9937337620)		200		600		50		50		100		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of fish stock                                Use of chemical leading to death of fish juvenile                            Obstruction in fish movement           Clearing of silt deposits from river to the sea obstructed                 Fishing area e		1		0		Filling of Chilika                                   Environmental pollution                            Loss of fish stock                           Shrinkage of Chilika		1		0		Shrimp farming                                              Neli nets                               Ecological degradation of Chilika                                           Loss of income		Chilika belongs to customary fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Narrations

		Pathara (Tala Sahi) Pathara PFCS		Pathara		PO: Pathara                     Via / Thana: Khalikote (KIT)    Ganjam        761029		Raghunatha Bala    (9938555037)		700		1300		600		100		150		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Quick draining of water to the sea during low tide due to dircet connection with the sea   Low productivity		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                            Environmental pollution                   Blockage of many channels                 Traditional fishing areas under shrimp farms		1		0				1		0		Filling of Chilika                          Loss of fish stock and production		Protection to fishers occupation and livelihood dependence                        Sole rights to customary fishers                                      Proper allocation of sairats		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		350 men and 250 women on dadan                                                      Q10: Good statement on non-fishers

		Samantarapur		Balugaon NAC		PO: Balugaon                   Khurda		Kailash Chandra Behera  (9853206661)		100		300		10		15		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Environmenal pollution                      Impact on livelihood                                Filling of Chilika                              Mafia raj		1		0		Loss of fish and shrimp productivity                                         Shrinkage of Chilika                                Decrease in migratory birds		1		0		Loss of productivity                       harassment by shrimp mafia                                        Ecological degradation		Customary rights to traditional fishing areas                  Abolition of shrimp farms from our traditional fishing areas		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Keshpur (Keshpur PFCS)		Keshpur		PO: Khalikot (RS)             Ganjam  761029		Banshidhara Behera, Secretary                               Bibhuti Bhusana Baidya     (9937640381)		100		700		30		150		200		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Water fluctuations		1		0		Loss of fish produciton                      Forced fishers to start shrimp farming		1		0		Chilika has become shallow                    Shrinkage and filling of Chilika                      Loss of fish stock		1		0		Loss of fish productivity		Livelihood rights recognized		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Kholamuhan		Badaanala		PO: ????                       Thana: Krushnaprasad        Puri		Pradyumna Jayasingh    (9938146161)		56		196		20		20		20		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Fishers deprived of fishing in traditional fishing grounds                  Blockage of channles in Chilika                                         Fish movement obstructed                   Shrinkage of Chilika                        Decrease of migrator		1		0		Loss of fish stock                                 Disintegration of traditional fishing grounds and shrimp farming has degraded theecology of Chilika                                                     Macha jaga chingudi jaga heyijayichi		1		0						0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Good statement

		Tentulia Pada (Banshiswana PFCS)		Keshpur		PO: Khalikot (RS)             Ganjam  761029		Purnachandra Jally (9937951744)               Binayaka Jally, Secretary PFCS          9777503940           (9938371276 Maheswara)		200		1000		400		25		56		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Intesive fishing near mouth using unfriendly nets		1		0		Problem in fishing by customary fishers		1		0		Shrimp farms and their impact on Chiliak environment		1		0		Difficult to go fishing due to extensive shrimp fariming		Complete abolition of shrimp farms from Chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		330 men and 100 women on dadan

		Kumarapur		Ramalenka		PO: Ramalenka           Thana: Krushnaprasad            Puri		Laxman Behera (9937186043)		270		1000		60		300		200		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of fish stcok and growth		1		0				1		0				Right to livelihood and occupation		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Statement on rights

		Bhimpur		Galua		PO: Bhimpur                Thana: Banapur                    Khurda		Yudhisthir Behera (9238519890)		150		280		50		10		35		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Fluctuations in water flow and level                                              Difficult to fish                                      Loss of income		1		0		Blockage of channels connecting to the mouth does not allow fish and shrimps to move to all parts of the lagoon  Juvenile fishing		1		0				1		0		Loss of fish production                    Encroachement of lease area by non-fishers                     Inaction of government to protect out rights on lease area		Customary rights secured		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Nalabana related village

		Jagannathapur (Banapur)		NAC Banapur		PO: Banapur                   Khurda		Chaitanya Ghadei		15		150		10		20		48		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		1		1		0		Same as above		1		0		Same as above		1		0				1		0		Same as above		Livelihood rights recognized		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Nalabana realated vilalge                  Good statement

		Galua		Galua		PO: Bhimpur                Thana: Banapur                    Khurda		Bhimsen Ghadei		30		100		20		10		17		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Same as above		1		0		Same as above		1		0				1		0		Same as above		Same as above		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Nalabana related village                          10 men and 10 women on dadan     Check sub-lease ??????/

		Bidharapur		Galua		PO: Badahantuada            Khurda				10		30		10		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Same as above		1		0		Same as above		1		0				1		0		Same as above		Same as above		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Nalabana related village                               Ask about consultation on sea mouth

		Jadupur		Arakhakuda		PO: Gopinnathapur           Thana: Brahmagiri             Puri		Rabibabu (9937446373)		70		200		40		18		35		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Excess tidal force and salinity levels		1		0				1		0		Excessive salinity level detrimental to fish stock                                        Loss of chari		1		0		Non-fishers interference               Loss of fish and shrimp stock and productivity		Customary relationship with Chiliak be recognized		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		This village has a lot of shrimp fariming

		Gopinnathapur (Ghadei Sahi)		Arakhakuda		PO: Gopinnathapur    ????       Thana: Brahmagiri             Puri		Rabibabu contact person Village phone (9937247122)		60		200		30		10		60		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		Loss of fish stock                        Filling of Chilika                          Loss of income                                              Migration by fishers		1		0				1		0				1		0		Excessive loss of fish stock and production                        Rule of non-fishers in Chilika                                    Water level decrease / fluctuations                                    Fish habitat loss		Customary right to fish - birth right                                         Livelihoods dependence on Chilika is key to recognizing our rights		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Gopinnathapur (Mallik Sahi) Behera sahi (check malik or behera)		Arakhakuda		PO: Arakhakuda                   Thana: Brahmagiri                 Puri    752011		(06752-241229)		300		700		50		30		70		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of planktons		1		0		Fishing areas under shrimp farm                                              Problem in fishing                              Deep water fishing risky		1		0		Siltation in Chilika                               Nala and siphala infestation		1		0		Theft and robbery of fishing equipments                                    Loss of income and production                                 Juvenile fishing		Full control over leased area		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Check migration numbers - what is 25 percent

		Karimpur		Badabenakudi		PO: Bhubanapur        Thana: Brahmagiri          Puri		Phone (9861066200)		200		329		50		30		10		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Fishing areas under shrimp farm                                              Problem in fishing		1		0		Filling of Chilika                            Water pollution                                     Disease in Fish and shrimps             shrinkage of Chilika                           Decrease in migratory birds                 Shrim farms		1		0		Loss of fish production                            Loss of income                           Dominance of non-fishers             Mafia raj		Protection of our rights		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Arakhakuda		Arakhakuda		PO: Arakhakuda                   Thana: Brahmagiri                 Puri    752011		Narayana Behera (9938802085)		1500		2950		80		100		200		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Mouth is not at the right place     Barnicle infestation                      Complete loss of fish production		1		0		Shrimp farming near the sea mouth and channels                              bahani is not possible anymore		1		0		Salinity increase                             Planktons and patu not present		1		0		Sea mouth impacts                      Shrimp farming                       Loss of productivity and income		Protection of tradtional or customary ways of fishing (methods)                                Abolition of shrimp farms             Freedom to fish independently		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		2400 + acres                                                      This village is where the old sea mouth was

		Mudiratha		Badabenakudi		PO: Bhubanapur        Thana: Brahmagiri          Puri		Ranjan (06752-260014)		40		160		25		21		41		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock and production		1		0		Fishing area under shrimp farms   Actual traditional fishing area decrease		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                             Loss of natural beauty                            Loss of fish and shrimp stock                    Decrease in migratory bird		1		0		Loss of productivity		Moral and occupational rights		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Statement on rights

		TOTAL								19730		74144		12264		5916		6145		131		9		2		1		1		3		4		3		1		3		2		9		7		13		8		7		19		18		14		17		1		2		10		130		71		69				135		3				135		4				139		0						11		122		3		4		81		7		79		7		3		81
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																																																																										non Chilika village		1
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Sheet2

		Q1: NAME OF THE VILLAGE		Q1: NAME OF THE PANCHAYAT		Q1: POSTAL ADDRESS OF THE VILLAGE		Q1: DETAILS OF THE  CONTACT PERSONS		Demographic details				Q2: Total migration		Q2: Total daily wage				Q3: Plans for migration				Q4: Start date of Dadan																																								Q5: Consultation on new sea mouth				Q6: Adverse impact of new sea mouth				Q6: Reasons for 'yes'		Q7: Adverse impact of shrimp culture				Q7: Reason for 'yes'		Q8: Adverse changes in ecological condition				Q8: Reason for 'yes'		Q9: Weak connection with Chilika				Q9: Reason for 'yes'		Q10: Nature of rights		Q11:Status of PFCS								Q12: Decrease in actual lease area				Q12: Fishing area encroached				Q12: Fishing area on sub-lease				Remarks

										Households		Voters (Adults)				Men		Women		Yes		No		Prior to 1980		1981		1985		1988		1991		1993		1994		1995		1996		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005		2006		2007		2008		Yes		No		Yes		No				Yes		No				Yes		No				Yes		No						Functional		Dormant		Dysfunctional		Does not exist		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No

		Panchupatia (Kalupada PFCS) ???? Double survey???Check		Kalekaleswara		PO: Kalupada              Thana: Tangi                Khurda  752022		Hemanta Behera (9338431975)                                        Pathani Ghadei and Bipin (06756-224026, 224283		40		200		40		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		See survey form		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                   Obstruction in flow of water to all areas                        Fish movement restricted     Problem in boat navigation   Fishing area encroachment              Less area available for fishing            Loss of fis		1		0		Chilika has shrunk            Siltation from rivers and streams                             Chilika has become shallow                                   Fish and bird species hading towards extinction  Due to shallow water shrimp culture is easily done		1		0		Ecological condition of Chilika  (less area due to shrinkage)                   Shallowness                        Non-availability of many fish species                      Shrimp farming                       Infestation by grass and water hyacinth due		Maintain livelihoods by fishing Chilika belonged to our foresfathers and it belongs to us too                                                   Chilika is our 'bhatahandi'		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Nairi (Ghadei Sahi) Laxmi PFCS		Sana Nairi		PO: Nairi                        Thana: Banapur                       Khurda     752029		Lingaraja Ghadei    (9938720740, 9937078419PP)              Ramesh Ghadei              Mochiram Ghadei (9937659655, 9937919356)						25		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Juvenile fishing near the sea mouth                                         Loss fish stock		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                     Loss of fish and shrimp stock              Decrease in migratory bird                                    Juvenile fishing		1		0				1		0		Current situation in Chilika     Government inaction                    Loss of income		Sole rights to fishing by customary fishers                        Chilika belongs to us                   Recognize the cirtical livelihood dependence on Chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Refer survey form as it has a lot of writing

		Sana Nairi (Majhi Sahi) Nairi PFCS		Sana Nairi		PO: Nairi                        Thana: Banapur                       Khurda     752029		Narayana Behera (9938235769)                    Dukhishyam Jali  (9937189194)                 Chandramani Behera						500		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Intensive fishing activities near sea mouth and magaramukha including juvenile fishing		1		0		Juvenile fishing		1		0		Loss of fish stock		1		0		Mechanization of fishing  - motorized boats and plastic nets		Restore customary rights            Protection against non-fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		See survey form as it has a lot of writing

		Sorana (Besagalia Sahi - Ghadei Sahi) Mahabir PFCS)		Sorana		PO: Sorana                     Via: Kuhudi                       Thana: Tangi                        Khurda		Dushasana Ghadei (9437144039, 9338560581)						300		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Shrinkage in Chilika area                          Juvenile fishing		1		0		Filling of Chilika                                    Loss of fisha nd shrimp stock       Shrinkage in Chilika area		1		0		Chilika has become undependable for supporting one's family		Customary rights recognized     "Bhata handi"		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check lease and PFCS

		Baulabandha (Mahalaxmi PFCS)		Baulabandha		PO: Baulabandha            Thana: Banapur                Khurda		Banamali Ghadei (9938307960)                        Jugala Ghadei						60		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Juvenile fishing                             Navigation by boat is a problem                                      Blockage of channel due to which fish and shrimp cannot move to many parts of Chilika		1		0		Nala and siphala infestation         Filling of Chilika                                  Shrimp farming and its impacts		1		0		Use of plastic nets (Alim Jala)                                           Blockage of channel from mouth to Magaramukha				0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Paniduara (Kalupada PFCS)		Jaripada		PO: Jaripada                  Via: Kalupada             Khurda		Purnachandra Ghadei (9861369681)		Talk to him				40		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock		1		0		Fish forage area under shrimp farming                                        Major fish habitats encroached		1		0				1		0		Filling of Chilika                          Loss of fish stock and production		Customary right secured		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Jagulei Padara		Gopinathapur		PO: Kala Padara         Block: Kanasa                 Thana: Brahmagiri           Puri  752017		Anama Behera, Ex-Sarapancha                        (9937346362)						200		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		See survey form		1		0		Loss of Chari                                          Nala infestation                                     Shrinkage of Chilika                        Chilika becoming shallow		1		0		Loss of productivity and income		sole rights to fishing by customary fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Hatabaradi (Uttarani PFCS)		Hatabaradi		PO: Hatabaradi            Thana: Hatabaradi               Khurda		Chaitanya Ghadei						20		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock and production		1		0		Forage areas of fish encroached                                Water pollution		1		0		Filling of Chilika due ot nala an dsiphala infestation as well as shrimp farming		1		0		loss of fish stock and production                                   loss of income		Customary rights secured     Rights based on caste		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Alanda Patana		Alanda		PO: Parikuda              Thana: Krushnaprasad         Puri		Hata Kishore       (9861221429)						20		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Decrease in fish stock                      Loss of fishers livelihoods		1		0		Blockage of channels connecting to the mouth does not allow fish and shrimps to move to all parts of the lagoon     Conflict with non-fishers who are mostly powerful and their numbers are high		1		0		Filling of Chilika                                    Loss of fish and shrimp stock       Shrinkage in Chilika area                               Loss of phytoplakton                               Shortage in flow of water		1		0		Unclear government policy     Focus on tourism                           No proper regulation of mafia raj		Caste-based occupation should be respected and recognized		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Good statements

		Kumandala (Samantarapur) Tradevi PFCS		Kumandala Patana		PO: Nairi                        Thana: Banapur                       Khurda     752029		Subas Ghadei (9937164712)						20		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock and productivity		1		0		Fishing area under shrimp farms                                           Difficulty in using traditional methods of fishing due to the presence of shrimp farms on the shore area                                  Use of chemical leads to pollution		1		0				1		0		Loss of fish production leading to wage labour		Customary fishing rights		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Totapada (Jagulei PFCS) Barunapada ????		Jaripada		PO: Kalupada              Thana: Tangi                Khurda  752022		Pathani Ghadei                        Wakila Ghadei                        (9238851602)						10		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		1		0				1		0		Filling of Chilika                          Loss of shelter place in times of clamity		1		0		Nala grass infestation                       Filling of Chilika		1		0		Loss of income		Customary rights secured     Rights to livelihood - Bhata handi		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		check lease

		Keshpur (Kaluapadara)		Keshpur		PO: Khalikot (RS)             Ganjam  761029		Banshi Dhara Behera (9237011177)						60		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of fish stock                               Forage areas of fish under shrimp farms                                  Pollution of water		1		0		Many fishes locally extinct              Decrease in migratory birds		1		0		Loss of fish production         Loss of ncome		Customary right secured		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		1		Check survey form - songs and statements

		Gabapadara		Nimikheta		PO: Badakula              Thana: Balugaon                 Khurda		(9861228887)?????						30		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Juvenile fishing near the sea mouth                                         Loss fish stock		1		0				0		1				1		0		Encroachement of our Chilika by non-fishers and mafia		Customary rights secured		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Check lease

		Gangadharapur		Firijipur		PO: Nuagaon Badabhuin                Via: Brahmagiri               Puri		Parikhira (Mahajana)						3		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		1		0		Using traditional methods of fishing (Jano) not possible              Forces of water does not allow fish and shrimp tostay at one place		1		0		Fish habitats unde shrimp farms                                           Loss of livelihoods of fishers		1		0		Natural beauty lost                             Not safe for fisha nd prawn                      Decrease in migratory birds		1		0		Loss of income                          Loss of productivity                            Increase in conflicts                  Ecological degradation of Chilika		Customary rights on orginal lease area		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		See for statements

		Chandraput (Atharabatia)		Nimikheta		PO: Badakula              Thana: Balugaon                 Khurda		9238749329						150		0		200		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		Alim nets near sea mouth barriers fish movement                      Shrimp farms on the shore obstructs Bahani		1		0		Problem in Bahani                          Shrinkaga in Chilika                          Harassment by mafia                           Water polution		1		0		Loss of fish stock                      Shrinkage of Chilika                           Water hyacinth infestation		1		0		Loss of fish production             Shrimp farm and mafia raj             Ecological degradation of Chilika - Shrinkage of Chilika		Right to occupation (customary)		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		A paragraph on Nalabana

		Raipur		Manika		PO: Bhagabanpur                 Thana: Brahmagiri               Puri		Nabakishore Sahi   (9238528560 PP)						12		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Force of flow of water                     Increase in salinity                             Sea animals attack                          Sand infestation		1		0		Juvenile fishing                            Traditional fishing groudns encroached		1		0		Filling of Chilika                                   Loss of fish stock		1		0		Loss of productivity and income                                            Motorized boats                             High flow of water		Cannot understand what is our rights in Chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Barakudi		Badabena Kudi		PO: Bhubanapur        Thana: Brahmagiri          Puri		Duryodhan Behera (9938281932)						105		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of livelihood of fishers and loss of sources of income		1		0		Traditional fishing areas under shrimp farm                                   Fishers forced to fish in deep water                                              Loss of income		1		0		Non-functional sea mouths		1		0		Loss of production		Bhata handi'                                                                             Customary rights be recognized		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Lease page missing

		Gabagunda		Arakhakuda		PO: Bhagabanpur                 Thana: Brahmagiri               Puri		Niranjana Jena						6		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Sand infestation in fishing areas                                                   Increase in salinity                                 Loss of productivity                          Drying up of water		1		0		Pollution in Chilika                          Change in water flow direction             Chemical pollution                                     Juvenile fishing - shrimp and fish                                                  Encroachment		1		0		Increase in salinity                               Loss of chari                                        Loss of fish habitat                              Decrease in migratory birds                    Drying up of ponds and wells		1		0		Loss of production                       Loss of customary rights		Right like a farmer has on his land                                             Rights through lease		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Good statements

		Gorapur (Sana Balabhadrapur)		Firijipur		PO: Nuagaon Badabhuin                Via: Brahmagiri               Puri		Binapani Kei W/O Madan (9938673298)						10		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Drying up of water		1		0		No passage for fishing boats        Increase in conflict                              Loss of fishing areas                                 Loss of fishers livelihood		1		0		Decrease in migratory birds and dolphins		1		0		Shrimp farming                                         Loss of productivity                         Loss of income                             Use of alim net		Customary rights recognized     "Bhata handi"		0		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Pandapokhari		???		PO: Panasapada           Thana: Brahmagiri            Via: Satapada                 Puri		Niranjana Behera (06752-699132)						30		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of Chari                                 Increase in 'sipa'                         Loss of fish and shrimp productivity		1		0		Natural beauty loss                             Shrinkage of Chilika                                    Loss of shrimp and fish stock and productivity		1		0		Loss of natural beauty                           Shrinkage of Chilika area                                               Loss of fish stock		1		0		Loss of productivity and income		To be able to abolish shrimp farms                                          Equal rights to all fishers		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		Check lease

		Keutakudi		Arakhakuda		PO: Bhubanapur        Thana: Brahmagiri          Puri		Sanatana Ghadei      (9938150861 Hari Hari) (9937042322)						40		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Fish and shrimp move to the sea                                                Problem in fishing - flow of water		1		0		Cannot fish anymore                             Fishing areas under shrimp farm		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                            Loss of phytoplankton                           Loss of fish habitat		1		0		Loss of income		Right to livelihoods and occupation		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Siara Gola		Panasapada		PO: Panasapada           Thana: Brahmagiri            Via: Satapada                 Puri		Kangali Behera, President (9938773015, 9938284265)		80				5		20		100		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Fish and shrimp move to the sea                                                Loss of fish stock - 9 month to 3 month fishing now                   Seasonally fresh water dominance		1		0		Lease to non-fishers and encroachement                               Loss of occupation and livelihood		1		0		Some species locally extinct		1		0		Loss of traditional fishing areas                                           Lack of government support in protecting our fishinga areas		Right to livelihood		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Statements

		Langaleswara (all three sahis)		????		PO: Khalikot (RS)             Ganjam  761029		Minaketana Behera (9937185059)               Kabiraja Bhukta (9938846690) Gantyata Tahala (Resource Person)		250		1500		150		80		100		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock                           Loss of income                                              Migration by fishers		1		0		Fish habitat loss                               Obstruction in water flow		1		0		Water hyacinth infestation                                Siltation and becoming shallow		1		0		Rule of non-fishers                       Government apathy		Fishing as kaulika occupation                                  Sole rights to customary fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Chhedapadara (Maa Domani PFCS)		Nimikheta		PO: Badakula              Thana: Balugaon                 Khurda		Narayana Mukhia (9437217228)               Basanta Kumar Nayak (9937186946)		150		400		15		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish productivity                 Fishers have lost customary occupation		1		0		Conflicts increasing                             Problem in navigating in Chilika		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                       Loss of salinity                                       Fish soecies are locally extinct                   Decrease in birds                                                                 Pollution due to motoriz		1		0		Loss of fish productivity		Cent percent rights to customary fishers                                     Ownership rights to customary fishers                                Protection from harassment by non-fishers                              Free Chilika from Mafia control and ha		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Good statement

		Balabhadrapur (Satapada)		Satapada		PO: Satapada             Thana: Brahmagiri                   Puri		(9937160820, 9937160821)		250		1310		25		5		6		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of chari                                  Force of water flow - difficult to put nets and stumps in water                                              Force of water takes fish and shrimp to sea                               Loss of shrimp habitat		1		0		Shrimp farm in our lease area by non-fishers                                Chilika environment pollution      Not possible to fish through traditional methods		1		0		Filling of Chilika                                   Tourist infestation		1		0		Loss of fishing area to non-fishers / shrimp farms                   Governemnt inaction in providing protection to us		10 year lease system                   Rights to fish to only customary fishers                       Remove non-fishers from Chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		Some answers changed with inputs from Pratap

		Singheswara		Singheswara		PO: Singheswara ?????      Thana: Balugaon        Khurda		Bauribandhu Behera (9238995382)                   Muralidhara Behera (9937149254)		20		60		15		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Problem in bahana                      Problem in boat navigation leading to conflict                                   Problem in boat parking		1		0		Filling of Chilika                                   Decrease in migratory birds                 Weak ecological condition		1		0		Loss of fish production		Customary rights recognized       Recognize our rights based on the 150 years of lease fee paid to government		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		Lease history related information

		Bhaleri and Enginepur		Nimikheta		PO: Balugaon                   Khurda		Sashikanta Behera         Prasanta Behera                 (9861873947)		8				2		0		9		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Alim nets near sea mouth barriers fish movement		1		0		Mafia raj		1		0		Loss of fish stock                                       Shrimp farm intensitfying                                  Decrease in migratory birds                     Nala infestation                                Water pollution		1		0		Loss of fish productivity		Customary rights recognised           Abolition of shrimp farming		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Aalupatana		Satapada		PO: Satapada             Thana: Brahmagiri                   Puri		????		270		1160		60		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Water level down                           Salinity increase                          Force of flow                                  Some fish species extinct		1		0		Growth of fish and shrimp obstructed                                  Shrinkage of Chilika                      Shrimp export price affected due to diseses in farm shrimp		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                            Automatic cleaning of dal is obstructed                                        Loss of chari and plankton		1		0		Weak Chilika policy of government                                      Illegal entry of non-fishers                     Mafia raj                                  Non-cooperation of government / bureaucracy		Customary rights		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Good statement on rights

		Pathara (Narayani PFCS)		Pathara		?????		Ganesh Chandra Das (9861283658)		300		1500		12		35		15		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Fishing near sea mouth onstrcuts juvenile andfish movement into the main Chilika		1		0		Boat navigation obstructed                  Traditional ways of fishing not possible		1		0		Shrinkage and filling of Chilika          Pollution of Chilika		1		0		Increase in the number of fishers                                    Non-fishers' involvement does not give peace of mind                 Loss of productivity and income		Customary right secured		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Pathara (Gaga??devi PFCS)		Pathara		PO: Pathara                     Via / Thana: Khalikote      Ganjam		Balaram Das    (9937337620)						50		50		100		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of fish stock                                Use of chemical leading to death of fish juvenile                            Obstruction in fish movement           Clearing of silt deposits from river to the sea obstructed                 Fishing area e		1		0		Filling of Chilika                                   Environmental pollution                            Loss of fish stock                           Shrinkage of Chilika		1		0		Shrimp farming                                              Neli nets                               Ecological degradation of Chilika                                           Loss of income		Chilika belongs to customary fishers		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Narrations

		Pathara (Tala Sahi) Pathara PFCS		Pathara		PO: Pathara                     Via / Thana: Khalikote (KIT)    Ganjam        761029		Raghunatha Bala    (9938555037)		700		1300		600		100		150		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Quick draining of water to the sea during low tide due to dircet connection with the sea   Low productivity		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                            Environmental pollution                   Blockage of many channels                 Traditional fishing areas under shrimp farms		1		0				1		0		Filling of Chilika                          Loss of fish stock and production		Protection to fishers occupation and livelihood dependence                        Sole rights to customary fishers                                      Proper allocation of sairats		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		350 men and 250 women on dadan                                                      Q10: Good statement on non-fishers

		Samantarapur		Balugaon NAC		PO: Balugaon                   Khurda		Kailash Chandra Behera  (9853206661)		100		300		10		15		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Environmenal pollution                      Impact on livelihood                                Filling of Chilika                              Mafia raj		1		0		Loss of fish and shrimp productivity                                         Shrinkage of Chilika                                Decrease in migratory birds		1		0		Loss of productivity                       harassment by shrimp mafia                                        Ecological degradation		Customary rights to traditional fishing areas                  Abolition of shrimp farms from our traditional fishing areas		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Keshpur (Keshpur PFCS)		Keshpur		PO: Khalikot (RS)             Ganjam  761029		Banshidhara Behera, Secretary                               Bibhuti Bhusana Baidya     (9937640381)		100		700		30		150		200		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Water fluctuations		1		0		Loss of fish produciton                      Forced fishers to start shrimp farming		1		0		Chilika has become shallow                    Shrinkage and filling of Chilika                      Loss of fish stock		1		0		Loss of fish productivity		Livelihood rights recognized		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Kholamuhan		Badaanala		PO: ????                       Thana: Krushnaprasad        Puri		Pradyumna Jayasingh    (9938146161)		56		196		20		20		20		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Fishers deprived of fishing in traditional fishing grounds                  Blockage of channles in Chilika                                         Fish movement obstructed                   Shrinkage of Chilika                        Decrease of migrator		1		0		Loss of fish stock                                 Disintegration of traditional fishing grounds and shrimp farming has degraded theecology of Chilika                                                     Macha jaga chingudi jaga heyijayichi		1		0						0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Good statement

		Tentulia Pada (Banshiswana PFCS)		Keshpur		PO: Khalikot (RS)             Ganjam  761029		Purnachandra Jally (9937951744)               Binayaka Jally, Secretary PFCS          9777503940           (9938371276 Maheswara)						400		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Intesive fishing near mouth using unfriendly nets		1		0		Problem in fishing by customary fishers		1		0		Shrimp farms and their impact on Chiliak environment		1		0		Difficult to go fishing due to extensive shrimp fariming		Complete abolition of shrimp farms from Chilika		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		330 men and 100 women on dadan

		Kumarapur		Ramalenka		PO: Ramalenka           Thana: Krushnaprasad            Puri		Laxman Behera (9937186043)		270		1000		60		300		200		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Loss of fish stcok and growth		1		0				1		0				Right to livelihood and occupation		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Statement on rights

		Bhimpur		Galua		PO: Bhimpur                Thana: Banapur                    Khurda		Yudhisthir Behera (9238519890)		150		280		50		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Fluctuations in water flow and level                                              Difficult to fish                                      Loss of income		1		0		Blockage of channels connecting to the mouth does not allow fish and shrimps to move to all parts of the lagoon  Juvenile fishing		1		0				1		0		Loss of fish production                    Encroachement of lease area by non-fishers                     Inaction of government to protect out rights on lease area		Customary rights secured		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Nalabana related village

		Jagannathapur (Banapur)		NAC Banapur		PO: Banapur                   Khurda		Chaitanya Ghadei		15		150		10		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		1		1		0		Same as above		1		0		Same as above		1		0				1		0		Same as above		Livelihood rights recognized		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Nalabana realated vilalge                  Good statement

		Galua		Galua		PO: Bhimpur                Thana: Banapur                    Khurda		Bhimsen Ghadei		30		150		20		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Same as above		1		0		Same as above		1		0				1		0		Same as above		Same as above		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Nalabana related village                          10 men and 10 women on dadan     Check sub-lease ??????/

		Bidharapur		Galua		PO: Badahantuada            Khurda				10		30		10		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Same as above		1		0		Same as above		1		0				1		0		Same as above		Same as above		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Nalabana related village                               Ask about consultation on sea mouth

		Jadupur		Arakhakuda		PO: Gopinnathapur           Thana: Brahmagiri             Puri		Rabibabu (9937446373)						40		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Excess tidal force and salinity levels		1		0				1		0		Excessive salinity level detrimental to fish stock                                        Loss of chari		1		0		Non-fishers interference               Loss of fish and shrimp stock and productivity		Customary relationship with Chiliak be recognized		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		This village has a lot of shrimp fariming

		Gopinnathapur (Ghadei Sahi)		Arakhakuda		PO: Gopinnathapur    ????       Thana: Brahmagiri             Puri		Rabibabu contact person Village phone (9937247122)						30		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		1		0		Loss of fish stock                        Filling of Chilika                          Loss of income                                              Migration by fishers		1		0				1		0				1		0		Excessive loss of fish stock and production                        Rule of non-fishers in Chilika                                    Water level decrease / fluctuations                                    Fish habitat loss		Customary right to fish - birth right                                         Livelihoods dependence on Chilika is key to recognizing our rights		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Gopinnathapur (Mallik Sahi) Behera sahi (check malik or behera)		Arakhakuda		PO: Arakhakuda                   Thana: Brahmagiri                 Puri    752011		(06752-241229)		300		700		50		30		70		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of planktons		1		0		Fishing areas under shrimp farm                                              Problem in fishing                              Deep water fishing risky		1		0		Siltation in Chilika                               Nala and siphala infestation		1		0		Theft and robbery of fishing equipments                                    Loss of income and production                                 Juvenile fishing		Full control over leased area		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Check migration numbers - what is 25 percent

		Karimpur		Badabenakudi		PO: Bhubanapur        Thana: Brahmagiri          Puri		Phone (9861066200)		200		329		50		30		10		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		1				1		0		Fishing areas under shrimp farm                                              Problem in fishing		1		0		Filling of Chilika                            Water pollution                                     Disease in Fish and shrimps             shrinkage of Chilika                           Decrease in migratory birds                 Shrim farms		1		0		Loss of fish production                            Loss of income                           Dominance of non-fishers             Mafia raj		Protection of our rights		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		Arakhakuda		Arakhakuda		PO: Arakhakuda                   Thana: Brahmagiri                 Puri    752011		Narayana Behera (9938802085)		1500		2950		80		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Mouth is not at the right place     Barnicle infestation                      Complete loss of fish production		1		0		Shrimp farming near the sea mouth and channels                              bahani is not possible anymore		1		0		Salinity increase                             Planktons and patu not present		1		0		Sea mouth impacts                      Shrimp farming                       Loss of productivity and income		Protection of tradtional or customary ways of fishing (methods)                                Abolition of shrimp farms             Freedom to fish independently		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		2400 + acres                                    This village is where the old sea mouth was there

		Mudiratha		Badabenakudi		PO: Bhubanapur        Thana: Brahmagiri          Puri		Ranjan (06752-260014)						25		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		Loss of fish stock andproduction		1		0		Fishing are under shrimp farms   Actual traditional fishing area decrease		1		0		Shrinkage of Chilika                             Loss of natural beauty                            Loss of fish and shrimp stock                    Decrease in migratory bird		1		0		Loss of productivity		Moral and occupational rights		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		Statement on rights

		TOTAL												3500		835		1180		45		1		0		0		0		0		4		2		0		0		0		2		0		6		4		2		7		10		4		4		0		1		2		44		36		10				46		0				45		1				46		0						1		42		2		1		38		1		37		2		2		37
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														12248		4830		4615		131		9		2		1		1		3		4		3		1		3		2		9		7		13		8		7		19		18		14		17		1		2

		Blue: Over phone		Red: tentative (need change)

		Gaurangapatana and Madhurchuan (Pratap has done separately for both villages. Three forms available)		Sana Ramachandrapur		PO: ….Dhurua              Ganjam  ?????		Chakradhara Behera, Village President                         Shree Behera      (9937434616) ???																		2

		Gaurangapatana and Madhurchuan (Pratap has done separately for both villages		Sana Ramachandrapur		PO: Rambha               Ganjam		(06810-278249)																		1
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		Occupational Displacement

		Total Adult		74144

		Displaced from fishing		24325

		Still in fishing		49819

		Source of new occupation

		Displaced from fishing		24325

		Out migration		12264

		Daily wage earners		12061

		Male		5916

		Female		6145

		Daily wage earners		12061

		Male		5916

		Female		6145

		Migration trend I

		Villages with migration		138

		Villages without migration		2

		Migration trend II

		Villages with plans for further migration		131

		Villages with plans for no further migration		9

		Migration trend III

		Starting year of migration		Number of villages

		Pre-1980		2

		1981		1

		1985		1

		1988		3

		1991		4

		1993		3

		1994		1

		1995		3

		1996		2

		1998		9

		1999		7

		2000		13

		2001		8

		2002		7

		2003		19

		2004		18

		2005		14

		2006		17

		2007		1

		2008		2

		Consultation on new sea mouth

		Villages consulted		10

		villages not consulted		130

		Adverse impact of Sipakuda sea mouth

		Villages feel adversely impacted		71

		Villages do not feel strongly impacted		69

		Adverse impact of shrimp culture

		Villages feel adversely impacted		135

		Villages do not feel impacted		3

		One village not going to chilika i.e. Naranapur

		Adverse changes in ecological condition

		Villages observing changes		135

		Villages not observing changes		4

		one village is not a Chilia village

		Villagers connectedness with Chilika

		Villages feeling disconnected		139

		Villages not feeling disconnected		0

		Status of village cooperatives

		Functional		11

		Dormant		122

		Dysfunctional		3

		Do not exist		4

		Status of village cooperatives

		Functional		11

		Dormant		122

		Dysfunctional		3

		Do not exist		4

		Status of fishing area

				Yes		No

		Decrease in actual lease area		81		7

		Encroachment of fishing area		79		7

		Sub-lease of fishing area		81		3

		CHECK TOTAL VILLAGES??????

		Total is not 140 villages because not all villages have lease and some of them fish in deep Chilika
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before opening up Sipakuda sea mouth
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Size of the fish represents the power of fisher women 
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Building and strengthening local institutions  

Experimenting new ways of fishing technologies 

Building strength – Adaptive Capacity  



Key dimensions of SSF vulnerability to global change  

Absence of 
wellbeing 

Lack of 
access to 
capitals 

 
Loss of resilience 

Areas of 
vulnerability in SSF 

Material Natural 
Financial 
Physical 
  

Lack capacity to 
absorb disturbance 
and reorganize while 
undergoing change  
 
Lack capability for 
self-organization, 
learning and 
adaptation 

Ecological Problems 
Economic crisis 
Physical resources 
Social crisis 
Economic dependence  
Political issues   

 Relational Human 
Social 

Individual and 
community level  Subjective Human 

Social 

Vulnerabilities 
in SSF 



Key dimensions of strength of SSF in response to global change 

Increase in 
wellbeing 

Better access 
to capitals 

Building 
resilience 

Areas of strength in 
SSF 

Material Natural 
Financial 
Physical 
  

Capacity to 
absorb 
disturbance and 
reorganize while 
undergoing 
change  
  
Capability for 
self-organization, 
learning and 
adaptation 

Coastal habitat conservation 
Economic development 
Mobilizing physical resources 

Relational  Human 
Social 
  
  

Social cohesion 
Greater economic 
independence  
  
Increasing political voice   

Subjective Human 
Social 

Individual and community 
level 

Strengths / Adaptive 
Capacity in SSF  



Modified from Nayak and Armitage 2018 



POWER AND POLITICS 
 

Alternate narrative: Claims of increasing yields and income 
between 1996 to 2002 

• Five-fold increase in fish 
• Ten-fold increase in shrimp 
• Sixteen-fold increase in crab 
• Annual HH income increased from USD 70 

to USD 1200 



Who defines the narrative / discourse 

How change is ‘framed’ by 
certain groups as 
significant or not 

• To what extent that framing is 
used to ignore or facilitate 
change processes  

Change can create new 
opportunities and upward 

social and economic 
mobility for some but 

exclude others 

• Who benefits and who loses 
• Uneven distribution of benefits 

and impacts  
• Disproportionately impact poor, 

disempowered and other 
marginalized groups 

Power and politics at the core of global change responses   
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Key provisions 
• Responsible governance of tenure  
• Sustainable resource management 
• Social development, employment and decent work 
• Value chains, postharvest and trade 
• Gender equality 
• Disaster risk and climate change 

Main objectives 
• Global food security, nutrition, right to adequate food 
• Equitable development of small-scale fishing communities and poverty eradication 
• Sustainable utilization, prudent and responsible management and conservation 
• Economically, socially and environmentally sustainable future  
• Ecosystem friendly / participatory policies, strategies and legal frameworks 
• Public awareness and advancement of knowledge 





Different kinds of rights related to vulnerability and strengths in SSF 

• Right to demarcation of fishing areas 

• Right to manage the fishery 

• Right to speech / speak 
• Right to information 
• Right to decide occupation 
• Right to make decisions 

• Right to livelihoods 
• Right to fair price 
• Right to fishing related loans 

• Right to the rule of law 

• Right to institution 

Rights for responsible 
governance of Tenure 



Clusters of Tenure Rights  

Rights  

Rights  Rights  

Rights  
Rights  

1. Rights that ensure the physical integrity of the resource 

2. Rights that safeguard the economic aspects of fishers’ engagement 

3. Rights that build and strengthen the institutional foundation 

4. Rights that strengthen the voices of the fishers, and strengthen their political 
standing and decision-making capacity 

5. Rights that provide a stronger legal basis and policy recognition 

 



• Equator Initiative Prize criteria: Impact, Innovation, Scalability / replicability, 
Resilience, Adaptability and Self-sufficiency, Social Inclusion, Gender Equality 

• Case Studies  (378 ) 
• Marine and Coastal Resource Management 

(78) 
• Community-Based Adaptation to Climate 

Change (130) 



• Total Solutions: 721 
• Coasts: 110 
• Oceans: 72 
• Wetlands 170 
• SDG 14 (Life Below Water): 74 

 



COMMUNITY STORIES 
• How communities can take collective action, through home-grown environmental 

stewardship, to improve local ecosystem and community well-being. 



A tool for local communities and others to share experiences, and to 
seek out the ingredients of success in community conservation and 
sustainable livelihoods 



ISSF is a global collaborative 
online database providing 
information on SSF to help 
enhance knowledge about 
this sector and their overall 
contributions 

Too Big to Ignore (TBTI): 
Global Partnership for 
Small-Scale Fisheries 
Research 



• I-ADApT (Assessment based on Description and responses, and 
Appraisal for a Typology) 

 

• Our longer term intention is to develop a database of global 
case studies as an open-access web site to help decision makers, 
researchers and stakeholders decide how to respond when 
faced with difficult choices and trade-offs. 

Human Dimensions (HDWG) 

http://www.imber.info/en/projects/imber/science/working-groups-1/human-dimensions-working-group-hdwg


COMBINING NATURAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 



Fishers, Dolphins and Seagull  



Voices of Poor approach (Narayan et al. 2000) 

• “There are 2.8 billion poverty experts, the poor themselves. Yet 
the development discourse about poverty has been dominated by 
the perspectives and expertise of those who are not poor...” 
 

• How people express their own perspectives and experiences of 
poverty, its causes and how it can be reduced.”  
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